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TRUTH WEARS NO MASK, BOWS AT NO HUMAN SHRINE, SEEKS NEITHER PLACE NOR APPLAUSE: SHE ONLY ASKS A HEARING.

ESTABLISHED 1865. CHICAGO, MARCH 26, 1892.

silent, and so are its present tenants. The villagers 
of Concord still call it “The Chapel.” Everything 
about it has an air of complete abandonment and de
cay. Only a few of those who made the place famous 
are living, but Emerson, its great light, is gone, and 
so are Thoreau, Channing, Lowell, Gray, Barker, Al
cott and the others. But visitors still come to it. As 
the driver of my carriage told me: “People come 
here, and seem just to like to gaze upon the old place. 
Relic hunters always want something from the grounds, 
and they generally get it, for there is no one to say 
them nay, and why shouldn't they take the place 
piecemeal, for some say a good storm will take it at 
one swoop?”

In the town of Nillenova, N. Y., there is a case 
that is puzzling the occulists. Charles Gibson and 
his family live in a log house on a twenty acre farm 
and do not find existence a bed of roses. One daugh
ter, the eldest child, sixteen years old, at birth was 
found to have some peculiarity about her eyes, but 
nothing was thought of it until she reached the age 
when children notice objects, and then the discovery 
was made that she was blind. Still later on it was 
demonstrated that by artificial light she could see, but 
sunlight enveloped her in darkness so far as her own 
eyes were concerned. This was continued to the 
present day. She played with her toys at night when 
a child, and read and sewed by the lamp of light and 
candle as she grew older. She is very attractive per
sonally, and as if to compensate for her peculiarity of 
sight, her faculties appear to be developed beyond 
those of most persons of her rank. Her sewing is the 
wonder of those who have seen it, and her memory re
tains the bulk of what she reads. It is a very singular 
case, and occulists, who have made an examination 
of her eyes, confess themselves wholly unable to de
termine the cause of the sun-blindness.

Dr. Charles W. Hidden writes to Alcyone: Abbie 
A. Judson says that it requires courage to be a Spir
itualist, because of the abus’e which the outside world 
heaps upon the person who has announced himself a 
believer. With due respect to Miss Judson, permit 
me to remark that the average Spiritualist has more 
to fear from abuse within, than abuse without the walls 
of Spiritualism. If a Spiritualist appears conscien
tious, and is disposed to tell the truth about what he 
sees and hears, the world is apt to applaud rather 
than to condemn. Not so with the Spiritualists. To 
tell the truth about certain things which pass muster 
for Spiritualism, is to invoke a storm of spiritualistic 
abuse, which discounts the criticism of the world, 
every time. The abuse of a Spiritualist by Spiritu
alists does infinitely more harm in business and social 
life than the good natured smiles and raillery of the 
world. The reason Spiritualists as a body do not com
mand more respect, is because of a lack of organiza
tion and not because of any special peculiarity of be
lief relative to phenomena. Spiritualism reduced to 
the scientific basis of certainty, and backed by a pow- 
grful organization, would challenge the admiration of 
the world, and it would then be considered a very 
respectable thing to be a Spiritualist. But just so long 
as Spiritualism remains in its present transitional
stage, just so long will it continue to furnish a harbor I that it becomes dangerous.

and shelter for spiritual tramps and hobby riders; and 
just so long will it fail to attract the attention from 
the world which its honest and well intentioned be
lievers feel that it merits. The manifest lack of har
mony and unity among Spiritualists not only does 
harm to the cause, but it is slowly but surely driving 
the brightest and brainest men and women out from 
our ranks, and Spiritualism will become a dead letter 
unless a halt is called and sense instead of nonsense 
is summoned to the front. When Spiritualists perfect 
an organization; reduce Spiritualism to the basis of 
certainty; freeze out the frauds; relegate the weak
lings to the rear; bring the brightest and best minds 
to the front; in a word, when Spiritualism is made 
worthy, instead of allowing it to appear unworthy, 
then, and not until then, will Spiritualists command the 
respect of each other and the world.
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Charles A. L, Totten the young lieutenant de
tailed by the Government to teach military science 
and tacties at Yale College, is mortifying the college 
faculty greatly by his wild interpretations of scripture 
prophecies, talk about astrological signs and pre
dicting the speedy end of the world. At first he be
gan to intrude his prophecies into his lectures, but 
after official warning ceased to do so. As a military 
instructor his success has been marked, but in regard 
to Bible signs and portents he is regarded in New 
Haven as a monomaniac. Some of his talk and actions 
are rather funny. For instance, he has recently 
written a book, and when it was published, he ‘ ‘took a 
heavy hammer and a ten-inch spike, and spiked a 
copy of the book to the telegraph pole on one of New 
Haven’s principal streets, remarking to a group of re
porters who stood near that, as he could not spike the 
book up in all parts of the world, he would nail it to 
the telegraph which reaches all over the world.”

The accumulation of such evidence is becoming so 
great that every physician of experience feels forced 
to share the belief of the communicability of consump
tion, writes Dr. W. H. Chappell in the North Ameri
can Review. There are also few physicians who have 
not had one or more cases that for years they had 
thought had been contracted in this way. How else 
than by communication are we to account for the 
rapid spread of consumption among savage nations, 
where this disease was unknown before civilized peo
ple began to visit them? This is true of our own 
American Indians, the inhabitants of Central Africa, 
and many other countries. Intermarrying, or any 
other condition which might make hereditary trans
mission a possible cause, certainly could not account 
for its rapid progress. Besides, some of the best ob
servers and investigators believe that consumption is 
not hereditary, and there is much positive evidence in 
favor of this view. With such evidence of the possi
bility of inhaling the bacilli, the question would nat
urally be asked, * 4 * ‘How do the bacilli get into the at
mosphere, when they are not found in the breath of 
sufferers of this disease?” We know positively that in 
these cases bacilli are present in the mucus which is 
raised after coughing. In its moist condition it is 
impossible for it to be inhaled, but when it dries and 
becomes dust it is blown about, and it is in this form

TOPICS OF THE TIMES.
Rev. Joseph Cook says that “Sunday newspapers 

are published to make money.” This is the tit-for-tat 
style in which a New York daily meets the statement: 
‘ ‘Same thing as Rev. Joe Cook’s Sunday discourses 
and Monday lectures are given for. ”

When a flock of birds is in flight it is still one body, 
one will, says a writer; it will rise, or circle, or swoop 
with a unity that is truly astonishing. A flock of
snow buntings will perform their aerial evolutions 
with a precision that the best-trained soldiery cannot 
equal. Have the birds an extra sense which we have 
not? A brood of young partridges in the woods will 
start up like an explosion, every known particle and 
fragment hurled into the air at the same instant, with
out word or signal. How is it done?

Referring to the recent burning of a negro at the 
stake in the presence of five thousand people at Tex
arkana, Arkansas, the Progressive Age says: In point 
of brutality the perpetrators of this burning were 
worse than the negro. The black man committed a 
heinous crime, but society was not protected by the burn
ing, for it. was imbruted by the coarse vengeance vis
ited upon the criminal. Coarseness and br\ tality in 
public, breed coarseness and brutality in private. 
The black man should have had a fair trial, and if 
guilty, should have been confined at proper labor for 
such time as it was necessary to fit him for liberty. 
Vengeance should have no place where society under
takes to deal with one of its individuals.

The various departments of the World’s Fair are 
swamped with the applications of cranks, says a 
Chicago daily. An Ecquadorian has sent in a modest 
request for $5,000 for an epic poem, the hero of 
which is to be Columbus. He states that it will 
equal the Iliad or the JEneid, and writes: 4 T will 
come to Chicago and recite the poem. It will take 
nine days for its delivery. There should be 50,000 
copies of the poem printed for which I beg you to ap
propriate $50,000.” A German writes that he will 
raise a revenue of $8,000,000 for theExposition, if he 
be granted permission to conduct a lottery. “I do 
riot know whether your laws at. present would permit 
of this,” he adds, “but if there are any anti-lottery 
statutes, special legislation could be invoked in aid of 
the scheme which I have to submit.”

It is a curious fact that the building once known 
the world over as “The Concord School of Philos
ophy” is now used, writes a correspondent, as a store
house for furniture—the household belongings of Pro
fessor A. Bronson Alcott and his daughter, Louisa 
May Alcott, finding shelter there, among other things. 
An attempt is still made to keep the place intact, as 
the forbidding sign, “Private Grounds; No Trespass
ing,” indicates, but the once much-trodden path lead
ing from the wooden gate to the house is almost ob
literated and few footsteps pass over it now. The 
rooms which once echoed masterly discourse on “Im- 
motality,” “Materialism” and “Incarnation” are now
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THE PSYCHICAL CONGRESS.
With the inception of the World’s Columbian Ex

position came the laudable desire to have every phase 
of human activity and progress therein represented. 
Primarily the original intent of the enterprise was an 
exhibition of things, not of men, of the concrete evi
dences of the material progress and achievements of 
the race. Magnificent as would be this display, it 
would most inadequately exhibit the world’s progress; 
and this was soon realized by the able managers. To 
round out and complete the Fair the World’s Congress 
Auxiliary was organized under the auspices of the 
World’s Columbian Exposition authorities. The Aux
iliary with the motto, “Not things, but Men” has, 
with the Hon. C. C. Bonney as manager, undertaken 
to gather in a series of Congresses the men and women 
who stand foremost in science, philosophy, litera
ture, art, education, jurisprudence, sociology, morals, 
charity, religion, etc., etc., to the end that these de
partments of human activity may be conspicuously 
and adequately displayed: and also because the spirit 
of fraternity will be thus promoted and the era of 
universal peace and happiness hastened.

This grand series of World’s Congresses would be 
incomplete without one on Psychical Science, and this 
fact was fully comprehended by Mr. Bonney, a man 
who recognizes the intimate relations between the phy
sical and psychical realms. Very naturally under 
these circumstances, the editor of The Religio-Phil- 
OSOPHiCAL Journal was invited to the chairmanship 
of the committee. The fact that the paper was un
compromisingly committed to the scientific method 
and held itself independent of sectarian influences, 
probably inspired the Chief of the Auxiliary with the 
belief that the editor was the proper person and would 
command the confidence of the world at large, as well 
as the cooperation of the numerous body of men and 
women actively interested in psychical research, 
among whom are many well equipped by scientific 
training and incited by hearty sympathy with the 
work.

As has been stated in these columns, the gentlemen 
composing the committee have all had some experi- 
ance in psychical research, all are in full sympathy 
with the central claim of Spiritualism and a majority 
have had demonstrations of the continuity of life and 
spirit manifestation. The several members have been 
appointed by President Bonney upon the advice of 
Mr. Bundy, who in making the selections had in view 
the special qualifications of each individual. This 
committee, like those of the various Congresses, is 
made up Chicago people and those who can take an 
active partin committee work; in the present instance 
all are residents of Chicago with the exception of 
Prof. Coues, and it is expected he will be able to meet 
with the committee and to do effective work. Care 
has been exercised to select men who hold truth above 
all partisan or denominational ties; who, while zeal
ously guarding the interests of all that pertains to 
psychical science and spirit manifestation, will act 
with judicial fairness in every particular.

On another page will be found the preliminary an
nouncement of the committee, and its careful perusal 
is invited. The Journal again repeats that it confi
dently anticipates for this supremely important enter
prise the cordial good-will and active cooperation of 
all rational, high-minded, truth-loving people, what
ever may be their respective scientific or theologi- 
ical predilections; and especially does it rely upon the 
support of that large body of intelligent Spiritualists 
who are so thoroughly grounded in their knowledge 
of spirit manifestations that they are fearless in court
ing investigation and in eliminating all that is doubt
ful.

. That a Psychical Science Congress is placed in the 
list by the Congress Auxiliary on the same footing 
with the universally recognized sciences, should be a 
matter of congratulation to every psychical researcher 
and particularly to every avowed Spiritualist. The 
chairman is already personally assured of the active 
assistance of a number of well-known scientists and 
researchers, and of Spiritualists who realize that the 
establishment of psychics as a science is essential to 

the improvement of religions, morals, and all that 
tends to the uplift of the race.THE SPIRITUALISTIC EXHIBIT AT THE WORLD’S FAIR.

Under the above heading the Banner of Light in a 
late issue had an editorial from which we quote as 
follows:

“In the concluding paragraph of Mr. Thos. Lees’s 
•Cleveland Notes’ in last week’s Banner, the perti
nent question is asked as to ‘ ‘What has become of the 
project for a spiritualistic exhibit at the World’s Fair 
in Chicago in 1893?” The question is easily ans
wered, at least so far as we are concerned. The 
Banner was the first paper that advocated such an ex
hibit be made, as we felt that a booth of this charac
ter, to contain spiritualistic books, specimens of in
dependent slate-writing, occult telegraph machines, 
planchette, spirit-painting in oils, portraits of promi
nent Spiritualists, and other interesting exhibits, 
would attract attention and benefit the cause of the 
Spiritual Philosophy in a way nothing else could in 
the presence of the multitudes who would be at the 
Fair from many parts of the world.”

The Banner goes on to say that its articles called 
out several Spiritualists in different parts of the 
country in favor of such a movement. Previous to 
the Banner's call for such an effort the scheme had 
been advocated by a correspondent in another paper 

• who nominated a person as manager of the exhibit. 
The Banner and its correspondents approved che nom
ination and the nominee, according to the Banner, 
“signified his willingness to preside in that capacity 
provided he was adequately remunerated for his time 
and labor.’” Thereupon a call was made for funds, 
“but the amount which came to hand was very small,” 
says The Banner,......... “and the Spiritualists were so
lukewarm in regard to the contemplated enterprise” 
that it concluded reluctantly to let the matter drop, 
“at least so far as the Banner was concerned.” With 
this view the proposed manager coincided.

The Banner's editorial closes with the following 
paragraph:

Recently we have seen an article in The Religio- 
Philosoi’HICAL Journal stating that a committee of 
five had been formed, “all residing in Chicago except 
one,” with Mr. Bundy7 as President, and have further 
learned from a private source, that should any Spirit
ualists in future apply for a position in the Fair, they 
must consult Mr. Bundy, who has secured from the 
head-managers the exclusive control of the matter 
under consideration.

Our esteemed contemporary makes a loose and in
correct statement, unintentional no doubt, calculated 
to mislead the public. As its statement has been cop
ied into contemporaries we beg leave to call its atten
tion and that of the papers which copied from it. 
The implication of the above paragraph is that we 
are planning a Spiritualistic exhibit for the Fair and 
“have exclusive control of the matter under consid- 
ation” as the head of a “committee of five.” This is 
all a mistake, and a sufficient answer is contained in our 
remarks under the head of “The Psychical Congress” 
and in the preliminary announcement of the commit
tee to be found in the Open Court department. Will 
our contemporaries kindly rectify their error by pub
lishing that announcement, and such portions of the 
editorial as .may be necessary to make the matter 
clear?

When the scheme of a Spiritualistic exhibit was 
first broached it seemed to us unwise and impractica
ble. When the matter was further agitated and an 
organization formed at Cassadaga last summer, we still 
failed to see that the scheme was either feasible or 
wise. Not being able to commend it, but believing in 
the good faith of those who did, we kept silent and 
awaited results, fully believing nothing would come of 
it. We were averse to such an exhibition as our es
teemed Boston contemporary advocated. We believed 
that to spread such an exhibit before the monster 
crowd of everchangirig people wholly unacquainted 
with the history of the several exhibits and with no 
time or inclination to study them in the midst of the dis
tracting display of this world’s industries andachieve- 

ments, we believed that to do this would work irre
parable injury and retard the very cause these zealous 
friends desired to promote. It would seem from the 
testimony of our contemporaries that the intelligent 
and well-to-do Spiritualists of the country must have 
felt about as we did, hence their complete indifference.

The foundation of Spiritualism, in so far as the dem
onstration of continuity of life and spirit manifesta
tion goes, is phenomena. On this point alone do 
Spiritualists universally7 agree. Hence whatever 
makes toward the firmer establishment of this founda
tion must work directly in the interest of a rational 
intelligent Spiritualism freed of all errors and super
stitions. With this belief we have consented to assist 
in promoting a Psychical Congress. The sincerity 
of every professing Spiritua-list can be tested by the 
support and cooperation he gives this. Congress. We 
have never for a moment had any desire or intention 
pf making a “Spiritualistic exhibit ” Modern Spirit
ualism has no organization and no generally7 accepted 
creed; and there is no general agreement among its 
followers as to the merits of mediums, or the gen
uineness of the manifestations in particular cases. 
How then can any7 individual or body of individuals 
undertake to represent it? But it does seem to us that 
all well-disposed persons can unite in making a Psy
chical Congress a grand success. In a broad and 
generous spirit we invite the cooperation and sug
gestions of all such people, regardless of how sharply7 
their views in many instances may be differentiated 
from oui7 own on moot questions.THE FARMER’S DEMANDS.

An able paper by7 Mr. J. R. Dodge, published in the 
Century magazine, discusses the farmers grievances 
from the main geographical divisions of the United 
States. • ‘The Discontent of the Farmer” is dealt with 
under this caption lucidly, and fairly—in a manner 
which should command the thoughtful attention of 
men desirous of lifting the enormous burdens which 
this class of our fellow citizens are bearing with no 
small degree of restlessness. In speaking of the con- 

•dition of the south Mr. Dodge says:
“From time immemorial a large contingent of the 

class of cotton-growers have been in debt. The land 
has not generally been mortgaged, but the crop, 
more valuable, and a far more available security, has 
been held for the cost of advances and supplies 
through the growing year. A system of credits, 
running from New Year’s to Christmas and often ex
tending into the next crop year, was in vogue a half 
century ago, and has been continued to the present 
day, though the State agents and county7 correspond
ents of the United States department of agriculture 
declare the gradual reduction of this pernicious form 
of debt, far more oppressive and destructive to enter
prise than permanent land mortgage. This indebt
edness has carried an enormous interest, disguised in 
supplies of merchandise, charged at a large advance 
upon cash prices. With an increasing degree of in
dependence and gradual advance in economic edu
cation, there is a strong determination to throw off 
a burden so unendurable, and hence arises a general 
demand for more available money at a low rate of in
terest. The sub-treasury plan of the alliance is a 
form of crop mortgage by the government, at two 
per cent, instead of ten to twenty, naturally growing 
out of the prevalent and ancient custom of crop liens, 
and therefore more profitable even than a govern
ment land mortgage.” 1

This, then, to the cotton-grower is an eminently 
serious question, this question of two per cent, interest 
or twenty. Mr. Dodge sketches the causes of com
plaint in the east, the jealousy7 of western competition 
in cereals and beef, the dissatisfaction with the 
methods of distributing the public lands, the “double 
tax” on mortgage indebtedness, the accusations of 
favoritism in railway management and the making of 
freight rates, the unjust disparity7 between the long 
and the short haul in the far west. Among the more 
general grievances, not the least is the exaction of the 
middleman. The farmer is appalled to see the long 
line of intermediaries who pass his produce from hand 
to hand over continents and sea, each taking his toll,
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until little of the utimate value is left to the grower. I delicious nutriment, that I would consider it a waste language galling to a high minded'and proud spirited 
They are legion in numbers, in forms of pretended of time to seek for such things in 4ny other place.” people. He tells them that he is their lord and 
service, with hearts beating in unison for the appro-I What Boehme taught of God, of the spiritual world, I master. He harangues the citizen soldiery on the 

• priation of the largest possible share of the values of human destiny was too far in advance of his age theory that he owns them body and soul and that at 
handled. These organizations are manifold; they are to be accepted by the multitude, and the clergy were the woi;d of command from him they must, if1 called 
associated in trade guilds, societies, exchanges, and among his most unrelenting enemies and bitterest per- uPon, shoot down their own fathers and brothers. He 
boards Ox trade; they are known individually as com- I secutors. He wrote: “To believe merely in a his- berates the newspapers and tries to bully them as if 
mission men, brokers, forwarders, jobbeis, retail I torical Christ, to be satisfied with the belief that at I their editors were unruly boys in a reform school. He 
dealeis, hucksteis, and peddleis, an aimy of men who I sometime in the past Jesus hits died to satisfy the I proclaims in so many words that he is above all hu- 
produce nothing and yet aspire to own everything, anger of God, does not constitute a Christian. Such man law. In short, his speech and many of his acts 
Their service, so far as it facilitates distribution and I a speculative Christian every wicked devil may be, I ave such as befit an autocrat, but are wofully unsuited 
exchange, is recognized as legitimate and useful; yet I for everyone would like to obtain "without any effort I t° the occupant of a throne hedged about by such re- 
they are too many in number and too greedy in spirit, of his own> something good which he does ’not de- straints and guarantees as in these modern times are 
taking more for their share than the service is worth serve. But that which is born from the flesh cannot essential to a government of enfranchised men. 
and using their advantage of pioximity and oppor- enter the kingdom of God. To enter that kingdom Hence a deep, wide, sullen discontent which is ever 
tunity for close business association to depress prices one must be reborn in the spirit. Not palaces of ready to break forth, as it has done within the past 
in buying and advance them in selling. On the I stone and costly houses of worship regenerate man, pew days, into popular uprising. Either the emperor 
Pacific slope complaints are neither so loud nor so but the divine spiritual sun, existing in the divine must accept in good faith parliamentary government 
numerous. Prosperity is so general there in agricul- power of the Word of God in the temple of Christ. A and the idea of a ministry responsible to the country, 
tural circles that the list of grievances canvassed is true Christian desires nothing else than that which or be must eventually endeavor to abolish the Reich- 
short, excessive cost of transportation being rthe most I the Christ within his soul desires............The theo- slag and close the ballot box. What Lincoln said in
prominent. | logians and Christian sectarians keep on continually Illinois in 1858 is true in Germany in 1892—a nation

disputing about the letter and the form, while they cannot permanently endure half slave and half free, 
care nothing for the spirit, without which the form is -The workingmen’s march upon his palace may not 
empty and the letter dead. Each one imagines that have been intended as an answer to the monarch’s 
he has the truth in his keeping and wants to be ad- haughty threat, but it was a warning which he would 
mired by the world as a keeper of the truth. There- do well 1° heed. When men become so desperate 
fore they denounce and slander and backbite each that life loses all attraction, then no ruler, however 
other, and thus they act against the first principle powerful, is secure from their assault. The French 
taught by Christ which is brotherly love. Thus the Revolution succeeded because the people had drunk 
Church of Christ has become a bazar where varieties the CUP °t oppression to its dregs. The king and 

I are exhibited, and as the Israelites dance around the court despised the masses, who afterward became mas- 
golden calf, so the modern Christians danced around ters the State. They used the people as a Samson 
their self-constructed fetiches whom they call God, t° furnish theii*  pastime, and the people, awakened to 
and on account of this fetich worship they will not be their strength, shook down the ancient pillars of 

I able to enter the promised land.” I royalty and turned the pastime into tragedy.
To mere historical belief Boehme attached no moral -— — ,

or religious importance. What was needed was direct HIS POSITION.
1 perception of the truth understood by the inner sense. In his private capacity the editor of The Journal 

No sin, he said, could be taken away by priestly ab- is a Spiritualist, and strives to the best of his ability 
solution;“an animal going to church will come out an to he a consistent one. For himself he has settled 
animal no matter to what ceremonies it may have I beyond all question or debate the absolute certainty 
been made to submit. The true Christian has his of a future life and inter-communication between the 

I church within his soul. “The church is with him two worlds. He believes that the next and all suc- 
and in him wherever he goes, and he is always in his ceeding stages .of existence are progressive; but he 
church............The true Christian does not belong to I does not expect the world or any portion of it to
any particular sect. He may partic pate in the cere- accept these views merely because he does. In his 
monial services of every sect and still belong to none, public capacity he is, in so far as psychics is concerned, 
..........The kingdom of heaven is not based upon our a researcher, a seeker, an explorer, believing that 
opinions and authorized beliefs, but roots in its own the frontier of the illimitable field has, as yet, not 
divine power. Our main object ought to be to have been left behind. He is not inclined to declare phe- 

I the divine power within ourselves. ’ nomena to be the work of discarnate spirits when
No wonder the priests and religious formalists of his they can be otherwise satisfactorily explained. Hence 

I day ostracised and persecuted Boehme, but his he is slow to put the spirit label on much that is 
writings attracted the attention of the thoughtful and put forward to be thus classified, and he unhesitat- 
courageous, and he found friends and admirers ingly brands as doubtful Or counterfeit, as the case 
among the rich and poor. Although by the advice may be, all that cannot successfully pass proper 
of the authorities of his native town, he left Goerlitz I scrutiny.
and went to Dresden to escape the fury of the priest- I----------------------------
hood, and the fate of being burned alive, his teach- It is stated that Lieut' PearF’ now in Greenland, 
ings profoundly impressed the thinkers of his age, has made already an important discovery. Several 
and contributed powerfully to destroy confidence in hundred years ago one of the Norse colonies in Green- 

I the official religion, and to awaken religious and land was cut off from civilization by a succession of 
spiritual life in theological circles. unusually severe winters. Many expeditions have

In consideration of Boehme’s importance as a pro- souffht for traces of tbem witbout success. Lieut,
found philosopher and as a teacher who has been re- Pear? last summei’ happened on the descendants of
garded by many as preeminently the spiritually gifted these vanished Norseman, it is said, and found 200 of

. . i ■, and illuminated mind of modern times, his thought them living in a sort of Abound oasis, with no
he does not know how to I nd experiences wiU form the subject of future edi- knowledge of the world but what had come down
other. Certainly the Tre Joeknai through the traditions of six centuries.

treasure of incomparable 
pure Spiritualism. All

JACOB BOEHME.*

Perhaps the greatest man of his day, spiritually, at 
least, was Jacob Boehme. He was born near Goer- 
litz, in Germany, in the year 1575. His parents were 
poor; they sent him to school, where he learned to 
read and write and then apprenticed him to a shoe
maker. His youth was marked by modesty, purity, 
simplicity of life and deep religiousness, and he had 
illuminations, during which, as he believed, he was 
able with the eyes of the soul to perceive great 
truths which are hidden from those who do not rise 
above the realm of the senses, and he acquired the 
power of penetrating, in liis normal condition, into 
mysteries, which, by the exercise of the intellect 
alone cannot be understood. He was small in body, 
deficient in physical strength, and had a weak voice. 
But in intelligence and spiritual powers, he was a 
colossal character. “His hands could accomplish no 
greater works than to write and to make shoes,but the 
power of God having become manifest in that ap
parently insignificant organism and compound of 
éléments and spiritual principles which represented 
the man Jacob Boehme on this terrestrial globe, was 
-strong enough to overthrow, and is still overthrowing.

•■ the most petrified and gigantic superstitions existing 
in his own and subsequent centuries,” He possessed 
psychometrical and clairvoyant powers in a remark
able degree, and spoke several languages, learned, 
nobody knew how. He wrote many books relating 
and expounding what he saw in the light of his own 
illuminated spirit. Hegel, Schelling, Schopenhauer 
and other famous philosophers have drawn theii’ 
thought largely from Boehme. Referring to Schel
ling’s works, Schopenhauer says: “They are almost 
nothing except a remodelling of Jacob Boehme’s 
‘Mysterium Magnum,’ in which almost every sentence 
of Hegel’s book is represented. But why are in 
Hegel’s writings the same figures and forms insup
portable and ridiculous to me, which, in Boehme’s 
works fill me with admiration and awe? It is because 
in Boehme’s writings, the recognition of eternal truth 
speaks from every page, while Schelling takes from j 
him what he is able to grasp. He uses the same 

bfspeech, but he evidently mistakes the shell 
fruit, or at least 

i them from each 
of Boehme are a 
the literature of

figures-*?  
for the 
separate 
writings 
value in 
modern philosophers recognize their indebtedness to 
him. Claude de Saint Martin wrote when he was in 
his fiftieth year: “I am unworthy to unloose the 
shoestrings of this wonderful man whom I regard as 
the greatest light that has ever appeared upon the 
earth, second only to Him who was the Light itself. 
.......... I advise you by all means to throw yourself in 
this abyss of knowledge of the profoundcst of all 
truths..........I find in his works such a simple and

»The Life and Doctrines of Jacob Boehme, the God-Taught Philoso
pher. An Introduction to the study of.his works, by Franz Hartmann, 
M. D. London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co.
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The spiritual work that is all-important to the

THE GERMAN EMPEROR. progress of the Spiritualist is to study how to
Although the German Empire is in theory a spiritualize his materialism. Spiritualism means the 

limited, constitutional monarchy, wherein the people | spiritualization of matter, not dragging down spirits 
are represented in a Reichstag of their own election, 
the young emperor is assuming the right to reign in 
person, refusing to act through a prime minister and 
claiming the right to dictate on a thousand matters 
quite outside of any kingly function as understood in 
any free country, to interfere in the regulation of trad.?, 
the management of public finance, the household 
habits of the people, education and religion. He de
lights in asserting his supremacy on occasions and in

to be materialized. We have already too many spirits 
materialized on the selfish sensuous plane.—World's 
Advance Thought.

Truth is the beginning of every good thing both 
in heaven and on earth; and he who will be blessed 
and happy should be from the first a partaker of the 
truth, that he may live a true man as long as possible 
for such a man is trustworthy.—i’/aio.
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THE PSYCHICAL SCIENCE CONGRESS.
As announced in The Journal of October 17,1891, 

it is proposed to hold a Congress in Chicago next 
year in the interest of psychics and that the scope of 
the meeting shall cover the phenomena of both mortal 
and spirit life. As then said, the meeting will be 
under the auspices of the World’s Congress Auxiliary 
of the World’s Columbian Exposition. The officers of 
the Auxiliary are, President, Hon. Charles C Bonney; 
Vice-President, Hon. Thomas B. Bryan; Treasurer, 
Mr. Lyman J. Gage, President of the First National 
Bank of Chicago; Secretary, Hon. Benjamin Butter
worth.

The motto selected for the Psychical Congress is: 
Psychics and Physics—Two Sides of One Shield.

The following is the preliminary announcement of 
the committee:

The Committee of this Congress believes that the 
time is propitious for a public discussion, by leading 
thinkers of all countries, of certain phenomena which 
may be classified under the general head of Psychical 
Science.

It is proposed to treat these phenomena both his
torically, analytically and experimentally. The fol
lowing synopsis of work is indicated for the Congress, 
subject to such modification as occasion may seem to 
require, and especially to such changes as may result 
from the expression of the views of those addressed in 
this preliminary announcement:

I.
b.

General History of Psychical phenomena. 
The value of human testimony concerning 

these phenomena.
Results of individual effort in the collection 

of Psychical data and in the solution of 
the problems arising therefrom.

The origin and growth of Societies for 
Psychical Research, and the results which 
they have thus far achieved.

2. Detailed consideration of the various classes of 
Psychical phenomena, of the theories offered for their 
elucidation, and of the further problems that demand 
investigation. The questions to be discussed may be 
grouped provisionally under the following heads: 

Thought-Transference or Telepathy—the 
action of one mind upon another inde
pendently of the recognized channels of 
sense. The nature and extent of this 
action. Spontaneous cases and experi
mental investigation.

Hypnotism or Mesmerism. Nature and 
characteristics of the hypnotic trance in 
its various phases, including Auto-Hyp
notism, Clairvoyance, Hypnotism at a 
distance, and Multiplex Personality. 
Hypnotism in its application to Thera
peutics.

Hallucinations, fallacious and veridical. 
Premonitions. Apparitions of the living 
and of the dead.

Independent Clairvoyance and Clairaudi- 
ence. Psychometry. Automatic Speech, 
Writing, etc. The Mediumistic Trance 
aud its relations to ordinary 
states.

Psychophysical phenomena, such 
Table-Tippings, Independent 
and other spiritistic manifestations.

The relations of the above groups of phe
nomena to one another; the connection 
between Psychics and Physics; the bear
ing of Psychical Science upon Human 
Personality, and especially upon the 
question of a Future Life.

The Executive Committee in charge of the arrange
ments for the Psychical Science Congress must of ne
cessity be composed of residents of Chicago and oth
ers who can conveniently attend Committee Meetings.
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But this Committee avows its need of and desire for 
an Advisory Council consisting of competent and ex
perienced persons, to be selected from all quarters of 
the world, in order that the Congress may find a truly 
international representation. The formation of such a 
Council will follow this publication as speedily as pos
sible.

The special purpose of this preliminary announce
ment is to solicit the suggestions, and obtain the en
ergetic cooperation, of all persons who are interested 
in Psychical Research throughout the World.

JOHN C. BUNDY, Chairman. 
ELLIOTT COUES, M. D., dee-Chair man. 

Lyman J. Gage, A. Reeves Jackson, M. D.
Ernest E. Crepin, J. H. McVicker,
Hiram W-Thomas, D. D., D. Harry Hammer,

D. H. Lamberson.

Chicago, March 10, 1892.
The World’s Congress Auxiliary has been organized 

with the approval and support of the Exposition Au
thorities and of the Congress of the United States, to 
have general charge of a series of Congresses extend
ing from May to October, 1893. The Directory of the 
Exposition will provide ample audience rooms. In
quiries and all other communications concerning the 
Psychical Science Congress should be addressed to 

JOHN C. BUNDY,
Chairman of the Committee on a Psychical Science 

Congress.
World’s Congress Auxiliary, Chicago, Ill.,U. S.A.

THE INVISIBLE ORGANISM.
By W. A. Cram.

This world of matter we call rock, tree, animal and 
man, so possesses our senses and thereby stands out 
so real and solid, it is hard to free ourselves from the 
many illusions it wraps about our consciousness. We 
pass along the way saying in conscious thought, this 
rock and tree, that animal and man are material bod
ies, very.substantial things and creatures they are; com
mon sense makes us sure of that. What shall we say of 
the immense invisible atmospheres and seas of ether! 
They float in as tiny atoms, in which our whole visi
ble world is but as a grain of sand tossed and borne 
eternally onward by the mighty unseen ocean; now 
these very atmospheres and ethers we discover to be 
just as material and substantial as the mountain rock 
and animal. In fact it appears more and more clearly 
how the solid rock, the tree trunk and animal body, 
are born and grow from these same atmospheres and 
ethers, kind of condensed or crystalized forms of 
them we may say. To free ourselves then from the 
many illusions of body and life that crowd our con
sciousness, we must needs keep clearly in mind that 
the forms and life we see and know and call our world, 
are only an infinitesimal part of the universe of 
worlds and life; just that minute fraction or degree, 
our present senses grasp and report to us; that the 
measureless atmospheres and ethers of space are in
finite realms of countless higher and lower degrees of 
matter, energy, and life, all invisible to us; again, 
while these invisible atmospheres and ethers infold 
our little world, and the objects we name rock or 
tree, kthey also permeate them, flow through them as 
watet through a sponge or the atmosphere a dust 
cloud. Thus the material bodies that appear to us so 
real and solid are simply changing, fleeting forms of 
scattered atoms of grosser matter visible to us, each 
atom surrounded by its own atmosphere of invisible 
elements and energies, by which it is separated from, 
yet bound with its neighbor atoms. Moreover, these 
seen bodies of matter we wear and use are born 
and grown from this same invisible matter and energy 
of life that infolds and permeates them. Now gath
ering up briefly some ideas we have tried to present 
in former papers we will endeavor to think forward a 
little. We meet a moving form of matter in the 
street. Our common sense tell us that it is a man, 
may be our friend. We recognize him through our 
eyes, ears and feelings. Let us keep clearly in mind, 
that just this form our senses report to us, is only a 
rude frame work, or skeleton of grosser matter he 
wearsand uses; all about and resting upon this frame 

work or skeleton of human form, is the much more 
essential invisible part of the organism—the ethereal 
unseen part. , Thus every molecule of each cell in the 
human body has its ethereal atmosphere infolding it; 
each cell is surrounded and clothed upon by a finer in
visible atmosphere or garment of matter. Every 
distinct specialized organ of the human body must 
have likewise its ethereal part; even those most deli
cate organs of sense in the body, as the eye and ear, 
we must conceive of as only the grosser frame work 
visible to us. While yet they are clothed upon by 
ethereal matter, which thus forms a higher and more 
perfect organ of sense, vibrant to forms and life of a 
higher world than we see and know now.

In clearer scientific imagination, we see our friend 
wearing and using an organism, or we may perhaps 
more truly say many forms or bodies of life consti
tuted of different degrees of matter,, each lower and 
grosser a kind of frame work, or skeleton whereon the 
next higher and finer rests, and is folded about, much 
as the human flesh is folded upon, and moves the 
bony skeleton. We may say then that we see our 
friend moving in and using his skeleton body of this 
world’s matter; we behold his hands, feet, eyes, but 
our vision being limited to that degree of matter and 
life we know as our world of to-day, we see not the 
finer ethereal matter clothing this world’s ruder body 
he wears, in forms of beauty, strength and use, such 
as we cannot conceive of now; only the clear-see
ing eye of the higher scientific imagination dimly 
discerns them so long as we are subject to this world’s 
organs of sense and consciousness. What does all 
this impart to us? Is theve not an infinite promise of 
life, ever richer and more beautiful for us in the reve
lation? While we possess these higher perfecting 
ethereal organs of our bodies we have not yet entered 
into the conscious use of them. We hold them prob
ably as the embryo child does its organs of sense, 
awaiting our higher birth into the unseen upper world 
of light and life. A happy bird, a spring-time comer, 
sits singing before our door transforming the spring 
beauty and sunshine into rippling love melodies. 
How do we see and know him? Have patience with a 
little scientific statement here, for a ladder whereon 
our clearer seeing imagination may safely climb up to 
the larger, surer vision of higher realities. How are 
we conscious of the bird? Scientifically stated the pro
cess is something like this; the molecules of matter 
that constitute his body visible to me, are all swinging 
and revolving in their minute spheres of atomic and 
molecular life, primarily set in life motion by the 
ethereal matter and energies of being that infold them 
as a kind of muscular and nervous system. This 
skeleton bird of grosser matter in turn reacts upon 
the finer ethereal form and life that clothe it. This 
ruder grosser motion of bird life flowing outward com
municates itself to the great tremulous sea of ether 
that flows about and permeates the atmosphere be
tween me and the bird.

This etherial wave of bird life flowing into my eye, 
modifies or sets into new life motion the etheral form 
of my eye, thence it becomes transformed into the 
ruder and lower motion of my visible retina and op
tic nerve; borne in upon the brain cells it is there 
translated into our consciousness we call seeing. It 
appears then that all our conscious sensations are 
what we may call translations from our ethereal or
gans of sense into the terms of grosser motions of our 
visible bodies and lives. So we awaken to conscious
ness now only in and through the grosser skeleton 
forms of this world; all the while we possess an ethe
real and more perfected body of organs, growing 
upon this one of earth matter we see and know, but 
its organs of higher sense and consciousness are as 
closed windows. We cannot therefore see, and feel, 
and live the higher and more perfect world and life 
all about and over us; yet in some of life’s clearest 
and most exalted moments we dimly, and weakly fore
feel this higher world of being that overflows us, as 
all life in rare moments of up-reach forefeels the bet
ter to come.

We can no more be conscious through our organism 
of this world’s matter, of the more perfect ethereal 
organs of sense and life evolving in the invisible ele-
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meats and energies of our being, than the pupa is 
conscious of the butterfly body, and life, while im
prisoned in its pupa case; when the day comes that he 
rends the lower life case, opening wide the windows 
of consciousness in the new body, then he enters 
upon the great higher world of sunshine, and flowers 
and insect love and striving the butterfly knows; so 
nature appears to lead us from lower to higher. We 
may read the same lesson in part in our embryonic 
growth. In the human embryo the organs of sense 
are as closed windows till birth into our more out
ward life.

Thus we may count our ethereal growing body with 
its finer organs of sense as embryonic, developing to
wards its birth into those higher conditions we call 
the world after death; or spiritual realm of being. 
Even now we are not altogether imprisoned in this 
womb of grosser matter we call our world. Wehave 
or may have, certain thrills of higher consciousness 
that rise and flow in upon us from the great upper in
visible realm, a vague forefeeling of that higher 
beauty, joy and strength to be.

As the embryo child, folded in the mother’s womb, 
feels the vague conscious thrills of outward life, 
through the mother’s organism, so the flood tide of 
the life of beauty, and joy, and strength from the in
finite upper invisible, flows in through mother na
ture’s material organism of this world’s matter, that, 
womb-like, infolds us, feeding and educating us that 
we may grow to be born into that wider and richer 
home.

The mother’s delight in some beauty of flower, or 
sky, or noble deed, is as a holy ghost descending on 
the head of her unborn babe, educating it to enter 
richly upon the life she knows.

The music that exalts and strengthens the mother’s 
heart, calls as strong, sweet angel voices of a heaven- 
lier realm to her unborn child’s slumbering soul, thus 
moulding and awakening it to enter into the life music 
of her larger world. Such is the child’s heredity of 
mingled good and sometimes seeming ill.

Thus it appears that we too are folded, and nour
ished in nature’s ample womb of this world, with 
growing eyes and ears of ethereal form, yet see and 
hear not through them till that new birth we call 
death comes. Not altogether is the outer, higher 
world shut from us, since its beauty and power and 
delight, as a descending holy ghost, visits us through 
countless incoming ways in life’s better moments, 
touching and inspiring us through the invisible ethe
real organisms, we are almost unconsciously growing, 
and perfectingjfor that larger, richer life we shall 
enter upon through death. This also is our educa
tion and heredity in the unseen.

AUTOMATIC WRITING.
I.— By W. JR,

Having read the article entitled “Sub-Conscious
ness, or What,” by Sara A. Underwood, I propose to 
present some disconnected specimens of automatic 
writing given through mediums in my family.

One, No. 1, writes with his eyes open, and in the 
normal condition. The other in her normal condition 
with eyes closed, and unable to open them. Both 
are unconscious of what is being written through their 
hands. No. 1 is unable to stop the writing through 
the hand until I remove my right hand from the me
dium’s left. The Other is unable to open the eyes 
without the consent of the controlling power.

The communications of one medium are very long 
when coming from strange controls. The other me
dium’s, (No. 2,) are comparatively short and are for 
those who sit with the medium, often giving points, 
tests and circumstances unknown to all the sitters 
but one, who claims to know the control and the gist 
of the matter written. Both mediums are as anxious 
to read their communications as the interested sitters 
are. The communications have a wide range of 
thought, and as wide a range of control. Some con
trols are personal friends who claim to be in spirit 
life endowed with a perfect personality familiar to 
the sitters. Others present themselves with names 
and earthly residences, unknown to the medium or

rnrr* \

sitters. Others come with names familiar to the 
medium and sitters, known to all who know the his
tory of famous men and women of the world.

I believe that automatic writing is the best phase of 
mediumship known, because writing is a matter of 
record and can be preserved for all time. The speci
mens which I will give you commenced in 1883, and 
have continued to the present time, 1892. The first 
specimen came in response to a remark by the me
dium, who said, “I wish I could comprehend how 
spirits control my hand to write.”

Medium No. 1: Comprehend, sir. You cannot com
prehend how the tiniest blade of grass springs forth 
from the earth under the genial rays of the sun. 
Comprehend it, you cannot do that in your simplest 
form of existence. How much less can you compre
hend the workings of the Great Over-All, the spirit 
universe permeating and controlling the physical.

Anne Searles.
Name unknown to medium or sitters.

January 21, 1884.
I predict a new comet within five days.

Sir John Herschel.
From the New York Herald: “A New Comet ” 

Buenos Ayers via Galveston, January 23, 1884. Last 
night a comet was visible in the East at an angle of 
45 degrees. It has a very brilliant nucleus but the 
tail was hardly visible.

A call was made for a personal friend, when the 
following was written:

Mr. Rand: Strangers can do better than relations 
sometimes, sir. If your brother whose letter you 
have just read (a fact) will only do as he is advised by 
the spirit father (a fact) he will find it to his advan- 
vantage and profit. I am, sir, a woman of business 
sagacity. Jennie Rathborn.

Address to medium No. 2: Your aunts Maria and 
Alice are soon to be rowed over the river,the beautiful 
river. I want you to go and see them. They love 
you and long to see you once more. Do not let re
ligion stand in the way for they are reconciled now to 
all and would like to clasp you to their hearts with 
all their love. Your own Mother,

Sarah L—e.
Q. Do you have Catholics and Protestants in heaven ?
Ans. Some hold their old views, but most of us 

give up all thought of creed in this “Palace of Love.” 
Our religion here is charity and humanity.

. Sarah L—e.
In February, 1884, the writer had a rather serious 

abcess on his neck, and appealed to an old uncle of 
Mrs. Rand, by name Dr. Hezekiah Eldredge, late of 
Massachusetts, for help and advice, when the following 
came:

Mr. Rand: You are welcome to any advice lean 
give you, but I am very weak. Your friend Doctor 
Hezekiah Eldredge asked me to come because you 
might consider him very old-fashioned. I am a more 
modern spirit doctor. I am,

J. Marion Sims, M. D.
SECOND COMMUNICATION.

Dear Mr. Rand: Your face and throat can have no 
other treatment at present than nature. It will have 
to run its course. You will receive the best and most 
efficient treatment from your friend and family physi
cian. Your blood is in a bad condition owing to your 
age, but life may be very long, or very short, just as 
you choose to make it. Any questions you would like 
to ask, I will answer with pleasure, but medically,your 
physician whom I knew in life will do materially bet
ter for you than I can. Trust him and no other.

J. Marion Sims, M. D.
Q. Doctor, can you help our physician in my case?
Ans. I can and do, but it is almost impossible for 

him to feel my presence, for he is so very positive. If 
you will make an appointment with me at his office I 
will try to help him. As he is to leave the city for a 
few days, you had better see him before he goes.

J. Marion Sims, M. D.
A visit to my physician the following morning dis

closed the fact that he was about to visit Albany to 
attend the State Medical Convention, and would be 
absent for several days.

Dear Friends: I never dreamed when on earth that 
I could come back and communicate with my friends, 
but I have opened the way and I intend to keep the 
avenue open. This land seemed grand and beautiful 
when I passed over, but it took me three days to find 
out that I was born again.

J. Marion Sims, M. D.
Doctor Sims: Why did you not investigate the sub

ject when you were in this life?
Ans. “Because, like your M. D.,it would have been 

money out of my pocket to have ever looked into 
eternity.” J. Marion Sims, M. D.

At this point a force controlled the medium’s hand*  

!

making oriental characters, when we asked some in
telligent spirit to explain them.

Ans. The Egyptian says to you: “Do not look upon 
me as a heathen, for out of the crypts and catacombs 
of forgotten ages are evidences of spirit return as full 
and complete as you now have. The Orient kisses 
the western land and in spiritual fellowships says, 
Excelsior.” Annie Searles.

I will try to get his name through his own hand. 
This name came, “Madri Eli.”
He says that he worked with chisel in stone on the 

borders of what jFou call the Red Sea.
Hail! Hail! Hail! O, ye mortals seeking after im

mortality. By the great pyramids and sphinx, by the 
relics of by-gone ages, by the Pharaohs of our once 
glorious land, the land of the Pharios and the bright 
land, by all the past glory of departed ages, we greet 
you in your land of progress and advanced ideas. 
But with all your glory old Egypt stands beside you 
for light and immortality.

Madri Eli.-

LETTER FROM RUSSIA.
By ------------ .

We are accustomed, when by chance we hear the 
word “Russia” to immediately conjure up in our 
imagination a picture of desolate wilds, covered with 
snow and ice, where people live the whole year 
round wrapped up in furs, and in perpetual fights with 
ferocious bears; a land, in fact, not worth much 
thinking about, much less seeing; the more so that, 
as a general rule, one gets nothing to eat but bear
hams, raw fish-eggs, and tallow-candles!

Of course, I don’t imagine for a moment that every
body has such a bad opinion of that far-off land, so 
far off that my letter will take about twenty days, as 
fast as steam can carry it, to get to Chicago; the very 
proof of this is in the substantial response made by 
America in answer to the fearful cry of “No bread!” 
that was suddenly raised by the peasantry in certain 
Russian lands, for famine had stricken them. Amer
ica, the land of liberty and progress, holding out her 
friendly hand to the poor Russian moujik—what a 
truly touching picture of “fraternity!”

Now I was asked by the editor of The Journal, 
in whose columns these letters are destined to appear, 
to jot down anything interesting for his readers, and 
as I know that Russia, especially life amongst 
the Russian peasantry,is really but little or imperfect
ly known, I have finally “been moved by the spirit,” 
as the saying goes, to take my pen in hand and have 
a few quiet chats with The Journal. Of course 
when I say The Journal, I mean one and all of its 
readers. Although I was requested to send some
thing concerning the religious status of the country, 
yet to get well at these subjects in Russia, we must 
first get into Russia, and therefore I must ask Thf. 
Journal’s indulgence, if. our first conversation to
gether shall be about Russia itself.

Let us take a map of Europe, and we will see a 
vast space divided off from other “Kingdoms;” space 
extending from the Northeastern part of Europe,*  
reaching into Asia Minor, and over the whole North
ern part of the Asiatic Continent—from the North 
Polar Seas to the Caspian and Black Seas, from the 
Baltic to the seas that wash the rocky shores of Japan; 
these are the general boundaries of Russia. In very 
truth, something to talk about, for in that land, what 
nations do not live, what strange manners and cus-*  
toms may we not see, what curious religious cere
monies may we not be witnesses of! But let us not 
anticipate; and, coming back to our map again, let us 
find the Caspian Sea. Now, if you look at the North
west of that great inland salt lake, you will find the 
mouth of a mighty river, the Volga“—Mother Volga,” 
as the moujik, in his picturesque language, calls it— 
in truth a mother, for she brings life and livelihood 
to many hundred thousand men living on her shores, 
from the town of Tver, eastward of Moscow, right 
away to Astrakan. This mighty artery, over 2,000 
miles long, brings in contact the old Russian Mosco
vite nations of the Northwest with the mixed Eastern 
people of the Southeast; its deep and brown waters 
carry on their bosom, in summer time, splendid river 
steamers, heavy tugs with their trains of'barges, im
mense rafts of wood, and when winter comes, and a
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thick, even sheet of ice and snow wraps up the sleep
ing river, sleeping after its summer toils, we may then 
see long caravans of sleighs, laden with merchandise, 
slowly winding over it, oi‘ we may heai‘ the ringing 
bells of the post-sleigh as it goes flying by with its 
three steaming, galloping horses,and the “iemstchik” 
singing a merry song, caring little for the cold, deep 
waters that are rolling on under him!

Now, let us follow up from Astrakan the course of 
these mighty waters, and we will come to a large 
town, Cisran, the terminus of a certain railroad, 
which goes to Moscow. Let us here leave the river, 
up which we have travelled (in imagination), on a 
splendid modern American steamer, lighted by 
electricity, and let us jump into the train awaiting 
us, a train whose engine and cars will also strongly re
mind you of “U. S. A.,” and after a short journey 
of a hundred and twenty miles, we will land at a 
district town, Kouznetzk. Here will we hire a 
< ‘troika” of post horses, or three horses, harnessed 
a-breast to a species of carriage bereft of any kind of 
springs, and rolling over most abominable roads for 
twenty-five miles, mostly through grand forests of 
pines, we will suddenly see at the foot of a hill, a 
wood of tall red pines, a large mill-pond, a mill, and two 
houses, built of logs, snugly ensconced among the trees. 
Here,dear Journal, is the end of our journey: In the 
“diggings” of your correspondent, will we rest and 
chat; here in the heart of Russia, we can more com
fortably discuss Russia, and can see amongst * *my  
peasants,” as I call them (and whose village we 
have passed on the road, but three miles away), 
those curious religious customs which will certainly 
interest you.

In the heart of Russia, did I say ? Well, of course 
I meant European Russia, for Asiatic Russia is a 
world in itself—and after all, don’t think that I have 
brought you into heaven knows what kind of a dis
mal place; true that I have ten verstes to go to get to 
church and twenty-five to post office or doctor, 
yet we do not live in eternal snow, neither have we 
to satisfy our appetite with bear-hams and tallow7 
candles. Russian hospitality belongs to the old 
fashioned kind, the hospitality which is fatal to 1 ‘fatted 
calves” and makes serious holes in the provisions of 
the cellar and the larder—in two words the “hos
pitality of the patriarchs.” Well, naturally, we do 
not offer to wash the feet of a welcome guest, but we 
meet him at the outer door, with bread and salt in 
our hands, whilst the mistress of the house pours him 
out a stiff glass to refresh him from his journey. 
So, Mr. Editor, imagine that you have gone through 
that ceremony, and that we are now sitting before a 
blazing fire of pine logs—for it is winter, and though 
in imagination we have travelled in summer time and 
over a roundabout route (because easily found on the 
map), still we must come down to reality, and con
fess that since the 16th of October, deep snow has 
covered all the land.• ■ ■

But we won’t care for snow, and cold, and howl
ing winds, that make the pines bend and break, nor 
the fearful “blizzards” that now and then come to 
remind us that we don’t precisely live on the island of 
Madeira—we are accustomed to all that. We march 
out in all weathers to trap white hares, and an oc
casional fox or two. But as you are here, we will 

’leave guns and traps, and lighting a cigarette 
mild and sweet-scented Turkish, sit down and chat 
earnest.

I want to begin by telling you that I have
particular dislike to those travellers who tumble into 
a country where they remain about three months, 
learn to say “how d’ye do” in the native tongue, and 
then go home and write a book about the customs and 
manners of the said country. Now, dear Journal, 
that is not my idea of describing a country. One 
must live amongst the people, that is to say, the 
middle and lower classes, to get at the true heart of 
the country; one must live sufficiently long to 
acquaint oneself thoroughly with the language, with 
the literature, with the religion of the land. This 
rule applies particularly to Russia, which, although a 
European power, has still retained so many customs 
of the middle ages, has so much Asiatic in it, that it | 
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stands apart from the remainder of the Old World. 
And in fact, were I not a subject of the Croat White 
Czar, as the Easterners call him, did I not live really 
amongst the people, did I not try to live with them, 
to elevate their moral capacities, to be of use, in a 
word, I would never have attempted to send you even 
these rough sketches of Russia and Russian life. As 
I am a daily eye-witness of all that I shall describe, 
you may be assured that the manners and customs 
briefly put before you are accurately delineated, and 
perusing my letters you will get a better insight into 
Russian ideas, than many a far-famed traveler has 
picked up, rushing through the country; ideas, man
ners, customs that are even imperfectly known, or 
not known at all, to many inhabitants of the 
larger towns or the capitals of Russia.

But, as I have already said, I must acquaint you 
with what Russia is as a country, give you a general 
view of the land, and having thus made a frame for 
my chats, I can put one picture after another in that 
one frame, and thus while away a pleasant hour for 
myself, being sure that I am giving something new to 
my readers.

(To be Continued.)
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RELIGION—INSPIRATIONAL LECTURE.
By Mrs. M. Kline.

It is needless to say that man is by nature religious, 
for, if it were not so, there would never have been 
any religions for his exercise, to soothe and feed his 
in germed higher attributes which we term the relig
ious nature of man. Then too, it is a necessary force 
for civilization; but it does not include all truth nor 
all duty, and it does positively need antagonism es
pecially that of vigorous, scientific and philosophic 
infidelity. This, to keep it from running civilization 
down into ecclesiastical bondage, and to prevent the 
crimes it would otherwise commit. The black marks 
on nature’s canvas made undei’ the ruling force of 
vain ambition misnamed religion, suffice to prove that 
said opposing elements are needed and are the God- 
appointed sentinels that guard religion, spur her on 
to duty and keep her in her place. Although it must 
be done by combat, yet is religion absolutely neces
sary, for it is the cohesive and binding force in so
ciety. Irreligion has its niche to fill as an emancipa
ting and disintegrating force. It 
contrast and comparison.

The true religious element may 
granite rock which underlies all 
from which, in one sense all others are formed by the 
action of the elements, wherefore you are admonished 
to build upon the rock. The constituents of nature’s 
machinery and productions can all be traced in the 
mould of the human family; and again, the same con
stituents reflecting man’s composition and inter-rela
tions, are foreshadowed by the forces active in na
ture, and which are demonstrated in results, by the 
governing powers of each economy from whence the 
essential portions of force cooperative with the mate
rials, are derived. All this is proof positive that man 
is immortal and by reason of his immortal nature and 
relations, is religious. But let us consider granite 
and its two principal ingredients—feldspar and quartz. 
Now the first is the adhesive element which is dis
tributed so widely in various forms and is the basis of 
many rocks, and in its presence in clay, shells, slate, 
etc., one-half the basis of every fertile soil. So is 
the principle or attribute of love in man. It is life 
itself and is, must be, the basic force of all other 
forces. It is the adhesive element in man and in con
nection with wisdom; the other principal force, does 
the grand work of individual and general advance
ment. Wisdom is the quartz, the disintegrating ele
ment which decomposing, is formed into standstone 
and finally into sand. It is the other half of the fer
tile soil. Not only that, but it induces the formation 
and governs the growth of all things that have form. 
Clay symbolizes adhesion. Then let us call religion 
the needed element in the base and superstructure of 
all that is accomplished by men and through them; 
but excess of this adhesive force would be as detri
mental as any other excess, hence we have the shift
ing sands that symbolize liberty, free thought, infidel
ity. Now we do not wish an excess of these, for an 
excess of adhesiveness or liberty produces barrenness 
be it applied to the mental, moral or physical soil,

resulted in the afore-time un- 
of astronomy which bring the

the results are the same, while both in due combina
tion result at once in the fertility that make the val
leys bloom with fragrance,and is felt in the grandeur 
and durability of the icy peaks that lift up their heads 
among the stars, and control the courses of the winds 
and rains in a manner as essential to fertility as the 
constituents of the soil, although they seem as deso
late as the sod of the valley itself. These two princi
pal elements are as necessary to man’s and the world’s 
progress, as to the outer form of things; but religion 
is and remains the adhesive power, the only one ca
pable’of insuring unity among men in the promotion 
of moral and spiritual ideas. Yet diversity was de
sired, needed and had, because of the implanted va
riety of powers and possibilities that needed and do 
constantly need to be called out for development. It 
is due to opposition and diversity that the world has 
always had a religion that served the divine purpose. 
Although men labor with perverse motives, God rules 
supreme,and as he calls all things into being in the or
der of degrees,man included,.so,even so.does he develop 
all things in compliance with liis own plan, by aid of 
his own methods and in accordance with his own 
rules. But you say, ‘ ‘Then why is there so much ’ 
wickedness, strife and misery?” We say it is all 
needed for the sake of contrast and correspondence. 
Yet, the one purpose of religion is the unification of 
thought, the promotion of peace and good will among 
men. This is the bright side of it. The dark side of 
religion is sectarianism, but the results are governed 
by a higher power than man. Men as God’s servants, 
are spurred on to duty in diversified ways, to carry 
all parts forward as God decrees, and so adduce proofs 
that God’s ways are verily very unlike the ways of 
man. God’s purpose is general progress; men would 

'fixlimits if they could.
The different motives of men cause them to labor 

for certain results, but the results are as God willeth. 
For instance, Faust invented types to print the Bible, 
and now estimate the value of printing! It was to 
overthrow, not to serve religion that science and phi
losophy have been so ardently studied, but they have 
not had the effect that ambitious men desired; instead, 
all their ambition has resulted for general weal and 
the rendering of religious enigmas thus became pos
sible. So with the alchemic search for the philoso
pher’s stone; it was the means of introduciug chem
istry which is still in its infancy and great results will 
soon reward the ardent students in that line.

The search of the astrologers after the hidden clue 
of human destiny, 
dreamed of glories 
wisdom and power of the Creator expended in the 
universe, to man’s 
natural mirror of the elements, from which the tele
scopic views of universal immensity are had. Now in 
connection with religion, be it considered that the 
illustrious triumphs of the cross can be multiplied to 
eclipse all other triumphs now and always; also, 
proofs can be adduced in this, that too often motives 
have little to do with results; but that all is governed 
by Divine Wisdom to give the world examples and 
contrast, all to spur men on to nobler service.

Many hard toilers have been made the special fac
tors in the hands of God, to lay some needed economic 
foundation in religion or in politics. They died un
rewarded and unappreciated by the people of their 
day, but as the harvest grows from their seeding, and 
their toil is seen by those who build upon that foun
dation and reap the benefit, then are they lamented 
and prized, and the fruits of their labors do follow 
them. How many of the world’s great monarchs have 
steered the ship of state through troubled waters and 
died ere they reached the harbor of their safety; but 
they are in their kingdoms on high. How many who 
received, declared and defended God’s truths have 
perished, victims of the cruelties and prejudices of 
their fellowmen. Some of the world’s brightest in
tellects were cut short in their activities and made the 
victims of the ignorance they strove so hard to dis
pel. Men and women who by the help of God’s spirit 
have striven to extend the limits of human knowledge, 
but were cruelly put to death for it, stand as promi
nent factors in civil and religious history. They fur
nished the key to the usual arrangements of battle 
that always followed to prove to man God’s disap
proval of such conduct. From the earliest dates has 
it been true, in the church especially, that hypocrisy 
was the homage vice paid to virtue. Look up the 
records and be convinced of this fact. The intel
lectual endowment of the male sex, their sceptical 
common sense, their positive force and indomitable 
will, would ignore the feminine theory of virtue which 
was taught and established by Jesus, and which has 
been promoted in the church by the influence and 
power of woman. It is seldom that the man who 
preaches has arrived there and does his full duty of 
his own choice; but it is his mother, wife or sister 
who has retained his intellect by some fee of affection, 
to act as her strong attorney and as the. people’s at
torney in pleading for their salvation, and leading 
them into the paths of peace and duty. And, when 
the last struggles are over between the contesting

view and. understanding, as the
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masculine powers and virtues, and men behold the 
true purpose of religion, then these same feminine 
virtues will be greatly needed to soften the asperities 
of the world. Yea; when the masculine power has 
conquered in one sense, the feminine virtues effect the 
unification, for which all strife and conflict were had 
in their diversified ways. This furnishes proof con
clusive, that the feminine element is love, peace, 
good will and that love is life, light and in short, the 
true basis and superstructure of religion; the adhe
sive power which enables man to learn just how God 
brings order out of confusion, by the use of all force 
employed so complexly, to create diversities and agi
tation to so insure growth and improvement. So har
mony is brought out of strife when the proper level 
of development aimed for, is reached.

These transformative labors are inexplicable in part, 
as long as they are only partially understood. There
fore growth and development; thus the ability of 
receiving and understanding the lessons of life from 
all sources, is what puts away all the miraculous and 
supernatural, and shows men that all can and will 
attain to those heights -where they can see all that is 
done, to be in accordance with, and a result of the 
laws of and over the active forces composing each 
deed for exercise and improvement. By a partial 
knowledge of things is inferred that there also is only 
a partial knowledge of duties seen rightly, and so it 
happens that even friends do sometimes unintention
ally and unavoidably disappoint the just expectations 
of their friends. Then it arouses an angry or ag
grieved feeling which is only removed when both par
ties are by development enabled to understand things 
rightly; for then they see that really the fault was on 
both sides, yet ignorance blinded each party to the 
fact. Two contending parties are never both all 
right or all wrong, and it is of importance to note 
this, that when persons are under conditional press
ure, trifies are magnified to their view and changes for 
better are made as fast as parties who feel injured re
solve to be contented to let the Lord do the regula
ting in bis own way, and thus cast from them all feel
ings of ill will toward anyone, and instead, cultivate 
good will toward all. Consider that all things are gov
erned by immutable law; that the aim of law is the 
greatest good to the greatest number and it shall be 
and must become the aim of all social and political 
institutions.

Consider the value of religion in the world. It is 
a part of man and therefore cannot be lightly treated; 
but it cannot remain stationary; it must progress with 
man lest it become an icy encumbrance of the soul in
stead of food and sunshine for it. Sectarianism has 
given the infinite blessings of inspiration a decent 
burial and a magnificent mausoleum and it does not 
wish to be troubled with its ghost; wherefore the 
bright sun of righteousness will leave the heavens of 
conventional religion, has left it to a great degree al
ready and is settling in its full power over those who 
are receptive to its warmth and influence. This is 
realized in effects, for which reason the defenders of 
conventional religion seek to crucify God’s true serv
ants as of old; but this cannot now be done, and why? 
Simply because these workers for their own glory, 
served God and man, heaven and earth just as God 
had need of it, to prove to man that motives and re
sults differ, because God does the directing.

There has been a great deal of praying, especially 
in the last fifteen centuries. The force accumulated 
and the developments wrought by prayer alone, 
are so great that no man could compute them; 
and these improvements are fully and justly 
accredited and stand as a powerful defense for 
the people, prohibiting them from such ill committals 
in these latter days, as would mar the bright curtains 
prepared for the changed play to be placed on the 
world’s stage. Prayer is the motor by which the 
latent powers are brought out. Nothing brings out 
and strengthens energy as does sincere, earnest 
prayer. Upon energy force for activity is lodged, 
then results follow because they must. Wherefore, 
no one should neglect this duty which they owe to 
God and to themselves.

The records tell you of many worthy and otherwise 
active people, who, in their dying hours had be
thought themselves Of how they had spent their lives 
and realized keenly then that they had grossly neg
lected the exercise of the better part of themselves, be
cause they did not pray nor devote any time to re
ligious thought and practice. They saw then when 
the senses were quickened as they never were before, 
that the motor of true success in life had not been 
pressed into use by them, namely prayer. Prayer has 
been made use of in the churches and it has done its 
powerful part for human elevation and is justly ac
credited. Those who are about to change worlds re
alize all this as they approach the other station. 
Those who remain and bemoan their bereavement do 
not doubt at that hour the continued existence of those 
whom they adorned and are parted from. The love 
of God in them for their own is very active then. 
They know that love and life are synonomous, be
cause both of God and eternal. They know that they 

emerged from the bosom of infinite love, and by rea
son of that power in them they will live, love and en
joy the Good Father’s bounty forever. And again, a 
mother at home can ward off injuries from her absent 
children by prayer. When anxiety concerning them 
settles upon her, she seeks relief in prayer. She 
knows, too, how to pray and messengers execute her 
expressed desires and form a fortress of protection 
around those who, at that very time may be threat
ened with danger.

Religious processes for improvement have always 
been very laborious; , but when the present sift
ing and separating process is over, true religion will 
don her royal dress and sway the sceptre of the King 
of Righteousness, and love shall sparkle in the ele
ments, peace fill all hearts and prosperity be so great 
that all people will realize the love and beneficience 
of their Heavenly Father; and in that day the unifica
tion of all religious opposition shall be accomplished, 
for all shall see now each part had its uses for Divinely 
planned specific ends, and that verily all was good 
indeed. We are glad that the time has come that re
ligion’s labored chapter can be read to and by mor
tals; also the story of creation in connection there
with. The seven spirits of God went forth into all the 
world. They represented the diversity of life and the 
gradations of life. The wordly spirit was first to ex
ercise his power. The basis of a pure, ever-enduring 
religion had to be laid in accordance with the rules of 
creation and the rules of the creative masters presid
ing over each part; hence, the world has heathenism. 
It is a true type of natural man. Do not all men and 
women prior to true spiritual development, worship 
idols of some kind? Then be they of ancient or mod
ern birth, so-called heathens or Christians, they are 
marked as they are in truth and receive their supply 
of mind support as they put forth demand by strong 
desire. THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH.

The Journal has never hesitated when the oc
casion demanded criticism of the policy and action 
of the Roman Catholic hierarchy, to speak plainly on 
the subject, nor will it hesitate to do so in the future; 
but it has no sympathy with mere unreasoning, un
discriminating abuse of the Catholics or of their faith. 
Moreover it is always willing to give Catholicism full 
credit for whatever good there is in it or that results 
from it. It cheerfully makes room for thè following 
editorial article from the Christian Union which a 
friend of The Journal wishes to see reprinted in 
these columns:

The crusade of the polemical Protestants in this 
country against the Roman Catholic Church is saved 
:'roin being a crime only by being a folly. The 
Christian Union represents an extreme type of Pro
testantism. It believes and teaches the absolute right 
of private judgment; that the final authority for every 
man is in himself; that if he accepts Church or 
Book as his guide, he must accept it for himself, and 
therefore its authority over him is an authority self
accepted and self-imposed. Our position respecting 
the Roman Catholic Church is not, therefore, one of 
ecclesiastical sympathy. Whatever other offense may 
be laid to the charge of the Christian Union, it can
not be charged with High Church principles. It is as 
a representative of what its critics would regard as 
extreme individualism in religion that we gladly 
recognize the spiritual and political worth of the 
Roman Catholic Church in the United States. The 
pugnacious Protestantism which attacks that Church 
as a modern Babylon, a Mother of Harlots, a Man of 
Sin, and an Antichrist, is the last remnant of that 
sectarian spirit which a century ago excommuni
cated a Scotch Presbyterian mason for helping to 
build an Episcopal Church, and refused Alexander 
Campbell shelter from the storm because he was a 
Baptist.

What would the polemical Protestants do? Have 
they ever seriously reflected what would be the con
dition of the United States if their warfare were to 
succeed, if the Roman Catholic Church were to be up
rooted, and every Roman Catholic church were razed 
to the ground, and every Roman Catholic priests were 
exiled?

There are, in round mumbers, ten millions of 
people in the United States whose spiritual sympathies 
are Roman Catholic. The Roman Catholic Church 
furnishes these people with all the religious instruction 
and inspiration which they receive. If they did not 
attend mass, they would exercise no religious rever
ence; if they had no rosary, they would offer no 
prayers; if they had no father confessor, they would 
receive no moral instruction; if they had no priests, 
their marriages would be civil contracts contracted be
fore justices of the peace, and their dying beds would 
be unvisited by the consolations and the hopes of the 
Gospel. Let it be granted that the secret method of 
the Confessional offers opportunities for immoral in
struction, and that there are immoral priests to take 

advantage of these opportunities; that Pater Nosters 
and Ave Marias are not always true prayers; that 
worship at the mass is sometimes superstitious and 
often conventional; that the laity do not always dis
tinguish between adoration and worship in their pray
ers to the saints. Let it be granted that the Roman 
Catholic Church is not progressive; that it often ar
rests rather than promotes spiritual growth. Never
theless, who will say that worship at mass is not far 
better than none; that Pater Nosters in Latin are not 
better than prayerlessness; that it is not better to go 
to the Confessional than to go through life without 
any religious instruction; that adoration of saints is 
not better than atheism?

Can a Protestant campaigner furnish for these ten 
millions of worshipers a substitute for the Church 
which he desires to destroy? Can he get the attend
ants on mass into his meeting-house? After he has 
abolished the Confessional, will those that attended 
it come to his preaching? When the Pater Noster is 
silenced, will the voice of extempore prayer be heard 
in its place? The polemical Protestant cannot get 
his chambermaid or his gardener in to family prayers, 
and does not often even try. The Roman Catholics 
are in our households; some of them in relations of 
intimacy with our children. Yet we rarely attempt 
to pass over the intellectual gulf which, separates us 
from them, and we still more rarely succeed. Not in
frequently their conscientious devotion shames our 
spiritual carelessness, and we are forced to acknowl
edge that they can impart to us of the spirit of self
sacrifice as much as we can give to them of the spirit 
of intelligence and independence.

It is, however, as a political organization that the 
polemical Protestant attacks the Roman Catholic 
Church. He figures out that immigration and the 
natural increase of population will,in another century, 
hand this country over to Roman Catholic control. 
He even imagines the Pope transferring his residence 
from Rome to Baltimore or St. Louis. He warns us 
of the undying hostility of the hierarchy to the public 
school and to free institutions. He is always able to 
cite respectable Roman Catholic authorities in de
fense of religious prosecution, and his lurid imagin
ation pictures the re-establishment of the Spanish In
quisition and the auto-da-fe on our soil, or a re-enact
ment of a Netherlands campaign or a Day of St. Bar
tholomew.

History does not justify these fears. The religious 
persecutions of the Middle Ages belonged far more to 
an epoch than to a church—an epoch which trusted to 
the deterrent rather than to the remedial elements in 
punishment, and did not distinguish between crime 
and intellectual error. The wise man will remember 
that others as well as himself are living in the last de
cade of the nineteenth century, and will adjust him
self and his actions accordingly. The real dangers 
which threaten American society are not from im
perialism, in either church or state. They are from 
anarchy; from contempt of authority and impatience 
at control; from demagogues flattering democracy, 
enthroning its passions and dethroning its conscience; 
from greed and appetite rampant and uncontrolled; 
from the tens of thousands of saloons, not from the 
churches—of any denomination, The polemical Prot
estant inveighs against the control exercised by the 
priesthood. Has he ever considered what would 
happen to this country, especially in our great cities, 
were there no such control? what dangers would ensue 
were that control weakened any faster than a power 
of self-control is developed to take its place? The ab
olition of the Roman Catholic priesthood in any one 
of our great cities would be almost as perilous to pub
lic peace and order as the abolitions of the police. We 
are inclined to think that we could dispense with the 
police more safely than with the priesthood. The 
church is the great conserver of social law, and, if 
other churches are doing a larger work of education, 
than the Roman Catholic, no other church is its peer 
as a public guardian, because no other church has so 
won the respect—sometimes the fear-—of those who, 
but for the wholesome restraints of religion, would 
threaten the integrity of society. What the abolition 
of the Roman Cathoiic Church, except by the substi
tution Of another in its place, may do fora democratic 
society the French Revolution has demonstrated.

There are priests and priests, just as there are 
ministers and ministers; we gladly honor both the per
son and the work of such men as Cardinal Gibbons 
and Archbishop Ireland, and offer them our Christian 
fellowship, and welcome whatever measure of Chris
tian fellowship their peculiar tenetsallow them to ex
tend to Christians who acknowledge no allegiance to 
the Pope and no ecclesiastical authority in the Church.

While there are 30,000 unemployed men going 
about the streets of Chicago hungry, according to re
port, the farmers of Illinois and Iowa are writing 
letters to the Chicago papers complaining of a scarcity 
of help, and quoting wages of eighteen dollars and 
twenty-two dollars a month and board. It is safe to 
say that for all that, unemployed help will continue to 
accumulate and suffer in the cities.
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WAITING FOR. MY OWN.
Serene I fold my hands and wait, 

Nor care for wind, nor tide, nor sea;
I rave no more ’gainst time or fate,

For io! my own shall come to me.

I stay my haste, 1 make delays; 
For what avails this eager pace?

I stand amid the eternal ways, 
And what is mine shall know my face.

Asleep, awake, by night or day, 
The friends I seek are seeking me;

No wind can drive my bark astray,
Nor change the tide of destiny.

What matter if I stand alone?
I wait with joy the comiug years;

My heart shall reap where it has sown. 
And garner up its fruits of tears.

The waters know their own, and draw
The brook that springs in yonder heights;

So flows the good w ith equal law 
Unto the soul of pure delights.

Yon floweret nodding in the wind
Is ready plighted to the bee;

ADd, maiden, why that look unkind?
For lo! thy lover seeketh thee.

The stars come nightly to the sky, 
The tidal wave unto the sea;

Nor time, nor space, nor deep, nor high, 
Can keep my own away from me.

— Boston Globe.
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This is the era of the heavy-weight ath
letic young woman, who walks abroad 
with the swinging tread of a grenadier, 
shoulders erect, chest expanded, and head 
held high; a young woman who thinks 
nothing of a ten-mile walk, and is alto
gether a new type of American independ
ence, says the Boston Post. She is the evo
lution of the modern colleges. Higher 
education has done it all, and before we 
know it we shall have raised a race of 
Amazons, and the girls of Laselle and Well
esley will be challenging the boys of Yale 
and Harvard in rowing and racing and 
football athletics. Professor Bragdon of 
Laselle Seminary is authority for these 
facts: Since the opening of the seminary 
in September up to date, forty-two young 
women have gained 9 pounds or over; three, 
14 each; two, 16; one. 19; one, 20; one, 22, 
and the record breaker has gained 28 
pounds in a little over four months. The 
featherweight of them all weighs 81 pounds, 
and the heaviest plump 107, and they are 
the healthiest set of girls in all New En- 
-gland. So much for calisthenics, athletics, 
physiology and hygiene in the curriculum 

. of higher education, for Laselle specializes 
health and avoirdupois even above Greek 
and Latin as important points of culture. 
It is to Laselle we must look to controvert 
all lingering prejudice of the debilitating 
effects of higher education.
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Woman’s work in behalf of the World’s 
Exposition is actively prosecuted in every 
direction, with results that are creditable 
and encouraging, says the Chicago Woman's News. The great Exposition will mark 
an epoch not only in the world's history, 
but in the progress and advancement of 
women in the practical and material fields 
from which they have been so long de
barred. The influence that is here cul
minated will vivify the nations chat are in 
unison through the spirit of enlightenment 
and be felt in those lands where women 
sit iu the bondage of darkness and ignor
ance. The women of Japan, Turkey and 
the islands of the sea will be called upon 
to contribute evidences of their skill, and 
this incentive with the dim conception of 
the purpose and object may be the begin
ning of a rift in the cloud that has covered 
them with its gloom for ages.

Dr. John E. Owen, medical director of 
the Chicago exposition, in compliance with 
a request from the lady managers, has 
promised to put women upon his staff and 
allow them to rank in all respects equal to 
men in the exposition hospital. There will 
be also a hospital in the Woman’s building 
fully equipped with physicians and trained 
nurses.

The girls of Smith College have organ
ized a legislature, and, under the direction 
of one the professors, they have been dis
cussing some of the practical questions 
which should be handled by the legisla

tures of the States,says the Chicago InterOcean. At the last meeting the subject 
of grade crossings was taken up, based on 
the report of the commissioners, and a 
number of speeches were made showing 
much information on the question. There 
are.a good many Chicago irirls al Smith 
College, and it may be that they can furn
ish the city council a solution for this 
vexed question in Chicago when they come 
home for the vacation. It is certain that 
it will not be settled before that time, and 
it is equally certain that our aidermen are 
in need of information.

Lady Blandford, the divorced wife of 
the British duke of Marlborough, has ap
plied to the divorce court to compel her 
late lord and master to increase her ali
mony in order that she may properly' edu
cate the young marquis of Blandford, son 
of the duke and herself, and heir to the 
Marlborough dukedom. If the order is 
granted it will probably compel the duke, 
who married Mrs. Ilamersley. of New 
York, widow of the late Louis Ilamersley, 
to ask his American wife for a fresh in
stallment of American money.

A new organization of -women in San 
Francisco styled the “Doctors Daughters” 
is devoted to the relieving of the needs of 
poor people that are in distress on account 
of illness in the family. There are about 
forty of the “daughters,” with a following 
of about two hundred associate members, 
devoted to the work of raising funds and 
distributing them by personal visitation 
among the deserving sick poor.

Of the twenty-five patents taken out by 
Mrs. Martinot, the inventor, five have been 
patented in seven countries. She is very 
dexterous with her tools, makes her own 
models, and has invented, among other 
things, a gas stove, an ice cream freezer, a 
steam washing machine and a clothes 
dryer. This contradicts a frequent state
ment that women do not possess inventive 
genius.

The National Congress of the Labor 
Party of France, recently held at Lyons, 
has instructed the labor representatives in 
the French Parliament to propose laws 
making women eligible as members of 
Courts of Arbitration, the decisions of the 
latter to be final, and authorizing trade 
unions to fix wages in their respective 
cities at rates to be recognized and upheld 
by the authorities.

One-tiiird of the women of Germany 
and Austria are said to support themselves 
and half of those who are married help in 
gainful occupations.A PSYCHOMETER’S EXPERIENCES-

[Concluded.]
A gentleman once sent a sealed envelope 

to a friend of mine asking him to procure 
a reading of its contents from me. This 
friend in turn handed the envelope to a 
young lady, Miss A, who had frequently 
acted as amanuensis in taking down read
ings. She (watching a favorable opportu
nity) captured me one quiet Sunday after
noon, and with most impressive manner 
placed the paper in mv hand at the same 
time admonishing me, “Now Mrs. Eldred 
do your best.” But no effort on my part, 
or coaxing, or admonishing on her could 
draw from me more than this bare state
ment: “The paper looks about the size of 
a note of hand. Is fraudulent. Looks 
like a forgery or something dishonest..’’ 
Here I was stranded, and much to our 
mutual disappointment the reading had to 
be sent as it was. A few days later I called 
at the office of my friend and was handed 
a letter he had received in reply to reading 
sent, in which the sender made some very 
unflattering remarks about myself, broadly 
hinting that the use of my eyes had been 
of material assistance to my psychometric 
powers. My friend also showed me the 
original letter, and paper enclosed for 
reading. In the letter the gentleman said, 
“I enclose a paper which I found on my 
table this morning; ask Mrs. Eldred to 
psychometize it. On the table (about the 
size of a note of hand) was written a quo
tation with the gentleman’s signature be
low. I will leave the reader to place the 
dishonesty, bearing in mind that he had 
not found the paper but had written it, 
and had placed his own signature under a 
quotation. Another time a gentleman 
gave a letter to the same young lady ask
ing her to procure a reading of the writer. 
When it came to the reading Miss A and I 
had quite a wordy contest over the matter. 
She thought I was reading the recipient 

of the letter, and I thought I knew what I 
was about, and was reading the writer. 
She kept saying, “You are reading Mr. 
N,” until I reminded her that I was the 
one doing the reading, and so silenced her 
protests. Among other pertinent things 
I said “he is a writerand journalist, very 
critical. I feel as though he were looking 
at me through a microscope.” I felt an
tagonized all through the reading and fin
ally I gave it up saying, “I feel like a bug 
in a collection and I won’t be fastened up 
here any longer under this man's glass.” 
When I tell you that I was reading the ed
itor of The Religio-Philosophical 
Journal, perhaps you can judge of the 
correctness of the reading as well as lean. 
On one occasion I came home after a short 
absence and found that a stranger had 
called on m.i while I was away, and had 
left a letter from her husband asking if I 
could tell her anything about him. She 
had heard nothing from him for five 
months and feared he was dead. For once 
I said no. “When it comes to hunting up 
lost husbands I really think I must draw 
the line.” But the poor woman must have 
worked upon the sympathies of the family 
for contrary to their usual custom they 
said, “Why don’t you try?” and Miss A 
hung around coaxingly, and with soft 
blandishment said, “Now Mrs. Eldred you 
al ways do everything, I know you can do 
this.” So again I submitted and held the 
letter, but without a particie of faith in 
my powers. I finally wrote the lady say
ing her husband was not dead. Had been 
sick. Had moved. Had been unfortu
nate about money. Had written a letter 
which she would receive in a few days. I 
do assure you I felt like an imposter, so 
unlikely did it seem that I could be right, 
and my mind was relieved of a load when 
a few days later, the lady called to tell me 
that she had received the letter, and every
thing I said was true. After this I re
covered my self-respect and felt less like a 
humbug.

This was the first but not the only time 
of my locating absentees. At a much later 
date a lady whom I was treating, came to 
the office one morning as usual. She said, 
“Can you tell me where my husband is 
this morning?” (I had never seen the gen
tleman). I took her hand for a moment 
and began describing a mountain side, a 
house, a road, a mine. I said, “He is at 
the mine. Has some men at work. I see 
a stir all around. Everybody is busy.” 
She said in a tone of disappointment, “For 
once you are all wrong. I received a letter 
from my husband this morning, and to
day he will be in San Francisco to meet 
some parties on a political matter.” Of 
course I thought she ought to know, and 
said nothing, but to my surprise a few days 
later she told me that after all I was right, 
everything was as I said. After writing 
her, he had unexpectedly changed bis 
plans and gone to his mine (which he had 
not been working). Was this mind read
ing, clairvoyance, or hypnotic suggestion ?

At the time of this incident which I am 
about to relate I had begun to have some 
boldness and opinions of my own, and had 
declared that it was not necessary that I 
come in direct contact with anything real. 
I had experimented in different ways and 
had successfully read persons, holding in 
my hand the name written . by another 
party. It was during a visit to Minneapo
lis upon one quiet Sunday afternoon a gen
tleman said to me, “I wish I had some
thing for you to psychometrize,” (meaning 
a particular something). He left the room 
and upon returning placed a paper in my 
hand. I will give only a brief synopsis of 
the main points in the reading.

I said: “This is black and gloomy. 
Something the matter. Somebody killed.” 
In answer to a question said, “I think he 
was not shot for I see a struggle. I think 
he was struck.” “It is for robbery. A 
gang of three or four men. One man did 
the killing. He is not far away. Mur
derers live not far away. Have not left 
the city. One man more prominent, he 
struck his victim. Other men stand a lit
tle way off. Murderer stout, rather stocky. 
Hat pushed back, face broad. Blouse 
shirt, -not dressed like a gentleman. ” ‘ ‘Po
lice are looking too far away. I think they 
live on same street further out. Murderer 
has no family. Murdered man is taller, 
has wife and I think one child, wears long 
coat. Fought the men who attacked him. 
See no car.” After I had finished and was 
told that my friend had himself written 
the name of a street car driver, Toloffson, 
who had been murdered about three weeks 
previously, had never seen the man, had 
left the room to get the name, I was 
vexed, because I supposed I had con
structed the whole fabric from my imagina
tion, catching the primal thought from 
the gentleman who handed me the .paper. 

No arrests had been made at the time. The 
incident passed from my mind or was re
tained only as one of the “unpleasant ex
periences.” .

This was in August; on the next Chrisl- 
mas I saw the gentleman again. He 
asked if I remembered the reading, and 
produced from his pocket the reading as 
he had written it down, also a Minneapolis 
paper giving an account of the trial for 
murder of the Barrett brothers. They 
were accused of murdering the street car 
driver whom I had read. One brother 
Henry turned state’s evidence and gave sub
stantially the same account of it, that I 
did. Two of the brothers suffered the 
penalty of llie law. I was in error in two 
statements; I saw no street car and I 
thought the man was struck. My sense 
of humor is só keen, that it has often saved 
me from feeling, as 1 otherwise would, the 
sharp sting of what I felt to be unjust 
criticism. As an instance of this, kind I 
am going to relate something which befell 
me at one time. One day a very nice in
tellectual looking gentleman called on me 
mentioning by way of introduction, the 
name of a friend of mine who had spoken 
to him of me as a “very good psy
chometer.” He opened the conversation 
by inquiring if psychometry was my “only 
phase of mediumship.” Now if there is a 
word which I detest it is the word “phase” 
so that his manner of introducing the sub
ject was not entirely felicitous especially 
with the emphasis on the “only.” I meekly 
admitted that that was all I could do. 
Then he proceeded to say that he was not 
particularly interested in psychometry. 
Intimating that he had seen about all there 
is of it, “wonderful science but old to 
him.” Here I ventured very gently to hint 
that probably he had not understood my 
friend, and 1 was afraid 1 could do nothing 
for him; since he did not care for psy
chometry I hoped in this way gracefully to 
dismiss him. But he seemed indisposed to 
go, and insisted that I try the reading. Of 
course by this time he had paved the way 
for a failure, but I consented to try. Now 
T cannot exactly tell whether the reading 
was a failure or not, as the gentleman him
self did most of the talking, entertaining 
me with the wonderful things done by Mrs. 
B. and his own wide experience in all 
such phenomena. He interrupted nearly 
every sentence to tell me I was wrong al
most before I began it, and finally with a 
most patronizing manner, assured me 
that he considered me honest but entirely 
mistaken as to the nature of my “gift.” It 
was not psychometry at all. It was only 
mind-reading. He told me as a proof of 
his own good judgment that he had tried 
to impress my mind, and make me say 
what he wished me to say, and found that 
he could do so. This brought out the fact 
that he had been slyly trying on me an ex
periment to suit himself. In response to 
this I told him that had I understood in 
the beginning that he wished to conduct 
such an’experiment in thought transfer
ence with me, I should have been as willing 
to try that as the one which he asked for, 
because I was aware that 1 was very sen
sitive to thought impressions. But so 
assured was he that he was right, and 
that as a psychometer I was a complete 
failure, that his parting words expressed 
regret that he should feel called upon to 
report the interview so unfavorably to my 
friend. The whole thing looked to me so 
inexpressibly funny that I restrained my 
vexation with comparative ease. The con
ceit of the man, his blandly condescend
ing manner, his entire unconsciousness 
of his own unfairness, the ridiculously 
scanty material upon which he had based 
his opinion, all proved too much for my 
love of fun, and the circumstance was put 
upon record as “A very amusingincident.”

An instance so full of humor comes to me 
while I write that although not myself the 
“Star” in this “Comedy of Errors” I ven
ture to relate it, in the hope that the lady 
who took the leading part, will pardon the 
liberty. Mrs. H—(herself psychometric) 
had invited me to meet a friend visiting at 
her house. It was to be a momentous oc
casion as the lady visitor was still of the 
“unconverted” and I was to demonstrate 
to her that there was “something in it.” 
Miss A. was to accompany me, and ever 
solicitous that I do honor to myself and 
the cause. Just before starting she put a 
letter in my hand remarking, “You know 
you always do best after making one or 
two readings.” The letter was from a man 
of some note, and I made some startling 
disclosures about his private life, I en
dowed him (psychometrically) with a wife 
and children across the ocean, while in this 
country he passed for a bachelor. My 
reading seemed so improbable that we de
cided to take the letter, and try Mrs. H. 
with it; so I put the letter in my pocket,
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aud after I had read until tired, we seized 
an opportunity while Mrs. H. was absent 
from the room, to explain to the company 
about the letter and I handed it to Mr. H. 
to give to his wife. This he did, installing 
himself as master of ceremonies. After 
the firstsentence I feared what was coming, 
but kept silence. She began “This is a 
lady”—every one looked surprised—“tall— 
dignified—rather cold”—-Hereher husband 
gently tried to steer her on to the right 
track by asking about the gentleman’s 
business, “Gentleman? I said lady, rather 
perpendicular, I feel uncomfortable—very 
rigid.” Thinking to facilitate matters 
Mr. IT. inquired if the gentleman was 
married. “I have told you this is not a 
gentleman. It is a woman—nobody could 
call this a man.” Then in rather extrava
gant language proceeded—“Fine; every
thing about her is fine—sensitive—delicate 
but cold.” Everybody moved uneasily 
and wondered what next. Mr. H. again 
tried to set her right by asking what kind 
of family man he was. Mrs. H. was dis
turbed but firm—“I see no family—I see 
no gentleman—I see a lady, please don’t 
interrupt the reading. I see with her (sym
bolizing the character) exquisite china— 
Egyptian vases. She is tall and dignified.” 
Every one inquired sotto voce, “who is she 
reading?" Mr. H. faithful to his duty and 
oblivious of any joke, once more got in a 
question to lead her to the desired point, 
but she sailed serenely along unmindful of 
all except her own symbolic imagery, 
“I would not like to live with her, too 
stately—would expect too much of me. 
Proud, makes me think of Calla lilies.” By 
this time the company had given her up to 
have her own way, but Mr. H. with a heroic 
effort interrupted her long enough to ask 
one more question; “Is this man a bache
lor? This was too much for Mrs. H. she 
scornfully told him that he always spoiled 
a reading and proceeded on her way by 
saying “This lady has ‘occul t power,' very 
magnetic; must have been an Egyptian, 
I see the picture of aclear cut cameo face.” 
—-----In a whisper, “That was Mrs.
Eldred’s face; I have been reading her.” 
At this denouement the company began 
todisperse. Mr. H. never foundoutabout 
the gentleman’s family. I do not to this 
day know if the lady was “converted” but 
the extravagant idealization in her de
lineation of me — contrasted with the 
lawyer-like cross, examination by Mr. H. 
combined with the mystified looks of the 
company, made a scene too droll for de
scription. 1 will leave the reader to find 
out how she happened to read me instead 
of the author of the letter.

I will give one more example which has 
at least the merit of being unique. I will 
copy it nearly in full as Miss A. wrote it 
out at the time of reading.

Reading of writings for F. A. N.
Paper marked “Apple.”
What is the matter with this? It seems 

strange.
Question—Strange in what way ?
It seems as though I were being carried

’ away—uplifted. I do not get any person here. 
No person on earth at any rate. If it is 
any one, it is some one not living—and yet 
I do not find the person in the spirit world. 
I get no impression of brightness that 
usually comes with a spirit. I see a vast 
expanse, a sort of chaotic world desolate 
and without form. I have the strangest 
sensation. It is all so unreal and ghost
like; vague figures wander about. It is as 
though spirits without bodies were wan
dering about in search of bodies. From 
this that I hold, I get no person and no 
personality. If you can imagine a life or 
intelligence, which has never lived, or 
known a soul which never had experiences, 
you will understand what it is that I see. 
It is like a soul not yet born into a body. 
It is a being not impressed with thought.

Question—How will that individuality 
go on ?

It seems as though it must have a body. 
This being is not alone. There are many 
others. A whole world full are waiting 
with him for life, for the process of going 
on. They are not in an unhappy condi
tion. It is the rather an unconscious state. 
Where is the life, the birth to come from?

I will sajr that this reading was made 
from a paper, purporting to be a “spirit 
communication” obtained through a boy 
medium.

The genuinenest of this reading, as well 
as nearly all I have given, can be verified, 
with little trouble by any one desiring to 
do so. In some instances there were many 
witnesses, in others but one.

In nearly all the cases, the work was done 
purely .for experiment, and I have violated 
no confidences in giving them publicity.

Adaline Eldred,
Room 33, Central Music Hall, 

Chicago, Ill.

MEDIUMS AND MANIFESTATIONS.
To the Editor: I have inferred from 

correspondence with some of the members 
of the American Psychical Society, that 
they were really in search for the truth. 
Also, that they have some difficulty in ar
ranging for seances, on account of mediums 
being very “backward about coming for
ward.” Under such circumstances it seems 
they must take just who they can get. It 
is unfortunate for them and for our cause, 
that they should have met with those who 
have deliberately deceived them. When a 
person asks me to whom they shall go to 
“investigate Spiritualism,” I never send 
them to a materializing medium or an in
dependent slate-writer, for I know if they 
keep their eyes open they will not get sat
isfactory evidence.

Of course all these mediums are ready to 
turn on me and call it an exhibition of 
jealousy. It is not jealousy. I would be 
thankful to know that all these so-called 
mediums were genuine producers of this 
phenomenon.

I am glad you have published Mrs. Gil
lett’s method. Also that you gave us Dr. 
Hidden’s letter. I wish it might open the 
eyes of people who are too credulous for 
the good of true spiritual phenomena. But 
I am afraid that spiritualistic ostriches will 
continue to swallow and digest everything 
that these frauds offer them, stopping only 
by the way long enough to rail at you for 
having the courage to expose them. We 
have a great many good mediums. They 
do not advertise largely, nor parade them
selves unduly before the public. Experi
ence and observation have taught me that 
it is among such that investigators obtain 
the best results. Thousand-; of sorrowing 
people have been comforted by them. We 
have an interior conviction that we have 
really conversed with our dead.

But when some “learned” (?) people visit 
these mediums, they talk about “double 
consciousness,” and “thought transfer
ence,” and “hypnotism,”and “electricity,” 
and all the other double and twisted terms, 
until they are so helplessly and hopelessly 
entangled, they wouldn’t be able to recog
nize a message coming from their own 
father, supposing they got it.

I have found some people who have en
tered upon an investigation of Spiritualism, 
who have agreed to lay aside all prejudice 
and reason upon what they receive. Others 
have begun the investigation determined 
to ascribe all occurrences to other sources 
than spirit power; and when they cannot 
name the source, they say they are going 
to wait to see if it cannot be proven some
thing else. For such the old creeds are 
good enough. Let them wait. A starving 
man wants bread, not the philosopher’s 
stone; and when hope, love, joy and friend
ship are lying in ashes at our feet, we who 
have sat at the feet of some of our “com
mon mediums” and have been comforted 
by them, utter a fervid thanksgiving that 
we have not been obliged to climb a scien
tific ladder to reach the hope and promise 
extended to “the babe and suckling.” (Not 
“sucker,” mind you!)

Premonition and prophecy offer a broad 
field for investigation. One may sooner 
find proof of an intelligence outside our
selves in these instances, than among all 
the white-robed throng to be found at the 
dives of materializing mediums,or the art
fully arranged writingsand pictures which 
must be produced under cover of darkness 
and cloth.

But I suppose we need not be troubled. 
Everybody wants to investigate in his own 
way, and will receive according to his own 
capacity. We shall continue to have our 
doubting Thomases, who, because they can 
not see and hear, refuse to believe that 
others are not blind and deaf. And, I am 
glad to think, we have many others who, 
though so many mediums may be proven 
frauds, will cling to the “hope which is 
within us,” because itis born of knowledge. 
And I stili believe that the better way to 
investigate spiritual phenomena is in one’s 
own home, by and through one’s own self. 
It takes a great deal of time, but if one has 
not the time to give, he should not be so 
ready to doubt the word of those who have 
given it, and have proved to their own sat
isfaction some facts over which the 
“learned” are still quibbling.

Clinton, Mass. Emma Miner.
Mrs. Miner, as most of our readers know, 

is a finely developed medium and inspira
tional speaker and writer. That a medium 
has the courage of her convictions and is 
ready to proclaim them is an encouraging 
sign of progress. We think our corres
pondent too sweeping in her implications 
as to slate-writing and materialization, if 
she means to be understood as denying 
such phenomena; although it is a fact that 
a competent investigator will have great 
trouble in finding mediums with whom 
these phases can be satisfactorily estab
lished.—Ed..

WHY I AM A BIBLE SPIRITUALIST.
To the Editor: I am a Bible Spirit

ualist. I make no apology for this asser
tion. It is impossible to read the sacred 
scriptures intelligently, and without prej
udice, and not be convinced of the truth 
of Spiritualism. From Genesis to Revela.- 
tions we have the fullest evidence of the 
transmission of intelligence from the world 
of spirits through appropriate bodily or
ganizations. The prophets through whom 
the Lord spoke were mediums especially 
designed for the service. The “Thus saith 
the Lord” so frequently uttered by them 
was the voice of God speaking in audible 
or deeply impressed tcnes in their ears.

Hundreds of instances could be quoted 
all through the sacred pages of communi
cations made to man through spiritual in
telligences. The Savior Christ Jesus, was 
a medium; all the facts attested it. His 
materialized spirit after his resurrection, 
clothed in his usual garb, with the marks 
of his cruel treatment on his person, so 
there could be no mistaking his identity, 
appeared several times to his disciples, con
versing with them, and by actual contact 
convincing them of his presence among 
them. What stronger evidence do believers 
in the New Testament require of the truth 
of spirit communications. To deny their 
verity is to deny the word of God which all 
true Christians prefer to believe. I con
sider the Bible the foundation of all true 
spirit communion. True there were false 
prophets, wizards, witches, soothsayers, 
magicians then as now. Does that prove 
that God had not his own intelligences 
through whom he made known his will to 
man ? Did not the magicians of Egypt 
produce the same miracles in a limited de
gree that were obtained through the agency 
of Moses and Aaron? Did that prove that 
these men called of God for a special pur
pose were conjurers or practitioners in leg
erdemain?

Was not Samuel a seer and prophet to 
whom Saul the future king of Israel went 
for information of his lost prophet? Did 
he not object to going without something to 
pay for the knowledge, and not until his 
servant produced a piece of moiiey did he 
venture to call concerning his missing ani
mals. Did this prove that Samuel possessed 
a mercenary spirit, that his sole object was 
gain, that he was in fact merely a fraud, 
practicing on the ignorance and .credulity 
of the people. Witchcraft has been prac
ticed in all ages, proving conclusively that 
malicious spirits abound, and are con
stantly exerting their evil influence on the 
inhabitants of this mundane sphere. Even 
Jesus, that mighty worker of miracles, was 
sneeringly told by the Pharisees that he 
cast out devils through Beelzebub the 
prince of devils. Did that prove that 
Christ was working deceitfully and through 
the aid of devilish spirits? By no means. 
It is easy enough to detect the false from 
the true. There were facts before them 
and all the people, sufficient to convince 
the most skeptical were they open to con
viction. What Christian believer in the 
New Testament would deny the appear^ 
ance of Moses and Elias on the Mount con
versing with Jesus; yet they both had been 
dead several hundred years. Who con
versed with John on the isle of Patmos? 
Twice was John told not to worship him, 
for, said the speaker, I am thy fellow serv
ant and of thy brethren, the prophets. 
Worship God. I consider the Spiritualism 
of the present simply a continuation of the 
Bible narrative—I might say its evolution. 
There was great need of this specific form 
of manifestation. Materialism was rife. 
Immortality, eternal life, was regarded 
with scorn and contempt. God in his in
finite mercy permitted this development, 
small in its beginning, but attested by 
facts which cannot be controverted. Are 
we not verily guilty in ignoring this truth 
fraught with such great blessings to the 
human race? Physical science is unfold
ing itself continually. Why should not 
spiritual science have the same oppor
tunity for development? Paul when 

brought before Agrippa asked with amaze
ment, why should it be thought a thing 
incredible that God should raise the dead? 
Is anything too hard for God to perform? 

Christian Spiritualist.

THE JOURNAL—MEDIUMSHIP.
W. Whitworth, Cleveland, Ohio, writes: 

The Journal is making wonderful strides 
in intellectual growth. The slate writ
ing experience of Professor Elliott Coues 
was especially note-worthy. Coming from 
a trained scientist it has double value. 
The beautiful story, “Dorothy Sputgeon’s 
Legacy,” is exquisitely told. It is a gem. 
I feel greatly indebted to the author for the 
pleasure I experienced in reading it. Mr. 
Underwood’s articles on “Religion,” were 
marked with his usual care and ability. 
My own readings of late in like direction in 
the histories of ancient Chaldea, Assyria, 
and of the Medes and Persians, give ample 
testimony to the truth of his positions. Of 
equal interest and ability was the review 
by his wife, Sara A. Underwood, of Mrs. 
Ward’s recent novel. Work from her pen 
is always well worth reading. Your own 
editorials keep fully up to their own high 
water mark of excellence, and surely, I 
need not say more than that. And so 
with.all that appears in The Journal. It 
richly pays for its perusal.

I wish to speak more particularly of 
Professor Coues’s latest contribution, “Ex
perience in Pure Spiritualism.” The 
marked peculiarities that occurred through 
the . mediumship of Mrs. Robinson, are 
precisely such as were given some ten or a 
dozen years ago through the mediumship 
of my brother John’s wife, Mrs. Elizabeth 
Whitworth. She is a trance medium, and 
invariably gives the prominent character
istics of those by whom she is controlled. 
It was this that gave my mind its first 
bent in the line of Spiritualism. In the 
first circle I ever attended she gave so per
fect a representation of a dead daughter 
as was shown through the last stages of 
the fatal malady that carried her away; 
the intensity of pain that contorted the 
muscles of her face and quivered in ag
ony in her voice, the short, hacking cough, 
hoarse gasping for breath, and hand 
pressed to her bosom, that I was more in
tensely startled than words can express. 
And so with every repetition of the same 
control But still more vivid was the evi
dence of a son’s control. All his boy-life 
he had been afflicted with cataleptic fits 
that caused every limb to become as rigid 
as iron, his face so fearfully contorted that 
one corner of his mouth was drawn up to 
his ear, and, with animal-like guttural 
sounds he would stagger backwards and 
fall heavily to the ground, No man or 
woman could possibly have so drawn the 
muscles by any voluntary action. And 
yet Mrs. Whitworth’s face became so 
drawn, with limbs hard and rigid, and if 
not caught by others, not all my strength 
while holding her two hands, could keep 
her from falling backwards to the floor. 
Moreover, my son’s voice, in these terrible 
spasms, was indescribably odd, uncouth 
in sound and manner of utterance, and his 
whole figure almost unhuman. Yet in 
every, to the slightest particular, the en
tire personality was reproduced by the 
medium, whenever under his control. And 
I witnessed it more than a score of times. 
In addition, I saw her many times im
pressed as vividly by other forms of char
acter, but to myself the assumed con
trols were unknown, I shall not dwell on 
them. The admirable description of Mr. 
Couesjjroughtthis peculiar phase of me
dium to my recollection, and I thought my 
own experience in that line might be of 
interest at this time. I am

Yours Fraternally, 
W. Whitworth.

WHEN, WHERE AND BY WHOM?
To the Editor: I most respectfully ask 

to be informed through the columns of 
your valuable and instructive publication, 
as to when, where, and by whom were in
dependent slate writing communications 
first developed ? If by accident, or series of 
mediumistic experiment?

John S. Gallaher.
Washington, D. C.
We are unable to answer this question; 

and if any of our readers can, we shall be 
glad to publish their statements.—Ed. 
Journal.

The confederation of woman’s clubs'
now represents 150 clubs, some of which
contain as many as 500 members. Chicago
and San Francisco have the largest clubs,
but New York claims the pioneer—Soros is.
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[All books noticed under this head are for sale at, 
or can be ordered through the office of The 1<e- 
r.iGio-PHir.osoPHiCAi. Journae.iMental Suggestion. By Dr. J. Ocho- 
rowscz, in four parts. New York: The 
Humboldt Publishing Company, 19 Astor 
Place; pp. 369; paper, $1.20.

This is a masterly work which comprises 
the contents of four double numbers of 
the Humboldt Library of Popular Science. 
The author, a learned physologist and 
psychologist maintains that hypnotism and 

. animal magnetism, though they have cer
tain superficial resemblances, are different 
in natur and the modes of their produc
tion, and that the facts of magnetism are 
incomparably the more wonderful and the 
more worthy of scientific study. The title 
of the work, “Mental Suggestion,” well 
marks the difference between hypnotism 
and magnetism; in hypnotism mental sug
gestion is not to be thought of, but that it 
exists in animal magnetism is the task of 
this author to prove. No student of human 
psychology can afford to neglect this most 
able and brilliant treatise—a work original 
in its method as in its points of view, and 
possessing moreover the charms of a con- 
sumate literary style. It is unquestiona
bly the completest work on magnetism and 
hypnotism ever written; no author so well 
equipped for the discussion of the ques
tion ever attempted it before. It is a work 
which all interested in the researches in 
psychical science should possess, not only 
to read through, but for reference in the 
study of the subject.
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Jesus in the Vedas; or, The Testimony 
of Hindu Scriptures in Corroboration of 
Christian Doctrine. By a Native Indian 
Missionary. New York, London, and To
ronto: Funk & Wagnalls Company; pp. 
61; price, 35 cents.

The author of this book thinks he sees in 
lhe most ancient Aryan writings an abid
ing witness to the doctrine of Redemption. 
His leading propositions are: “The funda
mental principles of Christianity in rela
tion to the salvation of the world find a 
remarkable counterpart in the Vedic prin
ciples of primitive Hinduism in relation to 
the destruction of sin and the redemption 
of the sinner, by the efficacy of sacrifice, 
which is itself a figure of Prajapati—the 
Lord and Saviour of the. Creation—who 
had given himself as an offering for sin 
from the foundation of the world; and 
that the self-sacrificing Prajapati, vari
ously described as a Parusha begotten in 
the begotten in thebeginning, as Visvakar- 
mau, the Creitor of all, coincides with the 
meaning of the name and offices of Jesus 
Christ, and that while the Hindus offered 
sacrifice as typical of the divine self-sacri
fice of Prajapati, Jesus of Nazareth is the 
only person who has ever appeared in the 
world claiming the character and position 
of Prajapati, at the same time both mortal 
and immortal.”

For centuries scholars have claimed that 
the Christian theology is largely a revamp 
of ancient pagan beliefs. It is now estab
lished beyond the smallest doubt that the 
dogma of redemption by sacrifice, by the 
sacrifice of gods miraculously born of 
virgins, formed a part of religions which 
run back into the hoary mists of antiq
uity. This for a long time was denied by 
Christian theologians who claimed that 
their doctrines had been learned by the 
heathens from Christian missionaries and 
grafted upon the heathen system. Nowbe- 

-hold a Christian missionary, a native of 
1 ndia, attempts to show that the funda
mental teachings of Christianity in regard 
to salvation are a part of primitive Hindu
ism. This has been shown by many writ
ers from the time of Sir Willian Jones to 
the present, and it has been one of the 
arguments of the f reethinker for the human 
origin and natural evolution of Chris
tianity. The facts presented by a Chris- 
t ian missionary, may attract the attention 
of some readers who are not now acquainted 
with them, and who would not credit them 
unless given professedly in support of their 
theological preconceptions. 

J-

r.

The Evolution of the Devil. By Henry 
Frank, Buffalo, New York: H. L. Green, 
1892; pp. 66. Price, 25 cents.

Mr. Frank until recently was an ortho
dox minister. Like most of those of his 
cloth when they have discarded their the
ology, and not had time to reach any affirm
ative convictions, Mr. Frank deems the 
eradication of the doctrines of hell and the 
devil from popular thought the most im
portant work upon which he can enter. 
If this pamphlet could be circulated among 
the more conservative people of the ortho
dox sect, it might serve a good purpose, 
but these are the very people that will not

Ï
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read it. The essay is well written and the 
devil is disposed of satisfactorily as a pro
duct of evolution. Some of the evangel
ical ministers are now admitting this—the 
natural origin of the devil as a myth and it 
really looks as though his sooty Satanic 
majesty, whom Theodore Parker called the 
fourth person of the trinity, would 
be retired from active service in the 
logical world.

soon 
theo-

DuShorthand and Typewriting. By 
gold McKilloy, (illustrated). New York: 
Fowler & Wells; pp. 123. Paper, 40 cts.

This little work aims to state what 
shorthand and typewriting are to-day and to 
give any persons who contemplate the study 
of shorthand information which will help 
them. “Almost every good stenographer, ” 
says the author, “is beset with inquiries 
from young people in regard to his profes
sion, and there is no reason why this book 
should not be utilized in answering some 
cf the questions which would take too 
much time to cover otherwise.” The work 
not only gives an idea as to the general 
field of shorthand work, but numerous 
illustrations ot typewriting machines and 
apparatus of a kindred character.

Nature’s Unveiling. ByO., Boston: Jos
eph M. Wade, 1892; pp. 48.

This little booklet contains many beau
tiful aphorisims which the author who 
states that he is Dot a medium in the usual 
understanding of the term, says “came to 
me [him] chiefly during October and No
vember, 1891, busy months in a busy life.” 
They contain much wisdom condensed in 
small space.

MAGAZINES.
Among the leading articles in The Forum 

for March, which begins vol. xiii., are “Po- 
itical Corruption in Maryland,’’ by Mr. 

Charles J. Bonaparte, of Baltimore, who 
explains the methods whereby the politi
cians of that State have given it an un
pleasant notoriety; “Would Free Coinage 
3ring European Silver Here?” by E. O. 
Leech, Director of the Mint, who main
tains that free coinage would cause Europe 
to send its silver to the United States, and 
“Free Coinage and an Elastic Currency,” 
by Hon. R. P. Bland, a pro-coinage article. 
“Methods of Restricting Immigration.” are 
discussed by Senator Chandler. Prof, 
David Swing indicates what he thinks the 
American Sunday ought to be.—The Chautauquan for March presents a varied 
table of contents: “Paul Jones and the Cap
ture of the ‘Serapis,’” by John Clark Rid- 
path; “The First Annexation of Canada,” 
by John G. Nicolay; “The Louisiana Pur
chase,” by Samuel M. Davis; “National 
Agencies for Scientific Research, V.,” by 
Major J. W. Powell; “American Morals, 
I.,” by H. R. Chamberlain; “The History 
of a Dollar Bill,” by Harold W. George 
and “Great Speeches by Eminent Men,” 
by E. Jay Edwards are among the leading 
articles. The editorials treat of “Peary’s 
Arctic Expedition”; “Our Postal Depart
ment”; “Is the Church Aggressive?” 
There are the usual departments devoted 
to the Chautauqua Literary and Scientific 
Circle.—The new year has witnessed a most 
unprecedented mortality among the great 
men of England. The Review of Reviews 
for March has extended notices of these 
men. Its principal long feature is a group 
of character sketches from the trenchant 
pen of Mr. Stead, in which the late Mr. 
Spurgeon and Cardinal Manning are char
acterized and discussed at length, and in 
which Sir Morell Mackenzie also has a 
place. All of these men were personal 
friends of Mr. Stead, and he writes 
of them in his usual entertaining man
ner. A very fine new portrait of Mr. 
Grover Cleveland is presented, as also are 
equally striking half-tone presentments of 
President Harrison,Mr. Blaine,Postmaster- 
General Wanamaker, Chief Justice Fuller, 
the late Justice Bradley, Chairman Bland, 
of the Coinage Committee, and the late 
John Jay Knox. The review of foreign 
affairs is also fresh and keen.

We have received the first number of the 
spiritual periodical published in Madrid, 
Spain, La Fraternidad Universal, which 
succeeds to El Criterio Espiritista as the 
second series of that journal, being the 
organ of the society of that name in Mad
rid. This number explains the change in 
the twenty-fifth year of the publication of 
the periodical which it succeeds, or rather 
the name of which has been changed. It 
gives names of the members and officers o:' 
this society, whose name it takes, Garcia 
Lopez being the president. This society 
divides its sessions into three parts it seems, 

the first being devoted to the discussion of 
text-books on Spiritualism, the second to 
philosophical and literary studies, the third 
to works of experimentation. We wish it 
success.

The Season for April is at hand full of 
illustrations and all kinds of information 
in regard*to  the newest Paris fashions and 
the most elegant designs in fancy work, 
needle work, embroidery, crochet, etc. 
’rice, 30 cts. International News Co., 

83 and 85 Duane street, New York.

The Banner of Gold is a new weekly 
paper, published in Chicago, devpted to 
the Bi-chloride of Gold cure for drunken
ness. The editor is N. A. Reed, assisted 
by C. E. Banks and Mrs. M. Kate Reed. 
The paper has a long list of contributors 
at the head of which stands Opie Reed.

Reglamento De Im Sociedad Espirito Flammarion or the constitution of the So
ciety of that name founded at Tulacingo, 
Mexico, has for its object the “Study of 
Spiritism in its relations to the physical, 
moral, historical and psychological sci
ences.”

Miss Lettie Huntley,
Is the sister of Mr. W. S. Huntley, of 

Cortland, N. Y., a well known car
penter and builder. Her frank state
ment below gives only the absolute 
truth concerning her illness and mar
velous recovery by the aid of Hood’s 
Sarsaparilla. She says:
“ C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.:

“ Dear Sir: Twelve years ago I began to 
have hemorrhages and four years ago became 
so low that the physicians told me

There Was No Hope
and I should soon die. I could not be moved 
from my bed. Under my face were napkins 
continually reddened with blood from my 
mouth. I could ent nothing and had no 
action of the bowels for a week. The doctors 
said the cause was ulcers in the stomach. At 
tills time my mother said she wanted to make 
one more trial, and asked if I would take 
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. I told her it would be

A Waste of Money
but finding it would comfort her, I began tak
ing it. In a few days the bloating began to 
subside, I seemed to feel a little stronger,"but 
thought it only fancy. I was so weak I could 
only take ten drops of Sarsaparilla at first. 
In two weeks I was able to sit up a few min
utes every day. In a month I could walk 
acroaa the room. One- day 1 asked what 
they were to have for dinner, and said I 
wanted something hearty. My mother was 
so happy she cried. It was the
First Time I had Felt Hun

gry for Two Years
I kept on with Hood’s Sarsaparilla and in six 
months was as well as ever in my life. It is 
now four years since I recovered, and I have . 
not had a day’s sickness since, nor any hemor
rhage. If ever a human being thanked the 
good Lord on bended knees it was I. I know 
that Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and that alone, 
unquestionably Saved my Life.”

Messrs. Sawyer & Jennings, the well known 
druggists of Cortland, say that Miss Huntley “is 
a highly respected lady; her statement of what

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Has done for her is worthy the highest, confi
dence." Hood’s Pills cure Liver Ills.

*DI IHAC *175 ORGANS $33. Ag'ts wanted, Cat lg 
Jt lAllV» Free. Dan’l F. Beatty. Washington. N.J.

______ m»nt in the flret issue forthis 
monthTof this paper. 1 undertake to teach any fairly Intelligent 
person of either sex, who can read and write, and who. after in
struction, will work industriously, how to earn SSOOO. 00 a year 
in their own localities, wherever they live. I will also farnish 
the situation or employment. Easy to leant. I teach you 
FREE. All ages. Sure success for every worker. Full 
particulars FREE. Why not write to-day 1 Address at once, 
£. C. ALLEN, Box lOOl. Augusta. Mala«.

SPECIAL IMPORTATION,

Spirit Workers in the Home Circle,
HANDSOME DEMY 8VO.

Being an Autobiographic Narrative of Psychic Phe
nomena in the Family Circle Spread over a 

Period of Nearly Twenty Years.

BY MORELL THEOBALD. F. C. A., 
Of London^ England.

A limited supply of this new and interesting book 
Is now offered the American public. Having Im
ported it in sheets we are able to offer the work at a 
sharp reduction in our price at which the Knglish- 
bound edition can be supplied in America.

The book Is a large “Imo. of 310 pages, handsomely 
printed on fine heavy paper from new type with 
fa.icy initial letters and chapter ornaments. Price 
$1.50—a very ’ow figure.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by John C. BUN- A 
'’••Icagc

n/IATERIALISM, OR A SPIRITUAL PHILO8O*  
PHY AND NATURAL RELIGION.

BV GILES B. STEBBINS.

“Physiology reduces man to a jelly; Psychology 
lifts him to immortality.”

This is a thoughtful, crisp, well condensed book, 
from the pen of an experienced thinker and writer, 
well-known in every field of reform, and an earnest, 
consistent Spiritualist. From out his ample store of 
experience and reading the author aptly draws innu
merable illustrations to fortify his argument. The 
book may be unqualifiedly commended.

“It alms to state Materialism fairly, and to hold it 
as fragmentary and inconsequent; to give a wide 
range of undent and modern proof of the higher as
pects of the God idea in history. The closing chapter 
on Intuition, gives some remarkable factB."—Detroit 
Poet and Tribune. -

12mo, cloth, 144 pages. Price 50 cents; postage, - 
cents

Progress From Poverty.
A Review and Criticism of Henry George's Pro

gress and Poverty, and Protection or Free Trade.
“It would be hard to make a more effective reply x 

Mr. George's assertion that land and wage servitude 
is worse than chattel sla very than is done by quc.- 
ing from slave overseer journals brought north dur
ing the war, and from old advertisements In Southern 
newspapers, showing what chattel slavery actually 
.vas.”—New York Tribune.

Price, cloth, SO cents; paper, 25 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy. 

Chicago.

A Course of Lessons for Less Than 4cts Per 
Lesson.

50c. A New and Important Work. 50c.
By the Author of “The Light of Egypt.”
A work that no Mental Healer, Christian Scientist 

or Magnetic Physician can afford to be without, if 
they would become the real masters of their pro
fession in the study of man and the healing art 
divine.

The Language of the Stars.
A PRIMARY COURSE OF LESSONS IN CELES

TIAL DYNAMICS.
This Important primary work is the first practical 

exposition of the Astro-Magnetic forces of nature— 
in their relation to man—that has yet been issued by 
the American press.

It contains 14 special lessons, embracing each 
department of human life In such plain simple 
language, tha,t a child can understand the elemen
tary principles laid down. And in addition to these 
lessons there is an Appendix, containing a full ex 
planation of all technical and scientific terms In 
general use upon the subject, thus forming a brief, 
yet practical Astro Dictionary.

The work is illustrated with special plates.

Price, Only 50 cts., Post 
Free.

Address: Astro Philosophical Pub. Co., P 
O. Box 2783, Denver, CoL

GUIDE-POSTS
ON

IMMORTAL ROADS.
BY MRS. AMABALA MARTIN.

The author says “As a firefly among the stars, ns 
a rippie on the ocean. I send out this small beacon 
of hope through the valley of despair."

Price 25 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by John C. Bundy.

Chicago.

Í- •S
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The smallest. Pill in the "Worldl

• THE SECRET
recruiting health is discovered *n

•Tiny Liver Pills*
. In liver affections, sick headache, dys-

pepsia, flatulence, heartburn, bilious 
colic, eruptions of the skin, and all^^ 
troubles of the bowels, their curative 
effects are marvelous. They are a cor-

• rcctive as well as a gentle cathartic. 
Very small and easy to take. Price, 
25c. Office, 3»&41 Park Place, N.Y.• • e • e • • •• •

»*.  Our Hlirh Grade IAst and 
Baronin Book sent to any ad*  
dress on receipt of a 2-c stamp

LORD & THOMAS.
Newspaper Advertising

45 RANDOLPH STREET..

CHICAGO.

it*  »nil WANT an Album you should send a 
IL VI II I stamp to Daniei, AMBROSE, 45 Randolph 
If 1UU St., Chicago, Ill., for his descriptive cat
ti ■ w alogue of albums, he can save you
money.

UNITY
Freedom, Fellowship and 

Character in Religion.
Eight four-column pages,well printed. A liberal sermon 
every week, with live articles on current topics. 

One dollar a year.
Ten weeks on trial for ten cents in stamps. 

CHARLES II. KERR A CO. , Pubs, , 175 Dearborn St. • Chicano.

Society for Psychical 
Research,

American Branch.
The Society for Psychical research Is engaged In 

the investigation of the phenomena of Thought
transference,Clairvoyance, Apparitions and Haunted 
Houses, Spiritualistic Phenomena, etc., and evidence 
In connection with these different groups of phenom
ena Is published from time to time in the S. P. R. 
Journal and Proceeding», to which associate mem
bers (dues $5.00 per annum) are entitled.

Persons who have had psychical experiences of any 
kind are earnestly requested to communicate them 
directly to the Secretary of the American Branch, 
.or to the editor of The Keligio-Philosophical, 
Journal, with as much corroborative testimony 
as possible; and a special appeal is made to those 
who have had experiences justifying the spiritual
istic belief.

Applicants for Membership in the Society should 
address the Secretary. The Branch is much in need 
of funds for the further prosecution of its work, and 
pecuniary assistance will be gratefully welcomed

Information concerning the Society can be obtained 
from

RICHARD HODGSON, LL.D. 
Secretary for America, 

5 Boyls on Place', Boston, Mass.

STARTLING FACTS
IN

MODERN SPIRITUALISM,
BEING A GRAPHIC ACCOUNT OP

Witches, Wizards, and Witchcraft; Table Tipping,. 
Spirit Rapping, Spirit Speaking, Spirit Telegraph

ing; and MATERIALIZATIONS of Spirit 
Hands, Spirit Heads, Spirit Faces, Spirit 

Forms, Spirit Flowers, and every other
Spirit Phenomenon that has Occurred In Europe and

America since the Advent of Modern Spiritual
ism, March 31,1848, to the Present Time.

BY

N. B. WOLFE, M. D.
The book makes a large 12 mo. of over 600 pages; 

It is printed on fine calendered paper and bound in 
extra heavy English cloth, with back and front beau
tifully Illuminated In gold.

After comprehensively epitomizing the “Startling 
Facts" contained in his book, comprising original In
vestigations made under most favorable auspices. 
Dr. Wolfe says:

“With these avowals of its teachings the book 
stands before the world, asking no favor but a read
ing—no consideration but the fair judgment of en
lightened men and women. As Death is a heritage 
common alike to King, Pope, Priest, and People, all 
should be Interested In knowing what It portends—of 
what becomes of us after we die. Those who have 
tasted death, our spirit frlendB, answer this great 
problem In this book of 600 pages.”

Price, $2.25.
For Bale, wholesale and retail, by John C. Bundy, 

Chicago.

THE TRANSITION.
Mrs. C. B. Sawyer.

Free as the brooklet, that 
Leaps down the mountain.

Free as the wild bird, that 
Sips at the fountain,

So should each spirit be; 
Free, strong and fearless,

Seeing our way with eyes 
Clear, bright and tearless!

- Meeting earth’s changes with 
Faith so reliant

That sudden and bitter, no 
Heart is defiant;

Feeling our Father, whose 
Guidance we follow, is

Leading us on to a 
Home free from sorrow.

When our nearest and dearest He 
Suddenly calleth,

While on our crushed hearts the 
Heavy blow falleth.

Weakened, helpless and stunned, e'en 
The stoutest may falter,

Yet soon we are strengthened, His 
Will would not alter!

Rejoice; with the spirits thus 
Freed from earth’s power;

Rejoice! for to them it is
Freedom’s glad hour:

Released from these limits to 
Spaces unbounded,

Where discord hath never in 
Harsh tones resounded.

Dear Clara! who first came to
Give you glad greeting?

Was anyone missed from that 
Glorious meeting?

O! could you but tell us, in 
Accents unaltered,

Of your swift, sudden flight, with 
A courage undaunted;

How ready you were for this 
Last of life’s changes.

How strong in your trust of His 
Will, who arranges

All things, in whose wisdom you 
Still were relying,

And knew you could trust Him if 
Living or dying!

The flight of the spirit, its 
Frail body leaving, 

Should give us rejoicing 
instead of deep grieving;

’Tis life, untrammelled, pure, 
Sinless, unbounded, 

No sickness, no partings, no 
Sky overclouded!

We grieve, not for you, but for 
Hearts that are aching,

In the sorrow and grief that your 
Absence is making; '

One spirit is left in the 
Home, sad and lonely, 

Her comforter must be 
The Father—Him only.

Clairvoyant Examinations Free.
The first and most Important thing for the proper 

understanding of and rational treatment of chronic 
or lingering disease of any kind, is its thorough ex
amination and true diagnosis. You can secure this 
with a full explanation of the cause, nature and ex
tent of your disorder free of expense. Write at 
once to Dr. E. F. Butterfield, Syracuse, N. Y.

Enclose lock of hair with name and age.

Twice-a-Week for One Dollar a Year.
The “Twice-a-week” edition of The St. Louis 

Republic is unquestionably the best and cheapest 
national news journal published In the United 
States. It is Issued on Tuesday and Friday of every 
week, making it in effect a Semi-weekly for only 
one Dollar a year. During the four winter 
months each issue contains eight pages, making six
teen pages a week, and no week's issue during the 
year is less than fourteen pages, of seven columns 
each. Five separate editions are printed, one each 
for Missouri, Illinois, Texas, Arkansas and Kansas, 
and a general edition for other states, containing 
nothing but details of Important events, of interest 
everywhere. The Republic Is the leading Demo
cratic paper of the country. Its special Tariff De
partment, edited by Hon. Wm. L. Wilson, M. C.. 
with contributions from other distinguished Demo
cratic leaders, will be Indispensable during the, 
great political campaign of 1892. Remember the 
price, ONE DOLLAR A YEAR FOR TWO PAPERS EVERY 
week. Sample copies sent free on application 
Address The Republic, St. Louis, Mo.

“The New Church Independent” for 1892.
Enters upon Its 40th volume. It Is a 48 page 

monthly published In the interestof the liberal read
ers of Swedenborg—independent of church or 
ecclesiastical authority and free from sectarian 
bias. Dr. Wm. H. Halcombe, author of “A Mystery 
of New Orleans,” “Our Children In Heaven,” “Con
densed Thoughts on Christian Science” Is a regular 
contributor. Also Joseph Hartman author of “The 
Mysteries of Spiritualism,” is one of its’ present 
writers, whose recent article on the “Form of the 
Spiritual World," has created so much IntereBt.This 
Journal Is a liberal exponent of the teachings and 
spirit philosophy of Emanuel Swedenborg. Send 
postage stamp for sample copy.

WELLER & SON, 144 37th st., Chicago, Ill.

Driven out — 
all impurities of 
the blood, no mat
ter of what name 
or nature, or from 
what cause aris
ing, by Dr. Pierce’s 
Golden Medical 
Discovery.

Clear your skin 
with it. Every 
disfigurement, 
from a common 
blotch or erup

tion to the worst Scrofula, will disappear. 
It invigorates the liver, cleanses, purifies, 
and enriches the blood as nothing else can, 
and promotes all the bodily functions. For 
all the many and varied forms of Scrofula, 
and for the most stubborn Skin and Scalp 
Diseases, such as Salt-rheum, Tetter, Erysip
elas, Eczema, Boils, Carbuncles, and kindred 
ailments, nothing can equal it as a remedy.

The sarsaparmas claim to do good m 
March, April, and May. The “ Discovery 
does more than that. At all seasons and in 
all cases, it’s guaranteed to benefit or cure, 
or you have your money back.

Nothing else offered by the dealer, though 
it’s probably better for him, can be “ just as 
good” for you.

Embody the most Important movements made in 
recent years, and are up to the 1 1

Highest Standard of Excellence,
Jj?*Sold  to Families direct at Factory Prices, and 

on Easy Terms, in localities where we have no 
agents.

Send for catalogue and prices to

JULIUS BAUER & CO., M’F’S
236-228 Wabash Av., Chicago.

Upward Steps
OF

Seventy Years.
A UTOBIO GRAPHIC, BIO GRAPHIC 

HISTORIC.

GROWTH OF REFORMS—ANTI-SLAVERY, ETC 
—THE WORLD’S HELPERS AND LIGHT- 

DRINGERS—SPIRITUALISM—PSY
CHIC RESEARCH—RELIG

IOUS OUTLOOK—COM
ING REFORMS.

—BY—

GILES B. STEBBINS,
Editor and Compiler of “Chapters from the Bible 

the Ages,'' and “Poems of the Life Beyond''; 
Author of “After Dogmatic Theology, 

Whatl” etc., etc.

CONTENTS.
Dedicatory Introduction,

^CHAPTER I.—Ancestry; Childhood; Youth; Birth 
place; Springfield, MasB.; Hatfield; Home Life 
Oliver Smith; Sophia Smith; Self-Help.

CHAPTEB II.—Old Time Good and III; Religious 
Growth; Reforms; Temperance.

CHAPTER in.—Transcendentalism; Brook Farm; 
Hopedale; Northampton; Samuel L. Hill; W. E. 
Channing; Pierpont; Theodore Parker.

CHAPTER IV.—Anti-Slavery; Garrison; “The Fleas 
of Conventions;” Personal Incidents H. C. 
Wright; C. L. Remond; George Thompson; Gerrltt 
Smith; Abby Kelley Foster; Abigail and Lydia 
Mott; Abigail P. Ela; Josephine L. Griffin.

CHAPTER V.—The Friends; Quakerism; Griffith 
M. Cooper; John and Hannah Cox; A Golden 
Wedding; Experiences of Priscilla Cadwallader; 
Lucretia Mott; McClintock; J. T, Hopper; Thomas 
Garrett; Richard Glazier; Progressive Friends 
Meetings.

chapter VI.—The World’s Helpers and Light 
Bringers; John D. Zimmerman; W. S. Prentiss; 
Wm. Denton; E. B. Ward; Emily Ward; Benjamin 
F. Wade; H. C. Carey; Home Industry; Education, 
Scientific, Industrial, and Moral; “Religion of the 
Body;” Jugoi Arinorl Mori; Peary Chand Mittra; 
President Grant and Sojourner Truth; John Brown; 
Helpful Influences; Great Awakenings.

CHAPTER VII.—Spiritualism; Natural Religion; 
Experiences and Investigations; Slate Writing 
Spirits Described; Piano Music without Hands; A 
Fact Beyond Mind Reading; Lifted in the Air; 
Spirit Portraits; A Michigan Pioneer's Experience; 
Looking Beyond; Future Life; Natural Medium
ship; Illumination; Blind Inductive Science.

CHAPTER VIII.—Psychic Science Research; The 
Spiritual Body; Painless Surgery; Psychometry; 
Inspired experiences; George Eliot; Helen Hunt 
Jackson; Prof. Stowe; Mrs. H. B. Stowe; Savona
rola; “Rev. H. W. Bellows; Dinah Mulock Craik; 
A Simple Michigan Malden; Lizzie Doten; Reading 
German Philosophy; Record of an Hour’s Expe
rience.

CHAPTER IX.—Religious Outlook; Coming Re
forms; A New Protestantism; Woman in the Pul
pit; Rev. Horace Bushnell’s “DeepMatters”; Rad
icalism; Ethical Culture; Liberal Christianity; A 
Needed ^Leaven; Two Paths; Future Religion; 
Coming^Reforms; Conclusion.
Price, clothjbound, $1.25.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy, 

Chicago.
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MID-WINTER NOVELTIES
Every Boy and Girl should have a

Wizard Bubble Blower, 
It produces Double Bubbles, one inside of another, and numer- 
ous other forms ana shapes of 
bubbles impossible to proauce in 
any other way it surprises and de
lights every one who sees it. 
Price 25 c. with full Instructions

GAN YOU OPEN IT .
«PUZZLE PURSE._ The latest out. Bettor than tlin 

Dime Savings Bank. The purse 
is made of the finest calf or ki 
leather. As a puzzle it is thebe..
• . 5x7et onf' -Any person not into the secret of opening it will 
say it impossible, nut you will 
find it easy enough to open when 
once you know how. It will hold ____
from $6 to $6 in small change. It is the handiest and 
safest purse oversold. Price by mall 25 cents.

Penny In The Slot
Can you get It out

NEW PUZZLE 
_Eclipses all other puzzles. 
How to get the Penny out of 
case, is the trick. Easy, when 
you know how—impossible, 
otherwise! Sells like wild fi e

Price 15 cents

Trick Match Box.
THB CUTE8T TRICK OF ALL.

A beautifully finished Match 
Box, In two sizes, one for wax 
matches and one for ordinary 
parlor matches which not one 
person in a thousand can 
epen till shown how, and yet

, so simple that it opens more 
readily than an ordinary 

match box after you once learn the secret. It combines all the utility of the ordinary boxes with much 
more elegance than can be found in them and the 
fun of seeing the other fellow hunt for a match. 
Handsomely Finished In Nickel. Price 25e.

CONVERTIBLE WIRE BASKET

This article is acknowledged by all to be one of 
the greatest novelties and most useful inventions 
ever placed before the public. It is capable of being 
placed in a hundred different shapes and used for as 
many different shapes and used for as many differ
ent purposes. It is not only useful but decidedly, or
namental, no matter what you may use it for, and is 
manufactured of the best spring steel wire heavily 
plated.*  Sample 25 cents. Per dozen. $1.50.

Send stamp for our new Cat
alogue. Address all orders for 
the above novelties to
PRAIRIE CITY NOVELTY CO
45 Randolph St., Chicago, Hl.

|l»**<

Little Gem Pocket Lamp. 
Smallest and best Pocket Lamp out. fit. 
vest pocket; is self-lighting and finely 
[plated. A beauty. Just what everybody 
wants. Price SO cts.

McGinty’s Baby. .
Its cries drive the old folks crazy I 

Just the thing for FUN. It Is very strong and 
■aucy and when not crying folds up to go in. 
pocket. Price I Oc. 75c per dozen. (

The Chinese Tumbler.
When placed on an 
incltnea plane it will 

X perform some of the 
most mysterions 

Iromersaults and rev
olutions. A greet ' 
puzzler. 8ampio by mail 15c. Per dos$L 

Agents Wanted Everywhere.Address
PRAIRIE CITY NOVELTY CO., Chicago, BL

Maria M. King’s 
PAMPHLETS 
□ Comprising: Social Evils; God the Father, and 
Man the Image of God; The Brotherhood of Man 
and What Follows from It; What is Spiritualism? 
The Spiritual Philosophy vs. Diabolism; Medium
ship.

These pamphlets have been published and sold 
separately for several years and are now bound to
gether in a convenient form.

Price, $1.25.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundt 

Chicago. -
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the Dutch Process
No Alkalies

— OR —

Other Chemicals
are used in the 

preparation of

W. BAKER & CO.’S

IBreakfastCocoa
which is absolutely 
pure and soluble.

Ithasmorethanthreetimes 
the strength of Cocoa mixed 
with Starch, Arrowroot or 
Sugar, and is far more eco

nomical, costing less than one cent a cup. 
It is delicious, nourishing, and easily 
DIGESTED. _____________

Sold by Grocers everywhere.

W. BAKER & CO., Dorchester, Mass.

HAS STOOD THE TEST OF FORTY YEARS.
Direct from Factory to Consumer on Easy 

Payments. ;
WRITE US TO-DAY FOR CATALOGUE or 

CalL and See us at
The -BRADBURY PIANO WAREROOMS,

237 State and 55 Jackson Sts., Chicago.
J. M. HAWxHuRST, Western Manager.

A $3 RING FOR $1.25.

To introduce our Solid Gold Jewelry we 
of these $3 Solid Gold Rings, not rolled gold o go 
pl:, ted but

Cl»-«r through for $1.25. Money refunded if not ex
actly as represented. Address,

GEM JEWELRY CO.,
45 Randolph St., Chicago., ^1.

ANGEL WHISPERINGS
FOR.

The Searchers After Truth.
BY HATTIE J. RAY

This volume is presented to the public in hopes 
that many may draw inspiration from its pages. The 
poems are well called “Angel Whisperings

Price, ornamental cover, $1.50; gilt edges, $2 00; 
postage 17 cents.

Eor sale, wholesale and retail ,by Jno C. BUNDY, 
Chicago.

PLANCHETTE. 
The Scientific Planchette. 

Improved from the Original 
Pattern of 1860.

Many devices and Instruments have been invented 
since Planchette first appeared but none of them 
have ever answered the purpose so well.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE.
Place Planchette on a sheet of paper (printing or 

wrapping paper will answer), then place the hand 
lightly on the board; in a few minutes it begins to 
move and is ready to answer mental or spoken ques
tions. It will not work for everybody; but when a 
party of tnree or four come together It is almost cer
tain that some one. of the number will have the 
peculiar power necessary to enable Planchette to 
display its mysterious workings. If one be unsuc
cessful let two try it together.

That Planchette Is capable of affording constant 
entertainment is well established by thirty years’ 
use, nor is it less likely to afford instruction. In
numerable cases are of record where it has been the 
means of conveying messages from spirits to mor
tals. Planchette offers a wide and never ending 
field for speculation and experiment.

Price, 75 cents. Sent by mall packed in straw
board box free of postage.

For sale by Jno. G- Bundy, 92 and 94 Lasalle st., 
Suite 58, Chicago,fUl. P. O. Drawer, 134.

THE STAGE AND THE ACTORS.
ByMerica Ewing Waters.

“From grave to gay.” 
So goes each day 
Upon this world—our stage, 
If all is bright. 
Our hearts are light. 
We blithely turn the page 

U pon—To-morrow.

But, if alas!
Shadows do pass
Across our heart a-sweeping.
Swift tears arise, 
To dim our eyes, 
We wildly fall a-weeping 

With—Sorrow.

But soon a gleam. 
Like morning beam, 
Atwhartour path is fulling,
We laugh in glee,
Cry “silly we.”
With cheery voices calling,

“No fears we’ll borrow.”

In youth or age, 
Upon life’s stage, 
As actors—we’re appearing. 
Despite our hearts, 
We take all parts, 
But much prefer the cheering, 

Bright to-morrow.
— Battle Creek, Michigan.

Troublesome throat diseases are rapidly 
and permanently cured by Dr. Bull’s 
Cough Syrup.

It is not the extremes of heat and cold 
so much as the sudden changes in tem
perature that cause certain climates to be 
unhealthful. When, however, the system 
is invigorated with Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, 
these changes are rarely attended with in
jurious results.

THE CINCINNATI WAY.
“So poor Bill Stubsis dead?”said a man 

on the train the other day.
“Yes, I understand. Where did it hap

pen?”
“In Colorado.”
“Did you learn any of the particulars?” 
“Nothing, except that he died a natural 

death.”
“Is that so? Why, I was told that he 

was knocked down on the street and had 
the life beaten out of him.”

“Well, that’s what they call a natural 
death in Colorado now.”

Van Houten's Cocoa—Perfectly pure— 
instantaneous.

“Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Chil
dren Teething,” softens the gums, educes inflam 
mation, allays pain, cures wind colic. 25 cents a 
Dottie

Samuel Bowles's Pamphlets: Experiences of Sam
uel Bowles in Spirit Life, or life as he now sees it 
from a Spiritual Standpoint, price 25 cents Contrast 
In Spirit Life, and recent experiences, price, 50 cents, 
and Interviews with Spirits, price 50 cents in paper 
cover. For sale at this office

fflcnn for a tomato 
■A- Illi ILastspringloffered $500to any person pro*  
W Wdudnga 3 lb. Mammoth Prize Tomato;

^——75 rTTc- T- R. Harris, Abbott, Neb., won it^nfHlCntwo UP with one weighings lbs. SJ4 oza,] ondIsenthlmmycheckforS500.lt 
measured overSM in. in diameter. 

87 tomatoes grew on one stem over 
3 feet from the ground. Largest 
planton record 18 ft. 6in. talL 
This mammoth strain creates a 
sensation wherever it goeaand is 
the largest ever offered. Ihous- 

s. andsof my customers have grown 
' them to weigh over 45 ozs, The 
quality is excellent; after you 
once test it you will grow no 
others. If well cared for they will 
produce lbu. to a plant (see cut) 
of large, smooth, bright red to- 

i matoes, very solid with only afew 
seeds in each, and entirely free 
from rot. If started early, fruit 
ripens from July 4th until frost.

, Thisyear I offer $500Cash to any 
person producing a 3)4 lb. tomato. 
(It can be done.) Full directions 
how Mr. Harris grew his with 
each order. Plant some, you may 
win the prize. All my seed is 
saved from large specimens.

I SURE HEAD CABBAGE 
Is all head and sure to head, very 
uniform in size, firm and fine in 
texture, excellent in quality and a 
good keeper. Single heads have 
weighed over 64 pounds.
ahi SHOWBILL TURHIP 

A.tWITO6IIAIHJ^-^"»3»«3! 
lty. Will be far ahead of your neighbors.

My Catalogue, is worth 60 cts. to any one who gets it. 
6500 offered largest order; $500 for a pansy blossom; 6300 
for a bean plant with 100 pods, and above tomato prize.

CaTI will send a packet each of Prize Tomato, Cabbage 
and Turqip, with my Catalogue of Bargains for only 
25 cents. Greatest bargain catalogue ever sent out. 

t3CEvery person sending silver'for above collection, 
will receive Free apacket FINCH’S IMPROVED EX
TRA EARLY TREE TOMATO, and a 50c. certificate 
for seeds.yeur choice from my bargain catalogue Free« 
F. B. MILLS. Rose HilirOnandaga Co. N.Y«

Every Subscriber
OF THE

Religio Philosophical Journal is 
Entitled 

to a copy of our new, enlarged and illustrated book, 
“Successful Home Dyeing.” the best and most practi
cal book ever published.

Explicit directions are given for Coloring over all 
kinds and colors of goods, with the 45 different Dia
mond Dyes, giving over 100 named colors and 300 
shades, warranted fast to light and washing.

A HANDSOME BIRTHDAY CARD for the baby 
sent to any mother giving baby's name.

Every person who wants to know how to mak 
over old garments, to color yarn, carpets, rugs, 
feathers, or anything that can be colored, needs this 
book. Send at once.

Wells, Richardson & Co., Burlington, Vt.

Signs of the Times
From the Standpoint of a Scientist.

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED AT THE FIRST METHO
DIST CHURCH UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE 

WESTERN SOCIETY FOR PSYCHICAL 
RESEARCH.

—by
Prof. Elliott Coues, M. D., 

Member of the National Academy of Sciences of 
the London Society for Psychical Research, etc., etc.

CONTENTS.
The Woman Question. The Naros, or Cycle of six 

Hundred Years. The International Congress of 
Women. The Opinions of a Scientist. “Substan
tially True as Alleged” Phenomenal Spiritualism. 
Experiments with a Table. Test Conditions. The 
One thing indlBpensa>’e. The Spiritualistic or the 
Theosophic Explanation? Animal Magnetism and 
its dangers. The Great Power of the Magnetizer. 
Magnetism the Pass Key to Psychic Science. The 
Biogen Theory. The Astral Body. The Better Way. 
Natural Magic. The Outlook. And an Invaluable 
stmulant and guide to the Novice in the Study of 
the Occult as well as a most

EXCELLENT MISSIONARY DOCUMENT.
Pamphlet. Price 15 cel One Hundred Copies, 

$10, Fifty copies, $6; Twen«,/-flvecopleB$3.25. Special 
discount on orders for five Hundred Copies.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy, 
Chicago.

The Sixth Sense,
-----OR-----

E.LxElG'rRIGrrY.

A Story for the People.
By Mary E. Buell.

12mo., Cloth, 521 pages. Price, $1.25.
This admirable book might have been called Doro

thy, but then the title would have given no clue to 
the contents. The author “hopes the story of ‘The 
Sixth Sense’ may not only prove sweet and rich to all 
young people, but that it may fill their receptive 
minds with ahlgher and fuller sense of that ‘Elder 
Brother’ and his mission on earth eighteen hundred 
years ago.” Some writers have described wonder
ful psychical experiences without daring toattempt 
a discussion or explanation of their causes. Mrs. 
Buell essays the task of explaining the laws and 
naming the forces by which denizens of the Spirit- 
World return and manifest. Whether she is wholly 
correct will remain a moot question with many; but 
it may be truthfully said that she is very much in 
earnest, and in the simplest language possible sets 
forth her views. While the story has a high motive, 
it is not prosy. On the contrary it is a breezy, 
healthy, inspiring volume, adapted to both old and 
young.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy 
Drawer 134, Chicago.

LOGIC TAUGHT GY LOVE.
—BY—

MARY BOOLE.
Part of the object of this work is to call attention 

to the fact that our life is being disorganized by the 
monotony of our methods of teaching.

Price, $1.00.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy 

Chicago

Ml Jnrt published, 12 Articles on Pnur 
jRtical Poultry Redsing, bv FANNY 

FIELD, the greatest or all American 
■■writers on Poultry tor Market and 

BML^HpOULTRY fdr PROFIT, 
how she cleared $449 on 10c Baahmaa in one year; about a 

mechanic’s wife who clears $300 an 
yy Dually on a village lot; refers to hei 

.«¿SgiUM 60 aero poultry farm on which she 
¿TjgHSHSB CLEARS $1500 ANNUALLY.

Tells about incubators, •brooders, 
spring chickens, capons, and how to 

'eed toget the most eggs. Price 25 cts. Stamps taken. Ad 
—DANIEL AMBROSE. 45 Randolph St.. Chicago

A A DS. TAFTS ABTHMAL1NB
■ ■■ Swl AIIBEnnever fails; send us your 

address, we will mail trial UUilElfBOTTLB 
THE DR. TAFT BROS. M. CO.,ROCHESTERIN.Y.

THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS
OU

SPIRITUALISM.
BY EPES SÀRGENT.

Author of “ Planchette, or the Despair of Science,” 
“The Proof Palpable of Immortality,” Etc.

This Is a large 12mo. of 372 pages, in long primer 
type, with an appendix of twenty-three pages In bre
vier.

The author takes the ground that since natural 
science Is concerned with a knowledge of real phe
nomena, appealing to our sense perceptions, and 
which are not only historically imparted, but are di
rectly presented In the Irreslstable form of daily 
demonstration to any faithful Investigator, therefore 
Splritnallsm Is a natural science, and all opposi
tion to it, under the ignorant pretense that It Is out
side of nature, is unscientific and unphilosophlcal.

Mr. Sargent remarks in his preface: “ The hour is 
coming, and now is, when the man claiming to be a 
philosopher, physical or metaphysical, who shall 
overlook the constantly recurring phenomena here 
recorded, will be set down as behind the age, or as 
evading its most Important question. Spiritualism is 
not now the despair of SCIENCE, as I called It on 
the title page of my first book on the subject. Among 
Intelligent observers its claims to scientific recogni
tion are no longer a matter of doubt."

Cloth. 12mo., 372 pages. Price, $1. postage 10 
cents.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy, 
Chicago.

Poems ofthe Life Beyond and Within.
Voices from many lands and centuries saying, “Man 

thou shalt never die.”
EDITED AND COMPILED BY G. B. STEBBINS.
“It begins with old Hindoo poems and will be of 

interest, not only to Spiritualists, but to all who love 
the quickening of the best poetry.”—Syracuse 
STANDARD.

“Clear type and tinted paper make fit setting for 
its rich contents.”—Rochester Union.

“The world will thank Mr. Stebbins for his work 
long after he is gone.”—James G. Clark, Singer and 
Poet.

Price, $1.50, mailed free of postage.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy 

Chicago.

CURED BY

Fenholder,
PRICE 25c.

JLcLdress,

PRAIRIE CITY NOVELTY CO.,
45 Randolph Street, — CHICAGO.

'THLK INFLUENCE
OF

FOOD ON CHARACTER
OR

VEGETABLE VS. ANIMAL DIET.
BY

REUBEN PERRY.
The object of this essay is to point out the influ

ence that the different kinds of food for a long time 
exclusively eaten have had in the formation 
character.

Price, 10 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy, 

Chicago.

THE VOICES.
BY WARREN SUMNER BARLOW.

The Voice of Nature represents God in the light 
of Reason and Philosophy—in His unchangble and 
glorious attributes.

The Voice of a Pebble delineates the individu
ality of Matte.- and Mind, fraternal Charity and 
Love.

The Voice of Superstition takes the creeds ?t 
their word, and proves by numerous passages from 
the Bible that the God of Moses has been defeated 
by Satan, from the Garden of Eden to Mount Cal
vary!

The Voice of Prayer enforces the idea that our 
prayers must accord with immutable laws, else we 
pray for effects,/Independent of cause.

Twelfth edition, with a new stippled steel-plat«*  
engraving of the author from a recent photograph. 
Printed in large, clear type, on beautiful tinted 
paper, bound in beveled boards.

Price, $1.00, postage 10 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by John C. Bundy 

Chicago.
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Scott & Bows-e, Chemists, 133 South 5th Avenue, 
New York.

Your druggist keeps Scott's Emulsion of cod-liver 
oil-—all druggists everywhere do. $t.

36

By Irene H. Ovington. HOME NURSING 
A pretty cloth-bound book of 111 pages, 

that tells home nurses
How to improvise eonvenlenen for the slek*room, 
How to seenre good ventilation,
How to arrange the room, 
How to prepare and serve dellrlons food, 
How to amuse the Invalid,
How visitors should be taught to behave, 

with many other helpful suggestions. 
- Price, including postage, fifty cents. Agents wanted. 
DANIEL AHBBO8E, Publisher, 45 Randolph Street,Chicago.

Fine Gilt Papers .from G to 12cts. a Roll.
10 cts. In stamps for samples of all Grades.

Chicage Wall Paper Co.
415 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Wte?E? SAYS SUB CANNOT SEE HOW 
■»ErE YOU DO IT FOR THE HONEY.

| Q Buys a *65.00 Improved Oxford Singer 
Vl A Sewing Machine ; perfect working nil* 
abla, finely finished, adapted to light andneavy 
work,with a complete set of I he latest improved

attachments free. Each machine guaranteed for C 
yean. Buy dbretfrem ocrfac-trnymndsave dealer, 
and »cents proTt. Send fur r'UKS CATALOGUE.

WQ, COBFASY, DCT’X B BiCHICAGOjIU*

SKIN
U»._________ ->))

r

I
I -

Ask your doctor what hap
pens to cod-liver oil when it 
gets inside of you.

He will say it is shaken 
and broken up into tiny 
drops, becomes an emulsion; 
there are other changes, but 
this is the first.

He will tell you also that 
it is economy to take the oil 
broken up, as it is in Scott’s 
Emulsion, rather than bur
den yourself with this work. 
You skip the taste too.

Let 11s send you an inter
esting book on CAREFUL liv
ing ; free.

Send. I

The Salem Seer
Reminiscences of 

Charles H. Foster, 
THE FAMOUS MEDIUM.

BY
GEORGE C. BARTLETT.

The writer of thia book was associated with Mr. 
Foster for some years and took every advantage of 
testing his peculiar gifts. Urged by many who were 
knowing to this Mr. Bartlett finally consented, and 
the result is a plain statement of facts and descrip
tions of many seances held in all parts of the world, 
which he hopes may be of service to Investigators 
and a stimulus to practical and sclentificresearchers.

Rev. S. C. Beane Unitarian), in a letter written at 
the time of Mr. Foster's obsequies and read by Rev. 
George S. Hosmer, who conducted the services, has 
this passage: “Whatever one’s theory might be, in 
his presence the reality of a future life seemed to 
possess and command even the habitually indifferent. 
To thousands of thoughtful men and women on both 
sides of the Atlantic, he has been a voice from the 
eternal world.”

Bound in cloth, and Illustrated with a picture of 
Mr. Foster. Price, $1. Address

Jno. C. Bondy, Drawer 134, Chicago, Ill.

THE BIOGEN SERIES
Consists of concise .Essays on Living Questions of 
the day or of historical research in Religion, Science, 
and Philosophy, prepared by writersof the most em
inent ability. Under the editorial direction of Dr. 
Elliott Coues.

NO. 1. “BIOGEN:” A Speculation on the 
Origin and Nature of Life. By Dr. Coues. Now in 
its Sixth Edition.

NO. 2. “THED&MONOFDARWIN.” By 
the author of “Biogen.” Now in its Third Edition.

NO. 3. “A BUDDHIST CATECHISM.” By 
H. 8. Olcott. With Notes by Elliott Coues. Third 
American Edition.

NO. 4. “CAN MATTER THINK?” By an 
Occultist. With Introduction and Appendix by Elliott 
Cones. A New Edition.

NO. 5. “KUTHUMI;” The True and Complete 
(Economy of Human Life. A new Edition. Re
written and Prefaced by Elliott Coues.

NO. 6. “A WOMAN IN THE CASE.” By 
Professor Cones. Washington, 1887. Second Edi
tion. Now first added to the Biogen SerieB, with a 
new Introduction by Elisabeth Cavazza.

Price, 50 cents each.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. BUNDY, 

Chicago.

COLUMBUS.
Behind him lay the gray Azores,

Behind the gates of Hercules: 
Before him not the ghost of shores,

Before him oniy shoreless seas. 
The good mate said: “Now must we pray,

For lol the very stars are gone, 
Brave adm'rl speak; what shall I say?" 

“Why, say, ‘Sail on! sail on! and on!”

“My men grow mutinous day by day;
My men grow ghastly wan and weak.” 

The stout mate thought of home: a spray
Of salt wave washed his swarthy cheek. 

“What shall I say, brave adm’rl, say,
If we sight naught but seas at dawn?” 

“Why, you shall say at break of day,
‘Sail on! sail on! sail on! andon!'”

They sailed and sailed, as Winds might blow. 
Until at last the blanched mate said:

“Why, now not even God would know 
Should I and all my men fall dead.

These very winds forget their way, 
For God from these dread seas is gone,

Now speak, brave adm'rl; speak and say—” 
He said: “Sail on! sail on! andon!”

They sailed. They sailed. Then spoke the mate 
“This mad sea shows its teeth to-night.

He curls his lip, he lies in wait, 
With lifted teeth, as if to bite!

Brave adm’rl, say but one good word: 
What shall we do when hope is gone?"

The words leapt as a leaping sword: 
“Sail on! sail on! sail on! and cn."

Then pale and worn, he kept his deck,
And peered through darkness. Ah, that night 

Of all dark nights! And then to speak—
A light! A light! A light! A light? 

It grew to be Time's burst of dawn. 
He gained a world; he gave that world

Its grandest lesson: “On! and on!”
Joaquin Miller.

The young man’s face was flushed, anc 
his manner was strangely agitated. As he 
addressed the fair girl before whom he 
stood a faint tremor was noticeable in his 
voice.

“Miss Blanche,” he said, “I hesitated 
about coming to you, but my feelings have 
overpowered me at last. Will it be too 
much for me to ask—”

“Pray go on,” said the maiden, with 
heart wildly beating, as his voice faltered. 
Yes, they were coming, the words that she 
and her dear mamma had so long waited 
for. “Pray go on,” she said again, as he 
still stood looking at her with burning 
eyes.

“I came to ask you, Miss Blanche—”
“Yes,” she smiled encouragingly.
“If it would be too much trouble for you 

to write off that recipe which you said you 
had for warding off the grippe. I’m sure 
I am going to have it, and those con
founded doctors always charge two prices 
for a prescription.”

For rheumatism and neuralgia you 
cannot get a better remedy than Salvation 
Oil.

Grayness, baldness, dandruff, and all 
diseases of the scalp, and falling of the 
hair can be cured by using Hall’s Veg
etable Sicilian Hair Renewer.

“UPWARD STEPS.”
In “Upward Steps of Seventy Years,” that gentle 

yet Indomitable reformer Giles B. Stebbins gives 
most Interesting reminiscences of many famous peo
ple who have in one way and another impinged on 
bis life. The account of his own upward steps is full 
of encouragement and Instruction. Every one who 
has met Mr. Stebbins must certainly desire to own 
this book: and those who have not had the pleasure 
of his personal acquaintance, knowing him only in 
his public work, will long to meet him after follow
ing him through his story of seventy years. Price 
$1.25; postage, 10 cents. For sale at The Journal 
office. ___________ ____ ___

Alqulitof 500 sq. in. 
[made with a pack 
colors. 25c.; 5 pks. 

$1. Agts. Wanted. Lemarle’s Silk Mills, Little Ferry, 
N.J.

Sarsaparilla

LONG
LIFE

MENTAL
ENERGY

» 
cn >
>
20

STRONG 
NERVES

F" A “1“ p" III T O And woHld you bke to learn how to
I r" I J I | | raise it for both pleasure and profit.

RAISE VEGETABLES? Ä“
; the best sorts, new varieties, and the way to successfully cultivate them?

Do you wish to learn these things for pleasure, for self-culture, for health, or for money-making? 

Then read AMERICAN GARDENING, a pretty, 100-page illustrated magazine. You can’t afford to be 
without it. One dollar a year; single copy, 10 cents. Send FOR IT, now.

THE RURAL PUBLISHING COMPANY, Times Building, New York.

The Cincinnati and Florida
LJmitea Vestibuled Trains

Placed inservice between Cincinnati 
and Jacksonville and St. Augus
tine by the East Tennessee, Virginia 
& Georgia Railway have no superiors 
in the world. They consist of U. S. 
Mail Cars, Southern Express Cars, 
Baggage Cars, Day CoacheB and Pull
man Drawing Boom Sleeping Cara.
Tickets for sale at all Bailroad Office» 

in the United States. B. W. WRENN, 
Geu’l Pass. Agt, Knoxville« Tenn.

SI IN Fl AN PF WYil Ml N G.uUliUnliuLj II I U III I llUj Hills. Mines being opened and 
Railroads being surveyed and located.
THE UNION REALTY COMPANY of SUNDANCE Wyoming, [Incorporated] offer the best plan for 
investors. Par value of shares $100; offered for $50,on easy terms. You buy stock tn this Company and you ai e 
one of the original purchasers of acres and you sell in lots. If you own stock in this Company, and at 
any time you wish to surrender it, this Company will take the stock at 100 cents on the dollar and pay you 
in real estate at the price at which the Company is selling lots to other parties. Write for maps and pros
pectus giving explanation of the Company’s plan and all information, to the president.

¡HARRY T. SMITH, 814 thamber Commerce, Chicago. 
BFTlease mentlon this paper when you write.

■■■■■ For 30 days. In order to introduce our CR A YON PORTRAITS in your vicinity, and thus create a de- 
mand for our work, we make you the following bona- 
fide offer: Bend us a good photograph, or a tintype, or 
a daguerreotype of yourself, or ,any member or your 
family, living or dead, and we will make yon one of our 

■■ finest CRAYON PORTRAITS free of charge,
nrovlded von exhibit It to your friendsand useyour influence in securing us future orders. Out SJteout 2nd retura it to us with your photograph, with your name and address back of photos, sows can 
phip yr.nr portrait accordingly. CODY <fc CO., 755 De Kalb Avenue, Brooklyn, N. x.

References, ali Bauks and Mercantile Agencies in New York City or Brooklyn.
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OUR FLAG,
OR THE EVOLUTION OF

The Stars and Stripes;
—BY—

RELIGIO-PHILOSOPHICAL JOURNAL.

“The Denton.”
A Great Premium ? ITS—

MARCH 26, 1892.

ROBERT ALLEN CAMPBELL, 
Compiler of the first Atlas of Indiana, author of “The 

Rebellion Record," etc.
This work as a history of the “Stars and Stripes,” 

gives the facts that are recorded In official docu
ments, the Histories of the Country and the Cyclo
pedias so succinctly and Interestingly arranged that 
the whole story is told In a moderate volume.

The symbolic meanings of the colors and the de
signs of the “Star Spang, ed Banner” are beautifully 
brought out and embellished with 29 Illustrations— 
three of them in colors showing Foreign, Colonial 
and United States ensigns.

Price, $1.00, postpaid.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C Bundy. 

Chicago.

THE! SOUL
BY ALEXANDER WILDER.

Pr mphlet form, price 15 cents.
For sale, wnolesale an’d retail, by Jno. C. BUNDY” 

ChicoFp.

IS DARWIN RIGHT?
—OR,—

Tlie Origin, of Man.

A S40 SEWING MACHINE AND THE RE
LIGIO PHILOSOPHICAL JOUR

NAL ONE YEAR FOR S2O.

Points_of Superiority
OF THE

“DENTON"

INHABITANTS, NATURE AND PHILOSOPHY.

By Eugene Growell, M. D.,
Author of “The Identity of Primitive Christianity and Modern 

Spiritualism,” etc., etc.
“’Tls an authentic picture of the spheres; 

In one thou art, in one art soon to be;
Its mission Is to dry the mourner's tears,

And ope to light serene futurity.”—Harris.

That this is a moBt remarkable book may be readily seen by scanning the abridged table of content» 
given below. That the book will provoke discussion and the expression of widely variant views is also 
readily seen. Dr. Crowell, however, Is not a fanatic, but an unusually cautious, clear-headed man. The 
methods by which he obtained the information given in this work were such as to satisfy him fully of its 
trustworthy nature. In his admirable preface Dr. Crowell says: “Some of the statements contained In 
this volume are of such a novel and incredible character that I cannot suppose my Spiritualist friends will, 
at least at first, be able to accept them; but I trust they will remember that the truth is not always prob
able, and will carefully consider and weigh before they reject, for I feel Bure that such a course will result 
In their acceptance of at least some of the statements, which at first they will deem Incredible if n 
Impossible.”

ABSTRACT OF CONTENTS.

BY WILLIAM DENTON, 
Author of “Our Planet,” “Soul of Things?' Etc.

This is a cloth bound volume of two hundred pages, 
.mo., handsomely Illustrated. It shows that man is 

not of miraculous, but of natural origin; yet 
that Darwin’s theory is radically defective, because 
it leaves out the spiritual causes which have been 
the most potent concerned In his production. It is 
scientific, plain, eloquent and convincing, and prob
ably sheds more light upon man’s origin than all the 
volumes the press has given to the public for years

Price, 31.00; postage, 5 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno C. Bundy, 

Chicago.

ILLUMINATED BUDDHISM
OR

THE TRUE NIRVANA

“The book before us, aside from its mystic meth
ods, takes an entirely new view of the doctrines of 
the transmigration of souls, of re-incarnatlon and of 
Nirvana.........but we need not follow the details, for
It would give but an imperfect idea of one of the 
most readable books in Its line we have met in a 
long time. Its literary 3tyle is unexceptionable, and 
the author shows in every chapter evidences of pro
found thought and a mastery of statement tnat is a 
a pleasure to follow.”—Exchange.

Price, cloth, 31.00; paper, 50 cents.
Fe~ 8319, wi olesalc and retail, by JNO. C. BUNDk, 

Chicago-

Edited by M. L. Holbrook, M. D., Editor, Author 
and Publisher, with an Appendix on the Care 
of Children, by Dr. C. S. Lozier, late Dean of the New 
York Medical College, for Women, <--c.

The difficulty has been not to find what to say, but 
to decide what to omit. It is believed that a health 
ful regimen has been described; a constructive, pit 
paratory and preventive training, rather tlnf 
course of remedies, medications and drugB.

Price, $1.00.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy, 

Chicago.

Sewing Machine.
“THE DENTON” has the ¡largest design of bent 

woodwork; with skeleton drawer cases, made in both 
walnut and oak, highly finished and the most dur
able made.

The stand is rigid and strong, having brace from 
over each end of treadle rod to table, has a large bal
ance wheel with belt replacer, and] a very easy 
motion of treadle.

The head is free from plate tensions, the ¡machine 
is so set that without any change of upper or lower 
tension you can sew from No. 40 to No. 150 thread, 
and by a very slight change of disc tension on face 
plate, you can sew from the coarsest .to the finest 
thread. It has a self-setting needle and loose pully 
device on hand wheel for winding bobbins without 
Tunning the machine; has automatic bobbin winder, 
self-threading shuttle with positive feed and positive 
take-up. The finest work, Arrasene, Embroidery, 
Etching, or any work done on any other machine, 
can easily be accomplished on this one. It is adjust
able in ail Its bearings, and has less springs than any 
other sewing machine on the market. It is the 
quickest to thread, being self-threading, except the 
eye of the ¡needle. It is the easiest machine in 
changing length of stitch, and is very quiet and easy 
running. Is a high arm machine, which allows of a 
very large space under arm.

Attachments Accompanying Each Machine Q
ARE AS FOLLOWS:

One Riiffier, with Shirrer Plate 
One Set of 4 Hemmers, 
One Binder, 
One Presser Foot, 
One Hemmer and Feller, 
One Braider Foot, 
One Tucker, 
One Quilter, 
One Plate Gauge, 
One Slide for Braider, 
One Oil Can (with Oil), 
One Thread Cutter,

THE WAY, THE TRUTH AND THE UFE
A IÍAND-B .0K OF

hristian Theosophy, Healing,
AND PSYCHIC CULTURE,

I Attachments in 
i bracket are all 
i interchangeable 

into foot on 
presser bar.

Six Bobbins, 
Seven Needles, 
One Large Screw Driver, 
One Small Screw Driver, 
One Wrench.
One Instruction Book.

WARRANTY.
Every machine is fully warranted for five years. 

Any part proving defective will be replaced free of 
charge, excepting needles, bobbins and shuttles.

TERMS.
I.

Any old subscriber will be entitled to “The Denton” 
machine and one year's extension of subscription to 
The Journal on payment of $20.

II.
Any new subsbriber will receive “The Denton” 

machine and The Journal for one year on pay
ment of $20.

A NEW EDUCATION,

BASED UPON

The Ideili and Method of The Clirist

BY J. H. DEWEY, M. D.

in.
For 375 I will send The Journal one year to 

thirty new subscribers, and “The Denton” to the 
getter-up of the club; and I will also send to each 
member of the club a copy of Dr. Crowell's “Spirit 
World.” N. B.—This proposal for clubs secures $145 
for 375, and those proposing to canvass for such a 
club must notify me at once, as I reserve the right 
to withdraw the offer, only holding myself obligated 
to such as have notified me that they are at work on 
it.

The Object of the book is not to teach a philosophy, 
butamethod; a method by which all may come to 
an immediate intuitive knowledge of the truth, each 
for himself, by an inward illumination, which is 
claimed to be within reach of the humblest.

A clear exposition is given of the law and principle 
upon which all forms of Mental and Faith Healing 
are based, with plain, practical and specific instruc
tion for self-healing as well as for the healing of 
others.

More Important still is the thorough exposition of 
the higher psychic powers, viz., Psychometry, Nor
mal Seership, Mental Telegraphy, Distant Healing, 
etc., and the new and specific processes fortheir lm 
mediate development and exercise, which the author 
claims a,re as normal, practical and legitimate as are 
the development and training of muscle, the musical 
or any other faculty.

400 pp. Price, $2.00 Postage, 10 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by J2TO Q. Bundy,- 

wcaga

SHIPPING.
Every machine will be securely packed and crated 

and delivered on board car at factory free of extra 
charge. The transportation charges, to be paid on 
delivery by the buyer, will be very small; the crated 
machine going as ordinary freight.

“The Denton” Is manufactured exclusively for the 
Religio-Philqsophical Journal and is equal in 
all particulars to any $40 machine on the market.

REMITTANCES.
Send money by P. O. order, express order, or draft 

on Chicago or New York. Please do not send checks 
on local banks. •

State whether you will have the machine in oak or 
walnut.

Address

Jno. C. Bundy, Drawer 134, Chicago.

CHAPTER I.—THE SPIRIT AND SOUL,.—Embodied man Is a trinity.—The spiritual body sub
stantial.—Exceptions to the rule that all men are immortal.—No sub-human or seml-human beings in the 
spiritual world.—Accidents to spirits. Death, the birth of the spirit.—The changes that death pro
duces.—Effects of narcotics upon the spirit.—Spirits are born naked Into the next life.—Treatment of 
mortal remains. Temporary desertion of the body by the spirit.—Mr. Owen witnesses such a 
case.—His description of it.—It is attended with danger to the body.—Not a common occurrence.

CHAPTER II.—GENERAL VIEW OF THE HEAVENS.—The Spirit-world and the spiritual 
world.—The Spirit-world substantial.—The relations that spirits sustain to their world.

CHAPTER III.—THE LOW HEAVENS OR SPHERES.—The earth sphere__ The Spirit
world envelops us.—Arrangements of the low spheres.—Condition accurately follows character.—Some 
progress slowly having no desire for improvement —Many spirits continue to exist on the Earth for periods 
of time.—Habits of earth-bound spirits.—Their influence baneful.—Prisons and insane asylums infested 
with them.—How low spirits are governed.—Missionaries are sent to labor with them.—Condition of the 
drunkard.—The wicked heaven or second sphere.—Its cities.—Its Inhabitants.—The “hells” of Swedenborg. 
Condition of bigoted sectarians.—Sects are perpetuated in the lower heavens.—Purgatcry.—Condi
tion of the degraded among Roman Catholics.—The Irish heavens.—Bigoted and intolerant Protestants.— 
They are placed under discipline.—Truth ultimately comes to all.

CHAPTER IV.—THE HIGHER HEAVENS.—The Indian heavens.—Tbe first sphere is an Indian 
henven, “where no.white man robs the Indian.”—Description and employment of the Indians.—Mr. Owen's 
visit to the Indian heavens. Description of the higher heavens.—The third and fourth heavens.— 
The American and European heavens.—The Negro heavens.—Condition of Negro spirits. Mr. Owen’s 
visit to the higher heavens,—Means of communication between the heavens.—Government in the 
heavens.—An incredible story.—Steamboats and steamships.

CHAPTER V.—THE HIGHER HEAVENS (continued).—Description of them.—Gardens.—Furni
ture.—Mr. Owen's description of his own home in the fourth heaven. Employments of spirits.—Every 
desire of good spirits gratified.—The manufacturing heaven.—Temples, halls, theatres.—Hunting, fishing 
riding.—Farms in the heavens.—Scientists in the heavens. /

CHAPTER VI.—THE HIGHER HEAVENS (continued).—Sunday observance.—Titles and names 
in the heavens.—The record of a good life above earthly titles.—Earthly names perpetuated.—The personal 
appearance of spirits.—Ugly people become beautiful.—No spirit dwarfs or giants. The complexions of 
spirits. Language in the heavens.—Spirits communicate with each other’as we do, by speech.—Many 
languages in the heavens.—Prevision of spir. s. This faculty is rare among spirits.—A seance in the ninth 
heaven.—Our capabilities are foreseen by certain spirits. The insane in spirit life.—What spirits are 
insane.—Infirmaries in the second and third heavens for the insane.—They very soon recover their reason 
_ How the spirit is affected when the body is blown Into fragments.

CHAPTER VII.—THE HIGHER HEAVENS (continued).—Wherein spirits differ.—No Atheists in 
the heavens above the third. Marriage in the heavens.—True marriage is there a recognized institu-, 
tlon.—Spirits as match-makers. Family relations in the heavens. Children in the heavens.— 
The conditions that surround them.—A grand nursery in the fifth heaven.—Bringing children to earth. 
Animals in the Spirit-world.—They are actual objective existences.—Their origin.—Their intelli 
gence.—As to phantom animals seen by mortals.

CHAPTER VIII.—THE MOVEMENT OF SPIRITS.—Their movements controlled by volition.— 
Certain spirits can trace us.—Spirits and the remains of A. T. Stewart.—Spirits and the murder of Mrs. 
Hull.—Few spirits visit the Polar Regions, The return of spirits to the earth.—The majority do 
not return.—The majority disbelieve in the fact of intercourse with mortals.—Do ancient spirits and spirits 
from other worlds visit the earth?—Difficult questions to solve.—Ability of spirits to visit other heavenly 
bodies.

CHAPTER IX.—GUARDIAN SPIRITS.—Every adult mortal has a guardian spirit.—They are our 
monitors as well as guardians.—Their duties and powers.—Spirits of different planes communicate.—Diffi
culties attendant on spirit-intercourse.—Why so few communicate.

CHAPTER X.—THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT-INTERCOURSE.—Method of controlling.— 
Trance mediums.—Speaking exhausts spirits.—Our memory a sealed volume to spirits.—The memory and 
knowledge of spirits.—A spirit in three years forgetting nearly everything relating to his earth-life.—For
getting proper names.

CHAPTER XI.—VISUAL PERCEPTION OF MATERIAL OBJECTS BY SPIRITS__ Few
spirits distinctly perceive earthly objects.—Low spirits perceive them best.—Our spirits invisible to all dis
embodied spirits.—How spirits are affected by earthly light and darkness.—Few spirits able to read written 
or printed characters. Certain spirits able to read closed books and manuscripts. The 
ability of spirits to hear and understand our conversation.—Ordinarily few spirits excepting 
guardians are able to hear us converse.—When mediums are present they are able to hear us. Power of 
spirits to pass through solid matter.—Most spirits able to pass through walls of stone and wood.— 
All material substances are equally substantial to spirits.—Transporting small objects through the air. 
Spirits in relation to the elements.—They are affected by cold and heat.—Sensitive to odors and 
perfumes.

CHAPTER XII.-MATERIALIZATION.—Form manifestations.—The processes are of a scien
tific nature,—All spirits when visiting the earth.become more or less materialized.—The methods of 
proceedure by spirits In cabinet seances. Phantom ships and railway trains.—The legendary 
phantom ship not a myth.—Spiritual shipB are constructed and sailed by the spirits of mariners.—Spectral 
men in armor. Rappings and moving of material objects.—Neither electricity nor magnetism the 
agent employed.—Spirit lights, how produced.—How levitation is effected. Trance and visions.—Trance 
induced by disembodied spirits.—Their object in Droducing it.—All trance subjects are mediums. Spirits 
in relation to animals.—Certain domestic animals sometimes see spirits.—Spirits sometimes amuse 
themselves with domestic animals. Do spirits interest themselves in our business affairs?— 
Some of them do.—Extreme caution necessary with such spirits.—Under what circumstances it may be safe 
to consult spirits on business affairs. There is room in God’s universe for all. Where can 
departed spirits find space in which to exist?—We call figures to our assistance.—The problem 
then easily solved.—There is room for all.—The vastness of space.—Conclusion.—This is the child-life of 
the spirit.—Our glorious destiny.—“Hope on, O, weary heart ' f

12mo, Cloth, Gilt and Embossed Back and Side, 200 Pages.
Price, 981.00. Postage Free.

For sale wholesale and retail by JNO. C. BUNDY, 92 and 94 LaSalle st., Chicago, 
■p. o. Drawer 134.
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A VALUABLE LIST OF BOOKS FOR

SALE AT THIS OFFICE.
The best works by the most popular 

writers are embraced in this list, 
and now is the time to order. Where 
science is sought for, what is better than 
the works of William Denton? The Soul 
of Things, Our Planet, Is Darwin Right? 
and Radical Discourses.

The Light of Egypt, or The Science of 
the Soul and the Stars. This work has a 
definite purpose, namely, to explain the 
true Spiritual connection between God and 
Man, and the Soul and the Stars.

A new edition of Psychometry by Prof. 
J. Rodes Buchanan, and The New Educea- 
tion by the same author.

In the line of poetry are Lizzie Doten’s 
Poems of Progress and Poems Inner Life. 
Barlow’s Voices, and Immortality Inherent 
in Nature. Angel Whisperings for the 
Searchers after Truth, by Hattie J. Ray. 
Consolation by A. P. Miller. Radical 
Rhymes by William Denton, and Poems 
from the Life Beyond and Within com
oiled by Giles B. Stebbins.

Outside the Gates and other tales and 
sketches by a band of spirit intelligences, 
hrough the mediumship of Mary Theresa 

Shelhamer.
The Records of a Ministering Angel by 

Mary Clark.
Beyond the Gates by Miss Phelps is a 

combination of the literary and spirituelle. 
This popular author has for one of her 
latest works Between the Gates, a continu
ation of her delicate style.

Heaven Revised, a narrative of personal 
experiences after the change called Death 
by Mrs. E. B. Duffey.

Mrs. M. M. King’s inspirational works, 
Principles of Nature, and Real Life in the 
Spirit world.

Wolfe’s Startling Facts in Modern 
Spiritualism needs no commendation.

The Way, The Truth and the Life, a 
hand-book of Christian Theosophy; Heal
ing and Psychic culture, a new education, 
based upon the idea and method of the 
Christ by J. H. Dewey, M.D. AlsoThePath- 
way of the Spirit. A guide to Inspiration, 
Illumination and Divine Realization on 
Earth.

From over the Border, or Light on the 
Normal Life of man by Benj. G. Smith.

Transcendental Physics, being an ac
count of experimental investigations of 
Prof. Zollner with the medium Henry 
Slade.

Scientific Religion by Laurence Oliphant. 
An exposition showing the higher possibil
ities of life and practice through the 
operation of natural forces.

Lights and Shadows of Spiritualism by 
D. D. Home. This work was originally 
published in England in 1877, and was in 
advance of its time. Events of the past 
few years have justified the work and 
proven Mr. Home a true prophet, guide 
and» adviser in a field to which his labor, 
gifts and noble character have given lustre.

The complete works of A. J. Davis.
Dr. Babbitt The Philosophy of Cure, 

and Religion.
Epes Sargent The Scientific Basis of 

Spiritualism, which should be in the 
library of all investigators and thinkers, 
also Proof Palpable.

Unanswerable Logic, a series of Spiritual 
Discourses, given through the medium
ship of Thomas Gales Forster.

The Pioneers of the Spiritual Reforma
tion, being the life and work of Dr. 
Justinus Kerner, and William Howitt.

The Mystery of the Ages contained in 
the Secret Doctrine of all Religions by 
Countess Caithness, also A Visit to Holy
rood, being an account of the Countess’ 
visit to this famous castle.

Spirit Workers in the Home Circle is an 
Autobiographic Narrative of psychic phe
nomena in family daily life, extending 
over a period of twenty years by Morell 
Theobald, F. C. A.

Rev. E. P. Powell has issued a valuable 
work entitled Our Heredity from God.

Space forbids further mention, but any 
and all books in the market can b e ordere 
through this office.

Partial price list of books for sale, post
paid: Poems of Progress, plain, $1.10, 
gilt, $1.60; Poems Inner Life, plain, $1.10, 
gilt, $1.60; The Voices, $1.10; Start
ling Facts in Modern Spiritualism, $2.25’ 
Psychometry, $2.16; The New Education 
$1.60; The Principles of Nature, 3 vols., 
$1.50 per vol.; Real Life in the Spirit
world, 83 cents; Th° complete works of A. 
J. Davis, $30.00; Religion, Babbitt, $1.60; 
The Scientific Basis of Spiritualism, $1.60; 
Proof Palpable, cloth, $1.00; A Kiss fora 
Blow, a book for children, 70 cents; Vital 
Magnetic Cure, $1.08; Animal Magnetism 
Deleuze, $2.15; Diegesis, $2.16; Future 
Life, $1.60; Home, a volume of Poems,

$1.60; Heroines of Free Thought, $1.75; 
Pioneers of the Spiritual Reformation, 
$2.65; Nature’s Divine Revelations, $3.75; 
Transcendental Physics, 75 cents; Records 
of a Ministering Angel, $1.10; Mind Read
ing and Beyond, $1.35; Primitive Mind 
Cure, $1.60; Divine Law of Cure. $1.60; 
Immortality, Barlow, 60 cents; Stories for 
Our Children, 25 cents; Our Planet, $1.60; 
The Soul of Things, 3 vols., $1.60 each; 
Radical Discourses, $1.33; Outside the 
Gates, $1.25; The Way, the Truth and the 
Life, $2.00; The Pathway of the Spirit, 
cloth, $1.25, paper, 75 cents; D. D. Home, 
His Life and Mission, plain, $2.00, gilt, 
$2.25; Lights and Shadows of Spiritualism, 
$2.00; Unanswerable Logic, $1.60; The 
Mystery of the Ages, $2.70; A Visit to 
Holy  rood, $1.60; Spirit Workers in the 
Home Circle, $1.60; Our Heredity from 
God, $1.75; Spirits Book, Kardec, $1.60; 
Beyond the 'Gates, $1.35; Between the 
Gates, $1.35; The Light of Egypt, $3.00; 
Angel Whisperings, plain, $1.50, gilt, $2.00; 
Heaven Revised, 25 cents; From over the 
Border, $1.00; Scientific Religion, $2.50; Is 
Darwin Right? $1,05; Radical Rhymes, 
$1.30; Consolation, and other Poems, $1.00; 
Poems from the Life Beyond and Within, 
$1.60; Logic Taught by Love, $1.00; Light 
on the Path, cloth, 40 cents, paper, 25 
cents; Book on Mediums, Kardec, $1.60.

RULES AND ADVICE
For Those Desiring to

FORM CIRCJ-dES.

Where through developed media, they may com
mune with spirit friends. Also a Declaration of 
Principles and Belief, and Hymns and Songs for 
Circle and Social Singing. Compiled by James H. 
Young. Price 20 cents.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy. 
Chicago.

THE

A NARRATIVE OF STARTLING PHENOMENA 
OCCURRING IN THE CASE OF

MARY LURANCY VENNUM.
BY DR. E., W. STEVENS,

This well attested account of spirit presence 
created a wide-spread sensation when first published 
In the Religio-Philosophical Journal. Over fifty 
thousand copies were circulated, including the Jour
nal's publication and the pamphlet editions, but the 
demand still continues.

To those familiar with the marvellous story, it Is 

NO WONDER 
the interest continues, for in it on indubitable testl 
mony may be learned how a young girl was 

SAVED FROM THE MAD HOUSE, 
by the direct assistance of Spirits, through the intelli
gent interference of Spiritualists, and after months 
of almost continuous spirit control and medical 
treatment by Dr. Stevens, was restored to perfect 
health, to the profound astonishment of all. So far 
transcending in some respect,' all other recorded' 
cases of a similar character, this by common acclaim 
came to be known as

THE WATSEKA WONDER.
Were it not that the history of the case is authenti

cated beyond all cavil or possibility of doubt, it would 
be considered by those unfamiliar with the facts of 
Spiritualism as a skillfully prepared work of fiction. 
As

A MISSIONARY DOCUMENT.
for general distribution, it is unequalled; and for 
this purpose should be distributed industriously, 
generously, persistently far and near.

The present issue is a superior edition from new ste
reotype plates, printed on a fine quality of toned pa
per, and protected by "laid" paper covers of the 
newest patterns.

The publisher has taken advantage of the necessity 
for new plates, and with the courteous permission of 
Uarper Brothers, incorporated with the case of 
Lurancy Vennum one from Harper's Magazine for 
May, 1860, entitled

Psychical and Physio-Psychological Studies.

MARY REYNOLDS,
A CASE OF

This case Is frequently referred to by medical au
thorities, and Mr. Epes Sargent makes reference to 
It in that invaluable, standard work, The Scientific 
Basis of Spiritualisni, his latest and best effort. The 
case of Mary Reynolds does not equal that of Lu- 
rancy Vennum, but is nevertheless a valuable ad
dition. The two narrations make a

SIXTY-PAGE PAMPHLET
Price, 15 cents per copy.
For sale, wholesale and retell, by JNQ. C. Bundy. 

Chicago.

T?HB

LIGHT OF EGYPT
OR

TheYScience of The Soul ando The Stars.

IN TWO PARTS.

BY AN INITIATE.

Finely Illustrated with Eight Full-pageO 

Engravings.

It is claimed that this book is not a mere compila
tion, but thoroughly original.

It Is believed to contain information upon the most 
vital points of Occultism and Theosophy that cannot 
be obtained elsewhere.

It claims to fully reveal the most recondite mys
teries of man upon every plane of his existence, 
both here and hereafter, in such plain, simple lan
guage that a child can almost understand it.

The secrets and Occult mysteries of Astrology are 
revealed and explained for the first time, it is 
affirmed, Bince the days of Egyptian Hieroglyphics.

An effort is made to show that the Science of the 
Soul and the Science of the Stars are the twin mys
teries which comprise The One Grand Science of 
Life.

The following are among the claims made for the 
work by Its friends:

To the spiritual investigator this book is lndls- 

pensible.
To the medium It reveals knowledge beyond all 

earthly price, and will prove a real truth, “a guide 
philosopher and friend. ’ ’

To the Occultist It will supply the mystic key for 
which he has been so long earnestly seeking.

To the Astrologer it will become a “divine revela 
tion of Science.”

OPINIONS OF PRESS AND PEOPLE.
“A noble, philosophical and Instructive work.”— 

Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.
“A work of remarkable ability and interest.”—Dr 

J. R. Buchanan.
“A remarkably concise, clear and forcibly Inter 

estlng work.............It is more clear and Intelligible
than any other work on like subjects.”—Mr. J. J. 
Morse.

“A careful reading of The Light of Egypt dis
covers the beginning of a new sect in Occultism, 
which will oppose the grafting on Western Occultists 
the subtle delusive dogmas of Karma and Reincarna
tion.”—New York Times.

“It is a volume likely to attract wide attention from 
that class of scholars interested in mystical science 
and occult forces. But it is written in Buch plain and 
simple style as to be within the easy comprehension 
.............of any cultivated scholarly reader.”—The Chi
cago Daily Inter Ocean.

“However recondite his book the author certainly 
presents a theory of first causes which Is well fitted 
to challenge the thoughtful reader’s attention and to 
excite much reflection.”—Hartford Daily Times.

“Considered as an exposition of Occultism, or the 
philosophy of the Orient from a Western standpoint 
this is aremarkable production............The philosophy
of the book Is. perhaps, as profound as any yet at
tempted, and so far reaching in its scope as to take 
la about all that relates to the divine ego-man in its 
manifold relations to time and eternity—the past, 
present and future.”—The Daily Tribune (Salt Lake 
Ci

"This work, the result of years of research and 
study, will undoubtedly create a profound sensation 
throughout the philosophic world.”—The Detroit 
Commercial Advertiser.

“It Is an Occult work but not a Theosophical one. 
.........It is a book entirely new In its scope, and must 
excite wide attention.”—The Kansas City journal.

“The book is highly interesting and very ably 
written, and it comes at an opportune time to elim 
inate from the “Wisdom Religion” reincarnation 
and other unphilosophlcal superstitions of the other
wise beautiful structure of Theosophy.”—Kansas 
Herald.

“What will particularly commend the book to many 
in this country is that it is the first successful at
tempt to make the truths of Theosophy plain and 
clear to any one not a special student, and that it lays 
bare the frauds of the Blavatsky school.”—San Fran 
cisco Chronicle.

Beautifully printed and Illustrated on paper manu 
factored for this special purpose, with Illuminate 
and extra heavy cloth binding. Price, $3.00.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by John C. Bundy 
Chicago.

An Admirable Story.
BARS AND THRESHOLDS.

By MRS. EMMA MINER.
This story 1b full of interest and spiritual philoso

phy. Its author is a fine Inspirational writer and 
medium. When published as a newspaper serial it 
created much intere and the demand has been such 
as to warrant putting It In book form. Every Spirit
ualist and every liberal thinker Will enjoy the story.

Paper covers. 210 pp. Price 50 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno. C. Bundy, 

Chicago _

TO SPIRITUALISTS
I3Y JOHN IIOOKEK, 

Of the Connecticut Bar.

This admirable Address has permanent value, and 
Is well worthy the attention of all sober-minded 
people, and especially of Spiritualists, l’rice, 10 
cents.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by JNQ. C- Bondy, 
Chicago.

IMPORTED EDITION.

SPIRITUALISM.
BY D. D. HOME.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

Part First.
ANCIENT SPIRITUALISM.

CHAPTER I. THE FAITHS OF ANCIENT PEOPLES. 
Spiritualism as old as our planet. Lights and shad
ows of Pagan times.

CHAPTER II. ASSYRIA. CHALDEA, EGYPT AND 
Persia. “ Chaldea's seers are good.” The Proph
ecy of Alexander's death. Splrltualim In the 
shadow of the pyramids. Sethoand Psammetlcus 
Prophecies regarding Cyrus. The “Golden Star’ 
of Persia.

CHAPTER III. INDIA AND CHINA. Apollonius and 
the Brahmins. The creed of “ Nirvana.” Laotse 
and Confu<“-is. Present corruption of the Chinese 

CHAPTER /. Greece and Rome. The famous 
Spiritualists of Hellas. Communication between 
world and world three thousand years ago. The 
Delphian Oracle. Pausanias and the ByzantlDe 
Captive. “ Great Pan Is dead." Socrates and his 
attendant spirit. Vespasian at Alexandria. A 
haunted house at Athens. Valens and the Greek 
Theurglsts. The days of the Caesars.

Part Second.
SPIRITUALISM IN THE JE WISH AND 

CHRISTIAN ERAS'
CHAPTER I. THE SPIRITUALISM OF THE BIBLE. 

Science versus Religion. Similarity of modern and 
ancient phenomena. The siege of Jerusalem. “The 
Light of the World.” Unseen armies who aided In 
the triumph of the Cross. i

CHAPTER II. THE SPIRITUAL IN THE EARLY 
Christian church. Signs and wonders in the days 
of the Fathers. Martyrdom of Polycarp. The re • 
turn of Evagrius after death. Augustine's faith. 
The philosophy of Alexandria.

CHAPTER III. SPIRITUALISM IN CATHOLIC AGES. 
The counterfeiting of miracles. St. Bernard. The 
case of Mademoiselle Perrier. The tomb of the 
Abbe Paris. “The Lives of Saints.” Levitation. 
Prophecy of the death of Ganganelli.

CHAPTER IV. THE SHADOW OF CATHOLIC SPIR 
itualism. Crimes of the Papacy. The record of 
the Dark Ages. Mission and martyrdom of Joan of 
Arc. The career of Savonarola. Death of Urban 
Grandier.

CHAPTER V. THH^ÈPIRITUALISM OF THE WAL- 
denses and camisards. The Israel of the Alps. 
Ten centuries of Persecution. Arnaud's march. 
The deeds of Laporte and Cavalier. The ordeal Of 
fire. End of the Cevennois War.

CHAPTER VI. PROTESTANT SPIRITUALISM. Pre
cursors of the Reformation. Luther and Satan. 
Calvin. Wishart martyrdom. Witchcraft. Fa- 
mou-accounts of apparltlc s. Bunyan. Fox and 

’Wcsloy
CHAPTER VII. THE SPIRITUALISM OF CERTAIN 

GREAT SEERS. “ The Reveries of Jacob Behmen.” 
Swedenborg's character and teachings. Narratives 
regarding the spiritual gifts. Jung Stilling. His 
unconquerable faith, and the providences accorded 
him. Zschokke, Oberlin, and the Seeress of Prevost.

Part Third.
MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTORY.
CHAPRERII. delusions. American false proph

ets. Two ex-reverends claim to be witnesses fore
told by St. John. “The New Jerusalem.” A 
strange episode in the history of Geneva. “The 
New Motor Power.” A society formed for the at
tainment of earthly immortality.

CHAPTER III. delusions (continued). The re
vival of Pythagorean dreams. Allan Kardec's 
communication after death. Fancied evocation of 
the spirit of a sleeper. Fallacies of Kardecism. 
The Theosophical Society. Its vain quest for 
sflphs and gnomes. Chemical processes for the 
manufacture of spirits. A magician wanted.

CHAPTER IV. Mental diseases little understood. 
CHAPTER V. “PEOPLEFROM THE OTHER WORLD.” 

A pseudo investigator. Groplngs in the dark. The 
spirit whose name was Yusef. Strange logic and 
Btrange theories.

CHAPTER VI. SKEPTICS and tests. Mistaken 
Spiritualists. Libels on the Spirit world. The 
whitewashing of Ethiopians.

CHAPTER VII. ABSURDITIES. “When Greek 
meets Greek.” The spirlt-costume.of Oliver Crom-' 
well. Distinguished visitors to Italian seances. A 
servant and prophet of God. Convivial spirits. A 
ghost's tea-party. A dream of Mary Stuart. The 
ideas of a homicide concerning his own execution. 
An exceedingly gifted medium. The Crystal Pal
aces of Jupiter. Re-incarnatlve literature. The 
mission of John King. A penniless archangel. A ’ 
spirit with a taste for diamonds. The most wonder
ful medium Id the world.

CHAPTER VIII. TRICKERY AND ITS EXPOSURE. 
Dark seances. A letter from Serjeant Cox. TÎI« 
concealment of “ spirit-drapery. ” Rope tying and 
handcuffs. Narrative of exnosed imDeet»ra. tAu. 
rious modes of fraud.

CHAPTER IX. TRICKERY AND ITS EXPOSURE 
(continued). The passing of matter through mat
ter. “Spirit brought flowers." The ordinary dark 
seance. Variations of “phenomenal” trickery. 
“Spirit Photography.” Moulds of ghostly hands 
and feet. Baron Kirkup's experience. The read
ing of sealed letters.

CHAPTER X. THE HIGHER ASPECTS OF SPIRITU
ALISM. The theological Heaven. A story regard
ing a coffin. An incident with “L. M.” A London 
drama. “Blackwood's Magazine” and some seances 
in Geneva.

CHAPTER XI. “OUR FATHER.” 
CHAPTER XII. THE HIGHER ASPECT OF SPIRITU

ALISM (continued). “Stella."
APPENDIX.

This covers eight pages and was not included in 
the American edition. It is devoted to a brief ac
count of a young medium who under spirit influence 
wrote poetry of a high order. Extracts from thèse 
poetic inspirations are given. The appendix is 
an interesting and most fitting conclusion of a valu
able book.

This is the English edition originally published a, 
$4.00. It is a large book, equal to 600 pages of the 
average 12mo., and much superior in every way to 
the American edition published.’some years ago. 
Originally published in 1877, it was in advance of its 
time. Events of the past twelve years have justified 
the work and. proven Mr. Home a true prophet, 
guide and adviser in a field to which.his labor, gifts 
and noble character have given lustre.

8vo., 412 pages. Price, $2.00.
For sa.e, wholesale and retail, by JNO. C. BUMDX
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TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
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Single Copies, 5 Cents. Specimen. Copy Free.

DISCONTINUANCES.—Subscribers wishing The 
Journal stopped at the expiration of their sub
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wise the publisher will consider it their wish to 
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THE JOURNAL will be sent 
FOUR WEEKS FREE to all 
who so request. A careful read
ing is respectfully asked. Per
sons receiving copies, who have 
not subscribed, may know that 
their address has been supplied 
•by a friend and that the paper is 
either paid for by some one or 
is sent with the hope of closer 
acquaintance. Those receiving 
copies in this way will incur 
n,o financial responsibility.

THE JOURNAL BINDER.
Every reader who desires to preserve his 

paper and to know where to find it when 
wanted should procure a binder. The 
“Emerson” is the best one I know of; and 
a size suitable for The Journal in full 
cloth with the side stamped with the name 
of the paper in full gilt, will be furnished 
subscribers for seventy-five cents, which is 
fifty cents less than retail price. They 
will be supplied to none but subscribers at 
the reduced price. At the end of the year 
the numbers can be removed, if desired, 
and the binder is ready for the next year, 
and as good as new; or the volumes can be 
left in trie covers and put upon the library 
shelf, and another binder procured. Every 
number has articles of permanent value— 
as good years hence as during the week of 
ssue:

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.
Mr. Charles Hayward, of West Lebanon, 

Ind., passed to the higher life on the 8th 
inst., aged eighty-one years. He was a 
regular reader of The Journal, and be
fore departing expressed the wish that it 
should be continued to a daughter and 
desired her to inform us of his great love for 
the paper. Ripe in years and experience 
Brother Hay ward has begun life in the 
next world under auspicious conditions.

On the 13th inst., Mr. Goalman Stewart 
closed his mortal career at St. Joseph, Mo. 
“Mr. Stewart was my son-in-law,” writes 
Mr. R. Patterson, “and the teachings of 
The Journal consoled him in sickness 
and smoothed the pathway to the better 
life, so that he quietly gave up the earth
life as a babe goes to sleep.”

Dr. Charles W. Hidden whose bold 
and able stand for psychical science in 
opposition to commercial spiritism has 
brought down upon his head the maledic
tions of the spiritistic fakirs, has been en
gaged to open the lecture season at Lake 
Pleasant camp on July 24. His theme will 
be “The Psalm of Life.” He will prob
ably speak at no other camp this season 
owing to the pressure of professional work.

The writer of the following letter is a 
medium. She spent some time at Haslitt 
Park Camp last season and has in her quiet 
way and circumscribed sphere been the 
means of bringing light and happiness to 
a goodly number of inquirers.

To the Editor: I am delighted with 
the paper. I do not say this to flatter, for 
that is not my nature, to say what I don't 
mean, but I must say it is the only paper 
pertaining to spiritual philosophy and 
science that I could ever read every word 
of, as I can that, and be interested in it. I 
am proud to know there is such a spiritual 
paper published. I am not afraid to show 
it to the most intelligent of my skeptical 
acquaintances and shall do all I can to pro
mote its circulation. I know now that my 
impressions in regard to it in the past were 
correct and if there were more scientific 
Spiritualists I don’t believe that so much 
fraudulent work would be carried on as 
there is. I was very interested in that 
pamphlet “Signs of the Times,” by Prof. 
Coues, and when I read in the back part 
of the book the opinions of such men as 
Heber Newton and others, in regard to 
your paper, it made my heart glad for I 
thought I could see signs of the times in 
the near future of progress in theology. I 
think you are doing a grand and noble 
work in publishing a paper that invites the 
attention of such men, and lean sincerely 
say I hope the angel world will ever sus
tain and bless you in your noble efforts. 
You have said if I had any personal ex
periences it might be well to send them for 
publication. I have related often to unbe
lievers au experience 1 had at the time of 
my mother’s passing out, that to me was 
striking, although nothing very remark
able perhaps to others. I have given many 
little tests of spirit identity to others, but I 
do not often get anything so demonstrative 
for myself, although I am impressional 
and get a great deal in that way.

(Mrs.) M. H. Hawley.
Westfield, N. Y. '

GOOD COOKING
Is one of the chief blessings of every 
home. To always insure "good custards, 
puddings, sauces, etc., use Gail Borden 
“Eagle” Brand Condensed Milk. Direc
tions on the label. Sold by your grocer 
and druggist.

CHANCE TO OBTAIN “THE SPIRIT 

WORLD.”
For thirty days from March 19, 1892,1 will 
send a cloth-bound copy of Dr. Crowell’s 
unique and much talked about book. The Spirit World; its Inhabitants, Nature and Philosophy to any subscriber on receipt of fifty cents and the addresses of fifty peo
ple of liberal tendencies who are likely to 
be interested in The Journal. The names 
and postoftice addresses must be plainly 
written and only one to the line.

Jno. C. Bundy.

MANAGER MOULTON

Says “Hood’s Sarsaparilla Puts New 
Life IntoMe.”

□ Mr. John S. Moulton, of Salem, is 
known all over the country. He was 
the originator and for many years man
ager of the Bennett & Moulton Opera Co., 
and is now manager of Mechanic’s Hall, 
Salem, as well as partner in the Moulton- 
Ericson Photographic Company. What 
he says will be of great interest:

“I have used Hood’s Sarsaparilla in the 
past, am using it in the present and prob
ably shall in the future. When tired and 
run down it puts new life i nto me and 
makes me

ON GOOD TERMS WITH MYSELF 
and the rest of mankind. There is no 
doubt of its being a most excellent article. 
It always increases my appetite and gives 
me a good night’s sleep when I take it. I 
cannot comprehend how people can be 
humbugged into taking some of the 
worthless blood purifiers that I know are 
being sold, when they can get Hood’s 
Sarsaparilla.” John J. Moulton, Salem, 
Mass.

“SIX WEEKS WITH LA GRIPPE 
Was my sad experience early in 1891, and 
I was even then very weak and unable to 
work over a few hours. Being urged to 
take Hood’s Sarsaparilla, I did so, and in 
ten days I could work, sleep well, had a 
good appetite, and gained in health and 
strength.” Chas. Erswell, Toledo, 
Ohio,

WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN 
A SPIRITUALIST ?

—OR—

Curious Revelations From the 
Life of a Trance Medium.

By Miis. Nettie Colburn ^Laynard.

Illustrated with portraits, and a frontispiece of 
Lincoln from Carpenter’s celebrated painting.

In this narrative Mrs. Maynard tells of her early 
life, and the discovery of her mediumship, and 
brings her career down to the time of going to Wash
ington, Beginning with chapter VII., Mrs. Maynard 
recounts her fiTst meeting and seance with Presi
dent Lincoln and follows It up with accounts of 
further seances at which Lincoln was present, in
cluding some at the White House.

“I believe that Mr. Lincoln was satisfied and con
vinced that the communications he received through 
me were wholly independent of my volition,” writes 
Mrs. Maynard (page 91).

Lincoln is quoted as saying: “I am not prepared to 
describe the Intelligence that controls this young 
girl's organism. She certainly could have no knowl
edge of the facts communicated to me.”

Mrs. Maynard tells a plain, straightforward story 
and fortifies It with witnesses. That she did hold 
seances for Mr. Llnco'n, and that he was strongly 
impressed by what he saw and heard no Intelligent 
purpose can doubt, after reading this book. The 
publisher declares that he has not spared care, re
search or expense In verifying Mrs. Maynard’s 
story before publishing the book; and he publicly 
declares that he “stakes his reputation on the valid
ity of its contents.”

Cloth-bound. 264 pages. Price, 11.50.
Wholesale and retail by Jno. C. Bundy. P. O. 

Drawer 134. 92 LaSalle st.. Chicago.

THE GREAT

SPIRITUAL REMEDIES.
MRS. SPENCE’S

POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE POWDERS.
“Our family think there Is nothing like the Posi

tive and Negative Powders”—so says J. H. Wiggins, 
of Beaver Dam, Wis., and so says everybody.

Buy the Positives for Fevers, Coughs, Colds, 
3ronchitis, Asthma. Dyspepsia, Dysentery, Diarrhoea, 
Liver Complaint, Heart Disease, Kidney Complaints, 
Neuralgia, Headache, Female Diseases. Rheumatism, 
Nervousness, Sleeplessness and all active and acute 
dlse&sesBuy the Negatives for Paralysis, Deafness, 
Amaurosis. Typhoid and Typhus Fevers. Buy a box 
of Positive and Negative (half and half) for Chills 
and Fever.

Mailed, postpaid, for $1.00 a box, or Bix boxes for 
85.00.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by JNO. C. Bundy, 
Chicago-

nRERHN wit of the famousUnLUUll Willamette Valley. Best all- 
” round fruit country in America. No
rrigatlon. Very healthy. Send 10 cts. in stamps to 
fall particulars to Geo. M. Miller, Eugene. Ore

The Open Door,
OR

THE SECRET OF JESUS
BY

John Hamlin Dewey, M. D.

The author dedicates this book to “Those who 
look, pray and work for the spiritual emancipation 
and transfiguration of humanity; and he believes it 
is a key to spiritual emancipation, illustration and 
mastery.

The exposition of the divine possibilities of hu
manity given in this book is based upon the recogni
tion of a psychical and spiritual side to both nature 
and man. “In recognizing a super-sensuous and 
spiritual realm to which we are related,” says the 
author, “we muBt reckon it as a portion of the uni
verse to which we belong, and our relations to it and 
Its influence upon us as perfectly natural and' legit
imate under normal conditions.”

“This book is an earnest effort from the standpoint 
of a seer, to become a help not an oracle for others, 
and to so unfold the law and conditions through 
which the spiritual consciousness is attained and the 
emancipation of mind realized... .that the truth may 
be practically and readily tested by all who desire to 
know it for themselves....That the words of this 
book may lift many to the mount of vision to behold 
the nearness of the kingdom, and inspire them with 
boldness and courage to enter in and possess Its 
treasuries, Is the prayer of the author.”

The work is printed from large clear type and 
covers 156 pages.

Price, 30 cents, postage 6 cents.
For sale wholesale and retail by Jno. C. Bundy, 

92 Lasalle St. P. O. Drawer 134, Chicago, Ill.

MIND, THOUGHT AND CEREBRATION.
BY ALEXANDER WTT.DICR-

Pamphlet form, price 10 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail by Jno. C. Bundy 

Chicago

LIGHT ON THE PATH.
With Notes and Comments.

A treatise for the personal use of those who are 
Ignorant of the Eastern Wisdom, and who desire to 
enter within its influence.

Written down by M. C.
Price, cloth bound, 40 cents; paper cover, 25 cents. 
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Jno G. Bundy, 

Chicago.

ETHICAL RELIGION.
BY WILLIAM M. SALTER,

RESIDENT LECTURER OF THE CHICAGO SOCIETY FO ' 
ETHICAL CULTURE.

CONTENTS.
Ethical Religion; The Ideal Element in Morality; 

What is a Moral Action? Is there a Higher Law? Is 
there anything Absolute about Morality? Darwin
ism in Ethics; The Social Idea); The Rights of 
Labor; Personal Morality; On some Features of the 
Ethics of Jesus; Does the Ethics of Jesus satisfy the 
Needs of our Time? Good Friday from a Modern 
Standpoint; The Success and Failure of Protestant
ism; Why Unltarianisra Fails to Satisfy; The Basis 
of the Ethical Movement; The Supremacy of Ethics,*  
The True Basis of Religious Union.

OPINIONS. .
W. D. Howell’s, in Harper's Monthly: “Where it 

deals with civic, social, personal duty, Mr. Salter's 
book is consoling and inspiring.”

Nation: “Mr. Salter appears as a distinctly im
pressive and attractive personality, modest, cour
ageous, simple-minded, generous and earnest.”

CongregationaHst: “Mr. Salter is so radical that 
probably only a few, even among advanced Uni
tarians, agree with him. Yet he is so plainly desirous 
of finding the truth, and so free from any intentional 
Irreverence th tit conservative Evangelical believers 
hardly will object to his spirit.”

THE RELIGIO-PHILOSOPHICAL JOURNAL: “A few 
of the lectures give to the theoretical side of im
portant problems careful consideration and deep 
thought, while they all present the author's views, 
though sometimes fragmentarily, in a scholarly and 
attractive manner. Mr. Salter's philosophic and re
ligious position is evidently agnostic, with a strong 
leaning toward theism and immortality of the soul, 
at least for a morally select portion r*  humanity. In 
his conception of Spiritualism is prominent t> ose 
aspects of it which offend his refined taste, and tt is 
not strange t>€refore that he fails to appreciate th*«-  
Bystem of thought as understood and expounded o. 
its representative thinkers. When Mr Salter comes 
to understand Spiritualism through study and in
vestigation instead of, as now, chiefly through the 
Interpretation of its opposing critics, he will find to 
his astonishment, may be, that its ethics and his are 
nearly identical.”
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